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FINAL REPORTI
ELECTRON-BEAM CONTROLLED
SEMICONDUCTOR SWITCHES

ARO DAALO3-90-G-0O18-POO04
1/1/90 - 8/31/93

The final report consists of an overview of the experimental and
modeling studies on electron-beam controlled semiconductor
switches and, for more details, reprints of paper published under
this contract. Also included in the final report are results of those
studies which have not yet been published in the open literature.

I would like to thank the technical monitors at ARO and AFOSR for
their support on this project. The success of the research on
electron-beam controlled switches can be seen in the increasing
number of research groups who utilize this concept of switching and
by the fact that the electron-beam controlled GaAs switch, the topic
of our study, is now being developed in a SBIR phase 2 project for
industrial applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of electron-beams instead of lasers to activate gallium
arsenide switches offers the possibility to modulate the switch
conductance on a timescale of nanoseconds through modulation of
the electron-beam intensity and to operate it in a burst mode at a
MHz or even GHz pulse rate. Other advantages compared to laser
activation of solid state switches are the high efficiency, relatively
low cost, and the reliability of electron guns, and the possibility to
introduce the electron-beam through the metallic contact into theswitch. The use of cold cathodes for the electron gun will allow us to
further simplify the switch system.

An obstacle for the use of electron-beam activation of solid state
switches is the small range of electrons in solids. For an electron
energy of 50 keV, for example, the range is on the order of 10 tan.
In a switch configuration, as shown in figure 1, where the electron-
beam is injected through one of the contacts, full activation of the
switch material requires the use of thin films with high dielectric
strength. Experiments with diamond films1 ,2 and silicon dioxide3,4
have demonstrated the validity of this concept. However, even
withthese large bandgap materials, the voltage for this mode of
operation is limited to several kilovolts. In order to extend the
concept of electron-beam control of solid state switches to higher
voltages, which requires switches of much increased thickness, it
was proposed to utilize the electron-beam induced radiation
(cathodoluminescence) in a direct semiconductor, such as GaAs, for
bulk ionization of the switch.5

1 RP. Joshi, M.K. Kennedy, K.H. Schoenbach, and W.W. Hofer, "Studies of High
Field Conduction in Diamond for Electron-Beam Controlled Switching," J. Appl.
Phys. 72, 4781 (1992).
2 R.P. Joshi, K.H. Schoenbach, C. Molina, and W.W. Hofer, "Studies of Electron-

Beam Penetration and Free Carrier Generation in Diamond Films," J. Appl. Phys.
74, 1568 (1993).
3 W. Jiang, K. Zinsmeyer, M. Less, M. Kristiansen, and K.H. Schoenbach, "Electron-
Beam Controlled Switching Using Qpartz and Polycrystalline ZnSe," Proc. 9th
Pulsed Power Conf. Albuquerque, NM, June 1993. ENCLOSED4 W. Jiang, K. Zinsmeyer, M. Less, K.H. Schoenbach, and M. Kristiansen, "Electron-

Beam Controlled Switching Using Qpartz and Polycrystalline ZnSe," to appear in
TEEE Trans. Electron Devices. ENCLOSED
5K.H. Schoenbach, V.K. Lakdawala, D.C. Stoudt, T.F. Smith, and R.P. Brinkmann,
"Electron-Beam Controlled High Power Semiconductor Switches," IE•EE Trans.
Electron Devices 36, 1793 (1989).



Figure 1 shows the principal configuration of a switch activated by
secondary radiation. It consists of a sample of compensated direct
semiconductor material (semi-insulating GaAs) between metal
contacts, with a p-doped layer at the side which faces the electron-
beam. In the non-activated state, the electron and hole density

cathode anode
""P semi-Insulating

electron a radiaton
beam

zone 1 zone 2

V -

Fig. 1. Switch Activated by Secondary Radiation

is determined by thermal emission only and by carrier injection
through the contacts. For semi-insulating material at voltages below
the so-called trap-filled-limited voltage, the concentration of free
carriers in the bulk is very small and the switch resistance therefore
high. Under electron-beam irradiation, the incident electrons are
stopped within a shallow layer at the cathode, the electron range,
and their energy is utilized to about one third for the generation of
electron-hole pairs. In a pure direct semiconductor, the annihilation
of these electron-hole pairs would be through radiative
recombination only. In a semi-insulating semiconductor,
characterized by a large concentration of recombination centers
and traps, the direct radiative recombination is in competition with
trapping and recombination through recombination centers,
respectively. The presence of the p-doped layer ensures that most of
the electrons recombine with shallow acceptors, thus providing
photons with a quantum energy only slightly lower than the bandgap
energy. The photons, which due to their relatively low quantum
energy can penetrate deep into the semi-insulating material, will
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I activate the bulk of the switch through impurity ionization. This
type of electron-beam controlled switch can therefore be
considered as a photoconductive switch with a cathodoluminescent
activation source of high efficiency (up to 3096) and the possibility
to modulate its conductance up to the MHz or even GHz range.

I FIGURE OF MERIT FOR ELECTRON-BEAM CONTROLLED SWITCHES

A simple model of the switch assumes a constant source function
for the electron-beam ionization over the electron range and a
constant secondary ionization in the bulk of the semiconductor,

I with the entire radiation being absorped in the semiconductor. The
efficiency of the luminescence generation is described by a constant

- kint. Based on these assumptions it is possible to define a number of
merit for the switch, Q;6

Q e-e'kin 0tV2

L2 ýion

I, where e is the electronic charge, tt is the carrier mobility, - is the
mean carrier lifetime, Vo the applied voltage, L the depth of the1 switch, and kion the effective ionization energy. The quality, Q, can
be interpreted as the power gain (ratio of switched power to control
power) times the ratio of load resistance, RL, to switch resistance,
1�R. This equation holds if the switch resistance in the on-state is
very small compared to a load resistance. The inverse of the switch

i resistance, the switch conductance, GS, is given as:6

Gs - ettkintfPbýs ionL2

with Pb being the electron-beam power density.

A physical parameter which determines the quality, Q, of the switch
strongly is the cathodoluminescent efficiency, kint. This factor is
determined in part by the quantum efficiency in the

6 R.P. Brinkmann and K.H. Schoenbach, "Electron-Beam Controlled Switching withSWide Bandgap Semiconductors," Proc. 8th IEE International Pulsed Power Conf.,
San Diego, CA, 1991, p. 94. ENCLOSED

I



cathodoluminescent layer, 1 int. By using p-doped GaAs as
cathodoluminescent material, the internal quantum efficiency
(defined as the ratio of radiative among all recombination events)
approaches unity.7 The second contribution to kint is determined by
the degree of absorption of the cathodoluminescent radiation in the
bulk of the semiconductor. The absorption depends on the
wavelength of the emitted radiation relative to the absorption
spectrum of the semiconductor and can be expressed in terms of an
absorption coefficient, a. In order to include the effect of
incomplete absorption in the equation for Q, kint is replaced by5lintaL, with the condition that aL must be less than one; this means
that in order for the switch to conduct, the minimum absorption
length, 1/a, must be about the thickness of the switch. For aL
approaching unity we have optimum coupling of light into the
switch. The equation for the figure of merit, Q which takes this into
account, reads:

Q = eplqintc"V8

ýionl_

SWITCH OPTIMIZATION

In order to optimize the switch, that means to operate it at high Q,
the switch material needs to have a high mobility, low ionization
energy, and long carrier lifetime. On the other hand, since the
carrier lifetime also determines the temporal response of the switch
it might be necessary, depending on the application, to choose
materials with short carrier lifetimes. The various aspects on
material selection are discussed in more detail in reference 6. Semi-
insulating gallium arsenide with its high electron mobility, relatively
low ionization energy, and carrier life time on the order of
nanoseconds is a good candidate for electron-beam controlled
switch material. Even more important is the fact that GaAs is a
direct semiconductor with consequently high quantum efficiency,
Tint, which is enhanced by p-doping of the cathodoluminescent
layer.

7W.N. Carr, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices 12, 531 (1965).



A very important switch parameter is the maximum applicable
voltage, the hold-off voltage Vo. Due to carrier injection and
trapfllfing, this voltage cannot be assumed to be the product of
dielectric strength, Ed, and the switch length, L. It is a complex
function of the type of deep traps, trap densities, trap activation
energies, and the switch dimensions. 8 Because of the effect of traps
on the hold-off voltage, it is possible to influence it by controlling
the trapfilling through control of the carrier injection through the
contacts. Using blocking contacts (reverse biased junctions) it was
shown to be possible to obtain higher values for the hold-off
voltage, compared to switch systems with injecting contacts. 9,10

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL EFFORTS TO OPTIMIZE THE
GaAs SWITCH (DETAILS IN ENCLOSED PUBLICATIONS)

In order to optimize the electron-beam controlled GaAs switch, with
respect to hold-off voltage, we have studied experimentally and
theoretically the dark current characteristics of various semi-
insulating GaAs samples ranging in thickness from 0.5 mm to 5
MM. 1 1 ,1 2 The samples were either undoped or p-doped over a depth
of several tm with Zn. This p-doped layer serves both as a
cathodoluminescent layer and as a blocking contact for electrons.
The cathodoluminescent yield and the absorption of the secondary
radiation in the bulk of the semiconductor were studied for
electron-beam current densities on the order of 20 mA/cm 2, and
pulse durations of gts. Also the temporal response of the switch
current and voltage to electron-beam activation and the recovery

8R.P. Brinkmann, "The Current-Voltage Characteristics of Semi-Insulating Gallium
Arsenide," Physical Electronics Research Institute, Old Dominion University,
Norfolk, VA, Report 105, 1989.
9 M. Kennedy, P.P. Brinkmann, K.H. Schoenbach, and V.K. Lakdawala, "Switching
Properties of Electron-Beam Controlled GaAs Pin Diodes," Proc. 8th Intern. IEEE
Pulsed Power Conf., June 1991, San Diego, CA, p. 102. ENCLOSED
1 0 M.K. Kennedy, K.H. Schoenbach, and R.P. Brinkmann, "Influence of Contacts on
the Hold-Off Voltage and Recovery of Electron-Beam Activated Gallium Arsenide
Switches," submitted to IEEE Trans. Electron Devices. ENCLOSED
11 D.C. Stoudt, K.H. Schoenbach, RIP. Brinkmann, V.K. Lakdawala, and G.A.
Gerdin, "The Recovery Behaviour of Semi-Insulating GaAs in Electron-Beam
Controlled Switches," IEEE Trans. Electron Devices 37, 2472 (1990). ENCLOSED
12 R.J. Allen, K.H. Schoenbach, J. Hur, and G. Kirkman, "Optimization of Electron-
Beam Activated GaAs-Switches," Proc. 9th Intern. IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., paper
PII-55, Albuquerque, NM, June 1993. ENCLOSED



behavior of the switche3 after termination of the electron-beam
pulse were studied experimentally and theoretically.9 10 o,12,13,1 4

NEW MATERIALS

Acccording to our considerations on the switch efficiency (section:
Figure of Merit for Electron-Beam Controlled Switches) materials
with high dielectric strength and high mobility are optimum. In case
the materials are indirect semiconductors, the electron-beam needs
to have sufficent energy to penetrate the entire switch. This requires
the use of thin films. In case of direct semiconductors, the
cathodoluminescent efficiency needs to be high.

An indirect semiconductor with both high dielectric strength and
high mobility is diamond. As a spin-off of this contract, we have
performed extensive studies of the performance of diamond as
switch material under contracts with DARPA and LLNL Results are
published in references 1, 2 and 15. Another material with
extremely high dielectric strength but moderate mobilities is silicon
dioxide (MiO2). The response of silicon dioxide to electron
irradiation was explored in cooperation with Texas Tech University.
The results are published in references 3 and 4. Besides GaAs as
direct semiconductor we have also studied zinc selenide (ZnSe)
under a contract with DARPA, and in cooperation with TTU. ZnSe has
a higher dielectric strength than GaAs, but a lower mobility. Since,
however, the hold-off voltage affects the efficiency of the switch
quadratically, the mobility only linearly, ZnSe is an attractive
alternative to GaAs. Experiments were performed on single crystal
and polycrystalline ZnSe and are published in references 3, 4 and
15.

13 Rp. Brinkmann and K.H. Schoenbach, "Electron-Beam Controlled Switching with
Wide Bandgap Semiconductors," Proc. 8th Intern. IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., June
1991, San Diego, CA, p. 94. ENCLOSED
14 RIP. Brinkmann, K.H. Schoenbach, D.C. Stoudt, V.K. Lakdawala, G.A. Gerdin,
and M.K. Kennedy, "The Lock-On Effect in Electron-Beam Controlled Gallium
Arsenide Switches," IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, 38, 701 (1991). ENCLOSED



SUMMARY

During this funding period we concentrated on two topics. The first
was the influence of heavily doped contacts on dark current,
cathodoluminescence, and switch kinetics. The use of a shallow p-
doped layer on the electron-beam irradiated face of an electron-
beam controlled GaAs switch was shown to improve the gain of the
switch, Q, dramatically. For one, the junction of the p-layer with the
intrinsic material prevents, if negatively biased, the injection of
holes into the intrinsic region. This prevention of double injection
allows us to apply a factor of two higher voltages than with samples
having just ohmic contacts. Because of the quadratic deperniance of
the gain on the hold-off field, this amounts to a factor of four
increase in gain. Secondly, the increased cathodoluminescence of p-
doped GaAs promises to give an order of magnitude improvement in
the switch gain. An additional advantage of using p-doped layers is
the expected, and for the caae of 0.5 mm thick samples
experimentally verified,8 suppression of the lock-on effect for
voltages up to about twice the usual lock-on voltage. The use of low
energy electron-beams for these kinds of switches, as discussed in
the previous section, promises to make these devices easily
controllable closing and opening switches for high reprate pulse
power applications.

The second research topic was the development of a criterion for
the efficiency of electron-beam controlled switches. This criterion,
which is discussed in the second section of this report, allowed us to
extend the switching concept to new materials such as diamond,
zinc selenide, and silicon dioxide. Experiments performed with these
materials have demonstrated the applicability of our concept for the
development of high duty cycle closing and opening switches where
the switch material parameters (such as thermal conductivity,
dielectric strength, carrier life time) can be selected to match a
specific application.



TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The development of electron-beam controlled GaAs switches for
military and industrial applications is the topic of an SBIR from
Integrated Applied Physics, Inc. in Waltham, MS supported by BMDO.
LAP has particularly concentrated on minimizing the electron energy
for switching. The project is presently in phase II.



APPENDIX

CATHODOLUMINESCENCE: CONVERTING ELECTRON ENERGY
INTO PHOTON ENERGY FOR BULK IONIZATION OF GaAs

Our switch concept, the electron-beam controlled activation of
thick GaAs samples, depends on the conversion of electron energy
into photon energy. In order to obtain information on the
cathodoluminescence in GaAs, we have studied the light emission
side-on and end-on. The first type of measurement yields
information on the spatial distribution of the cathodoluminesce; the
second one allows us to measure the absorption coeffient and to
study the generation of light in samples with different doping.

The experimental set-up for the spatial profile distribution
measurement is shown in figure 2.15 The electron-beam hits the
sample and generates band-edge radiation over a distance given by
the electron-range. This radiation (cathodoluminescence) is
recorded by means of a photomultiplier with an S20 or S1 cathode.
In order to record only light which is generated in the region
determined by the range of the electron-beam we have used a
telescope arrangement. The optical arrangement allows only light

i ELECTRON

BEAM [ ,

SAMPLE L1  L2  SHUTTER FILTER. PMT

Fig. 2. Experimental Set-Up for Cathodoluminescence Measurements

1 5 M. Kale, Thesis, Old Dominion University, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, 1991.



which is generated along the line of sight (parallel light beams) to
reach the detector. Light which is emitted from the sample under an
angle larger than 0.014, determined by the diameter of the pinhole
(250 plm, located at distances f from both lenses), and might
possibly be originated in the region outside the electron-range is
blocked out. The two lenses with the focal length f of 40 mm and
200 mm, respectively, create a 2.5 mm image of the 0.5 mm size
sample on the photomultiplier window.

A mechanical shutter was used to block the light partially. By
moving the shutter across the light beam emitted from the sample, a
signal was obtained which contained information on the integral
value of the intensity emitted by the sample over a thickness x from
the electron-beam irradiated face. Measurements were performed
by varying values of x, and the obtained signal

S(x) = j I(x) dx

was then differentiated to get the intensity I(x) of the
cathodoluminescence. The method was applied to zinc-doped GaAs
as cathodoluminescent material. Measured cathodoluminescent
profiles are shown in figure 3 for three different electron-beam
energies. There is clearly a layer of less than 50 Rm thickness at the
cathode (x=O) with enhanced light emission, the
cathodoluminescent layer.

30 -

E-BEAM ENERGYS•* 156 k9V
25 &, 141 keVa 131 keV

20
z

15
w 0e

LU A
< 10, A

zJ 5,0f fl ft

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

SHUTTER (Cum)

Fig. 3. Cathodoluminescence as a Function of Distance from the
Electron Irradiated Face of the GaAs Sample



The relative cathodoluminescent yield, an important parameter for
an electron-beam controlled switch with secondary optical
excitation, was measured by recording the electron-beam induced
transmitted through the sample. A typical light pulse (compared to
the electron-beam diode voltage) is shown in figure 4 for the 2 mm
sample with the p-doped layer facing the electron-beam. The
temporal development of the light emission follows clearly the
shape of the electron-beam voltage pulse. The intensity of the
transmitted light depends on the electron-beam energy as shown in
figure 5. There is no light recorded below 50 kV. For higher values
of the electron-beam voltage, it increases linearly with voltage.

80 20

70
6-0O/'.• , 15

50
10

S40

C~ -J

c 55

t- 10 0 . .. .. .

0

-10 -5
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Time (microseconds)

Fig. 4 Temporal Development of the Cathodoluminescence Measured
through a 2 mm Thick GaAs Switch with a p-Layer (solid
curve) compared to the Electron-Beam Activation (dashed
curve). The Peak Electron Energy is 140 keV.

When the electron-beam irradiates the undoped face of the 2 mm
sample, the intensity of the transmitted light is lower by about an
order of magnitude compared to that emitted from the electron-
beam irradiated p-doped layer (Fig. 5). It is also higher than that
emitted through an electron-beam activated, 0.5 mm thick undoped
GaAs sample. These results confirm our hypothesis that the
presence of a p-doped layer on the electron-beam irradiated face of
the GaAs-switch has a strong impact on the efficiency of
luminescence generation.
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3 THE LOCK-ON EFFECT IN ELECTRON-BEAM CONTROLLED

GALLIUM ARSENIDE SWITCHES

3 R.P. Brinkmann, K.H. Schoenbach. D.C. Stoudt.
V.K. Lakdawala, G.A. Gerdin. and M.K. Kennedy

Physical Electronics Research Institute3 Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia

The term "lock-on effect" describes the inability of optically switch to recover to its initial hold-off voltage following the ap-
or electron-beam controlled semiconductor switches to recover plication of an electron-beam or laser pulse [7,11. After turn-off
to their initial hold-off voltage following the application of the of the driving source the current is "locked-on" to a constant
trigger pulse: after turn-off of the ionization source the current voltage with average electric fields in the range from 4 '.V/cm
is instead "locked on" to a constant voltage with average elec- to 12 kV/cm (1). The effect of "lock-on" on voltage and cur-
tric fields ranging from 4 lcV/crn to 12 kV/cm [11). This paper rent after termination of the sustaining electron-beam is shown
paper is concerned with an investigation into the lock-on ef- schematically in Fig 1 (case V > Ve,).
fect in gallium arsenide based electron-beam controlled switches
and power modulators. Our experimental results indicate that

the lock-on current of the system is actually identical with the G/aAs -SWITCH

time asymptotic dark current under double injection conditions. R 4 s
They show that the pre-illumination of the sample with an ion- V0  V s Es

ization source does not influence the amplitude of the current I

but causes only a reduction in the time neccessary to reach its V < VCR v0 >VCR
final value. In particular, it is demonstrated that the initial V C

highly resitive state is not an actual steady state but rather a 0
transient phase characterized by a non-equilibrium distribution VO
in the electron and hole trap occupation. Based on these ex- 0
perimental results, a scenario is developed which describes the 0 LO
lock-on effect in terms of current injection through the contacts
and carrier trapping in deep intraband levels. The proposed sce-
nario explains all major characteristics of the lock-on effect and 0 S

is further supported by the good qualitative agreement of the Z _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

experimental data with current voltage curves calculated on the TIME TIME

basis of a recently developed self-consistent device model [2]. 1.- I I I IZ
I. Introduction IS

Attempts to utilize electron-beam controlled semiconductor 1 LO
switches have already been made in the sixties [3] and the sev- N K
enties [4], but only recently research in this field has gained new 0
momentum due to an improved concept [5,2]. This switch con-
cept is based on the generation of free charge carriers in the bulk 0z I I I
of a semi-insulating semiconductor like gallium arsenide (GaAs) E-BEAM E-SEAM
by cathodoluminescence. Once the electron-beam is terminated, ON ON

the switch will open due to electron-hole recombination, and
trapping of free carriers, on a time scale of nanoseconds or less Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the lock-on effect.
if the current injected through the contacts is negligible [6]. Be-
sides switch closing and opening the processes of electron-hole II. Experiments
generation and recombination allow modulation of the switch
current with an electron-beam. With the observed linear char- To study the lock-on effect we have concentrated on semi-
acteristics of the electron-beam controlled switches in an electric insulating GaAs as switch material. Particularly for the ex-
field range up to about 4 kV/cm [5], these devices promise to be perimental investigations as-grown (EL2-compensated) material
useful for the modulation of the electrical power into a tempo- with a resistivity of 6 x 106 flcm was used. The sample geometry
rally varying load. The modulation of electron-beam currents consisted of a bulk region with aligned parallel plate contacts.
can easily be done with gated vacuum tubes, which makes com- The thickness of the bulk was 0.065 cm, the area of the contacts
pact and economic switch design possible. about 1.1 cm 2. The contacts were manufactured by thermally

An obstacle for the use of GaAs switches as opening switches depositing a Au(88%)-Ge(12%) alloy to a thickness of 100 rnm.

or modulators in high voltage systems, however, is the so called The sample was then annealed at 450°C in N2 at atmospheric3 "lock-on" effect. This effect is manifested by the inability of the pressure for a period of 15 minutes.
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A set of experiments was conducted using the circuit shown in 5Fig. 2. where the GaAs sample was irradiated through the cath- -

ode contact with an electron-beam pulse of 15 ps duration, as c
schematically shown in Fig. I. The electron-beam was produced -
by a pulsed thernionic diode (8]. The energy of the electrons was ' ,about 150 keV and the current density was in the range of up to - - -
30 mA/cm2 . In the circuit shown in Fig. 2. the 15 fQ PFN load N.
resistance is used to provide a constant voltage across the series < 7
combination of the 50 fl load and the sample. As the resistance > '15
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/' Figure 3: The I-l -curves -or the switch under electron-beam I
_'- SEM!CONDUCTOR irradiation and in the lock-ou state.

SWITCH
semi-insulating GaAs were performed with applied voltages ofFigure 2: Experimental set-up of the system used to measure up to 110 V. corresponding to fields of 1.7 kV/cm. To study thethe switch I-V-characteristics, dark current at higher appi':ed voltages, especially its temporal
development, a hard tube pulser was used which allows to ap-
ply voltage pulses of up 3 kV for hundreds of ms across a high Iof the sample drops due to electron-beam ionization, the voltage impedance load (> kf's). Pulsing the sample allowed to mea-neccessary to sustain the current would remain across the sam. sure the dark current at hieher voltages than are possible with apie, while the sample current is limited by the 50 Q1 resistance. dc bias, because the limited pulse duration reduced the problemThe results of current voltage measurements are shown in Fig. of Joule heating. The circu.it consisted of a storage capacitor I3. The current density in the on-state (during electron-beam ir- which is charged to the dinred voltage and discharged throughradiation) increases linearly with voltage up to about 200 VX a resistor (100 kfl) that is in paralell with the sample. Thewhich corresponds to an average field intensity of 4 k%'/cm. switch used to control the pulse width is an RCA 6293 beam-Above this voltage the current density rises steeply to values power amplifier vacuum tbe with a maximum plate voltage ofgreater than 20 A/cm2 , values which correspond to a current 3.5 kV. As the voltage a.coss the sample is increased further.gain (switch current/ electron-beam current) of abnut 1000. In the sample impedance becomes too low to be driven by the hardthat regime, the sample does not return to the initial applied tube circuit. Therefore. the pulse circuit shown in Fig. 2 wasvoltage after termination of the electron-beam, but rather to a used to allow the dark c-.=rent to be measured at lower sam- 3value which appears to be independent of it. This "lock-on" ef- pie impedances. The circ-ui uses a 15 f? pulse forming networkfect is very similar to the results obtained when GaAs samples which provides a 15 ps voi:age pulse.

are irradiated with a high power laser [7].
The lock-on current increases strongly with the voltage across -

the sample. The values for this current are also plotted in Fig. _ __:'___ I
3 as a function of the switch voltage. The lock-on voltage cor-
responds to an average electrical field of about 3.7 kV/cm. The VOLTAGEvalue of this lock-on field depends on the deep level configura- i (107 Vidiv]
tion of the switch material. It increases with the density of deep I I Itraps or recombination centers and with the trapping cross sec- - _ _ •
tions. When chromium doped semi-insulating GaAs was used
the critical field was increased by a factor of two compared to
the lock-on field of as-grown GaAs. 

CThe electron-beam current determines the current-voltage i (4mACRREN
characteristics of the switch in the on-state, as shown in Fig.
3. It does not, however, seem to influence the lock-on curve. "
Because of the independence of the lock-on current on the pre- - TIME (400 ps/div]vious illumination it can be considered the dark current of thedevice. In order to prove this, dark current measurements on Figure 4: The temporal evolution of the dark current. I
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A typical current and voltage waveform using the hard tube Fig. 6 shows the steady state currents obtained with both
pulser in shown in Fig. 4. The current spike after the initial the dc and the pulsed bias measurements at room temperature
application of the step voltage is attributed to the displacement There is a steep increase in current over four orders of magnitude
current. After the displacement current, the dark current re- at about 200 V in a voltage range of several ten's of volts. The
mains very low for an "onset time" and then increases mono- current values obtained in the "lock-on" experiment (Fig. 2) are
tonically up to a steady' state value. The onset-time which is plotted for comparison with the time asymptotic values of the
defined as the time neccessary to reach a current value of 5% of dark currents; the two groups of currents are virtually identical
the final, steady state current, is found to be a strong function Also plotted is the I-V-characteristics of the on-state, and the
of the amplitude of the applied voltage as shown in Fig. 5. transient values the dark current assumes during the onset time.

10-2" Il. ModelingI *In order to understand the experimental results outlined
inabove, we focus now on a theoretical description of the switch

3 configuration. We assume that the switch diameter is large com-
S10 pared to its thickness, such that a one-dimensional model can

!- •be employed to describe the electron and hole flow though theuW switch. Our model includes the generation of free charge carriers

o through radiative, thermal or impact ionization, their transport
S4 under the influence of the electrical field, and their recombi-
ZW nation or trapping in intraband traps. These deep traps are

responsible for the high resistance of semi-insulating GaAs and

Q =)determine largely, as will be shown, the I-V-characteristics of
if this material. Denoting the number of electrons in the conduc-

r< 10"s- tion band and the number of holes in the valence band bv n
es and p, respectively. the densities of the various carrier traps by

a N, and their relative occupation number by r,, the system of* * dynamical equations reads
10 , L N i a ' '-

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 t 8(v.(E)n) = h,. - N,, + S. (1)

VOLTAGE (V) a
Figure 5: The onset time as a function of the applied voltage. + -(v,(E)p) = hc,, + N,,. + S. (2)

10 ___ ___ __ = + re,. (3)

In these expressions, r', and vp stand for the absolute values of
Sa Under irradiation j the field dependent carrier drift velocities. the diffusion contri-

S 0 ock-on current butions have been neglected. The terms on the right hand side
1 O Steady state dark current denote the balances of direct recombination, thermal pair gener-

Transient dark current 0 ation and impact ionization (ii,,), trapping and thermal release
a of electrons or holes (ý,, and i,, ), and the carrier generation due

E 10 " 9 to the external source (5). The description is completed with
0 oPoisson's equation connecting the electrical field E to the excess

__ 0
_ 10.2 0 charge in the crystal; the quantites N,. eo and f. stand for the
Fn effective shallow doping density, the absolute and the relative
z -3 dielectric constant, respectively:C 10 0

uJ = E(n - p+ Nr, -Ni). (4)rrcr 10"4 -0O0 0,O

I 00

O10s o00 We have solved the equations numerically under the assump-
0 tion of steady state, closely following a procedure which will

10 6 0 more extensively be discussed in reference [2]. The contacts

00oO have were assumed to be injective (ohmic). It turned out that
,10_ ,__ ___7_ , the results vary considerably depending on the deep level con-

10-7 1 10 102 101 figuration. However, there are some features which appear
to be characteristic for most types of compensated GaAs and

VOLTAGE (V) other semi-insulating material. They are discussed in the fol-
r 6lowing, using a relatively simple deep level configuration. Fig-

Figure 6: The I-V-curves corresponding to the steady state ur7shwteI-caatriisofn05mmwthasu-" ure 7 shows the I-V-characteristics of an 0.5 mm switch assum-
dark-current, the transient dark current, the lock-on current and ing the presence of one dominant recombination center with
the current under electron-beam irradiation.

I
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10' 1 10 10' 103 IV. The Lock-On Scenaric

Voltage (V) Based on the results of the numerical calculation described
above, we can now establish a scenario which explains the main

Figure 7: The I-V-characteristics according to the numerical features of the lock-on effect. Consider the linear I-V-diagram in
calculations figure 8, where we have schematicly drawn the three different I-

V-curves discussed above, namely a) the transient dark-current

a density of N = 1017 cm- 3 , an energy of 0.85 eV above the I-V-curve that is valid during the onset time, b) the steady state
valence band, and electron and hole capture cross sections of dark-current which is reached in the time asymptotic limit, c) U
or = 2 x 10-"1 cm 2 and a. = 5 x 10-1 cm 2 , respectively. Curve and the current-voltage characteristic of GaAs under electron-
I corresponds to the dark current (S = 0), curve 1I to the current beam irradiation.
under irradiation (S = 1017 cm-s'-1). Let us consider two switch experiments with the same load

A comparison of the numerically obtained curves with the ex- resistor R, but different initial voltages 1'O. characterized by the I
perimental results displayed in figure 6 shows a very good quali- two load lines I and II in figure 7. In the first experiment, the
tative agreement. (The quantitative deviations are probably due switch starts in the highly resistive off-state at point a, where
to the relatively simple representation of the deep level structure the current is low and the voltage is very close to the voltage 1;,.
in our model.) In particular. the calculations reproduce well the Under irradiation with the electron beam. the switch becomes
initially linear behavior of the current both in the dark and in quickly ionized and the load point moves to the low resistivity
the irradiated state, and their subsequent steep increase above regime b~l, the on-state of the switch. After turn-offof the beam.
the critical voltage of 200 V. At low voltages, the dark cur, the charge carriers recombine and the switch moves to the point 3
rent shows an ohmic behavior. The resistance, measured in this c,, which is identical with the point al. It is clear that this case
range. corresponds to the value given by the manufacturer. At does not exhibit a lock-on effect.
a certain, critical voltage the current rises drastically: in this Consider next the load line II with a source voltage V0 that
material over seven orders of magnitude. This effect will exten- lies over the critical value VC. In the initial off-state, the load 3
sively be discussed in reference [2], it is essentially due to the point is located at all, which characterizes the transient state
injection of electrons and holes at the contacts (double injec. with a small electrical current. The load point begins to move
tion) and involves a considerable build-up of charges in the deep along the load line, but according to our argumentation above
levels. (and the experimental curve 5), this time development is rather

From the fact that the strong increase in the current is due to slow and might take a time that is long compared to the duration
trap filling, we can explain the relatively long onset time of the of the applied pulse. Under irradiation with the electron beam.
dark current before it rises to its final value. Initially. most of the however, the load point moves very quickly to bli. i.e. to the
charge carriers that are injected from the contacts will become on-state with a high current and a small voltage. Due to the
trapped in electron or hole traps which have a relative high den- high carrier density generated by the e-beam, the traps will be
sity in semi-insulating gallium arsenide, to the effect that free filled very quickly. But now, after the turn-off of the beam. the
carrier densities remain very low during the onset time. It is only load point will not return to the initial value bl but rather to
after the traps are completely filled that the current can rise to the steady state value cjj, with a considerably higher current. ,
its final value. The neccessary time span can be considerable if the lock-on current.
only charges injected through the contacts are available to fill
the traps. Under irradiation with the beam, however, the onset

time will be much shorter due to the large source function for
electrons and holes in the bulk of the switch. More quantitative
results which are based on a transient simulation of equations
(1) - (4) will be published elsewhere. 3
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I ~ V. Discussonr

A current lock on at a constant voltage was observed in
electron-beam controlled GaAs switches. Its essential featuresI are equivalent with the ones found in optically controlled GaAs
switches. It has been demonstrated, that the amplitude of the
lock-on current only depends on the voltage of the driving cir-
cuit, and not on the electron beam power. In fact, even without
irradiation the same current could be established. The only ef-
fect that e-beam irradiation has is the reduction of the onset
time of the current flow.

Based on these observations and on supporting numerical cal-
culations of the dark current in GaAs. we propose a model which

is able to explain the main features of the lock-in effect: It ap-
pears only above a certain voltage threshhold, it is essentially
independent of the initial e-beam (or laser) irradiation, and the
voltage across the sample is independent of the current density.

What is the practical importance of the lock-on effect?
Clearly, it must be regarded as an unwanted effect for opening
switches, as it prevents the recovery of electron-beam or opti-
cally controlled semiconductor switches to their initial hold-off
voltage following the application of the trigger pulse. However.
it might be a very desirable effect for closing switches, as its al-
lows to close a circuit indefinitely by using a short trigger pulse.
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APPENDIX I

High Average Power Switching for Linear Induction Accelerators

3 A Summary of the Workshop held at the Wente Conference Center in Livermore,
California on October 10-11, 1990U

by.
M. S. Di Capua

L'pwrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550

Workshop organized by:

W. W. Hofer
T. J. Orzechowski

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550

I

i ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the presentations and the findings of the Workshop on
High Average Power Switching (WHAPS) that took place in Livermore, CA on
October 10-11, 1990. The WHAPS discussed switching technologies that could meet
requirements that arise in applications of linear induction accelerators also known
as induction linacs. Induction linacs require a switch that will hold-off 250 kV,
conduct 30 kA for 150 to 200 ns, operate at 1 to 2 kHz for several second bursts, have3 better than 1 ns jitter, and last in excess of 108 pulses. The workshop reviewed the
state-of-the-art of Super-Emissive Cathode Switches, Magnetically Delayed Vacuum
Switches and Solid State Switches and considered research and development steps
that would allow these technologies to meet these requirements.

U
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7.2 Electron-Beam Controlled Semiconductor Switches 7

Electron-beam controlled GaAs switches operating either in the linear mode or
triggered into a semi-permanent conductive state, can switch, like photoconductive
switches at high powers, with nanosecond risetimes and very low jitter. Since I
electron beam sources have higher efficiencies, higher repetition rates, and are less
expensive than lasers at comparable power levels, electron beam controlled
semiconductor switches could be competitive with photoconductive switches in I
high average power switching applications. In addition the use of electron beams as
drivers for switches operated in the linear mode allows pulse shaping by
modulating the electron beam current in a gated vacuum tube.

7.2.1 Electron-Beam Sustained GaAs Switch I
The concept of electron-beam sustained semiconductor switches (1, 2) is based on
irradiating a wide-bandgap, direct semiconductor material, such as GaAs or ZnSe,
with a high energy electron-beam. The electron-beam creates a high density

7 K. Schoenbach contributed this section. Work supported by USARO and AFOSR
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electron-hole carrier in a surface layer with a depth in the range of several tens to
hundreds of micrometers. The electron-beam-generated secondary ionizing
radiation (x-rays and band-edge radiation from recombining electron-hole pairs) can
penetrate deep into the bulk of the semiconductor. Band-edge radiation, with an3 emission characteristic which is well matched to the absorption spectrum of the
semiconductor, is the dominant source of ionization. The physics of the switching
process is therefore similar to that of a laser-driven photoconductive switch.

A sketch which shows schematically how the switch can be integrated in an
electron-beam driver is shown in Figure 7.2.1. The switch consists of a cylindrical
piece of semi-insulating GaAs or any other wide-bandgap, direct semiconductor. It is
doped on the cathode side with acceptor material to a depth equal to the penetration
depth of the electron-beam. For 200 keV this depth is on the order of 100 gim. At the
anode the semiconductor is doped with a donor material, generating a P-layer,
intrinsic, N-layer (PIN) structure.I

GaAs SWITCH

, n
CATHODO-

I LUMINESCENCE

VACUUMON-UBE

GATE CATHODE ELECTRON-BEAM

I Figure 7.2.1: Schematics of an electron beam controller switch with the GaAs switch integrated in a
gated electron tube. The figure on the right shows the design of the solid state switch (PIN structure)3 and indicates the process of electron energy conversion into band edge radiation.

In the open state (no irradiation), the bulk material has a high resistivity, with
measured hold-off field strengths of more than 150 kV/cm. The PIN structure
prevents current injection into the bulk of the switch and insures therefore a low
dark current.

I To turn the switch into the conducting state, closing the switch, an electron-beam
with an energy below the damage threshold of 250 keV, is injected at the cathode3 side of the sample. Due to the small penetration depth of the electron-beam, the
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electrons that stop in the p-type layer of the switch create a high concentration of
electron-hole pairs by direct ionization. Subsequently, these pairs recombine
emitting band-edge radiation (in GaAs: hu = 1.42 eV) which then penetrates deep
into the material, ionizing the bulk of the switch. The electron-hole plasma in the
bulk zone allows large currents to flow during electron-beam irradiation. I
Modulation of the electron-beam current will cause linear changes in electron-hole
plasma density and therefore the switch current.

The strong p-type doping of the electron impact region has two effects on the switch
efficiency. First, it enhances the probability of electron energy conversion into
photon energy and second, it reduces the bandgap. Consequently, the resulting band- I
edge radiation undergoes less absorption in the intrinsic material and penetrates
deeper into the bulk. Proper doping of the p-type layer allows tailoring of the 1/e
depth of the band-edge radiation with respect to the switch geometry, in a similar I
way to that attainable with a tunable laser.

Early experiments were performed with 0.5 mm thick semi-insulating GaAs wafers I
without the PIN structure. Electron-beam current densities were in the range of 10
mA / cm 2 with pulse durations in the 10 As range. Figure 7.2.2 shows the results of
the electrical measurements. In the linear range, currents of up to 10 A have been I
switched with 36 mA electron beams corresponding to a current gain (switch
current/electron-beam current) of about 300. Gains of more than 10,000 have been
reached in the nonlinear range at applied fields in excess of 5 kV/cm. Also shown in
this figure are results of modeling (solid lines) which indicate that linear switch
operation, where the switch current is proportional to the applied voltage, is well
understood.

Improvements in current gain by more than an order of magnitude are possible by
using PIN structures. Also, modeling results indicate that it should be possible to
extend the linear range to much higher field strengths, avoiding the lock-on effect
[3], and therefore keeping the switch controllable over a wide range of voltages. This
would allow the switch to open even at high applied voltages by turning off the
electron-beam. Experiments with GaAs in a PIN structure have confirmed this
prediction [3a]. It was possible to apply five times higher voltage to the switch than
to an intrinsic one without going into the lock-on state. Also, the switch gain
improved by about a factor of four, even though the p-type layer in the GaAs did not
have the optimal thickness. Because the proposed switch would operate in the 5
linear regime, currents and voltages should scale linearly with switch dimensions
and source intensities. Modeling results [2], which are experimentally verified for
lower current and voltage levels, led to the scenario generated by the discussion
group on solid state switches [Table 10.1].

I
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Figure 7.2.2: Comparison of experimentally obtained J-V characteristics with computed J-V curves for
0.5 mm-thick semi-insulating GaAs switches. The modeling results hold for low voltages only.

7.2.2 Electron-Beam Triggered GaAs:Si:Cu Switch

The development of a new type of semi-insulating GaAs at Old Dominion
University (ODU), which has decay time constants far exceeding those of GaAs and
even Si, offers the possibility to use this material as a low jitter closing switch. This
switch can be triggered with either a Nd:YAG laser, as it was done at ODU, or with
an electron beam. It has hold-off voltages and dark currents comparable to those at
GaAs, but the current decays with 1/e times that are long compared to the pulse
duration requirements of Linear Induction Accelerators (Figure 7.2.3). This
persistence of the current after switching into the conducting state is not due to the
lock-on effect. Rather, it is a linear effect, which results from the slow trapping of
electrons into ionized deep Cu centers. Unlike the lock-on case, where the switch
current is locked to a certain voltage, the forward voltage is only determined by the
source function and can therefore attain very low values. The new material, silicon
doped, copper compensated GaAs (GaAs:Si:Cu) and its applications are discussed in3 [4, 5, 6, and 71. One of the most attractive features of this new material is its use as an
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opening switch, where the current is optically quenched: GaAs:Si:Cu switches can be
closed and opened by means of laser radiation.

"t
S\ |

o G~CA.s: $1"Cu -I''

L
L

P p.-type

0 lo00 2000 0 40 •00
T mIW (no3 I

Figure 7.2.3: Photocurrent decay curves for slightly undercompensated (n-type) GaAs:Si:Cu and slightly
overcompensated (p-type) GaAs'Si:Cu. Un-doped GaAs or chromium doped GaAs has decay times of

nanoseconds and less. Current scale is 40 mA div-1, time scale is 1000 ns div"1. (M. Mazzola,
Dissertation, ODU, 1990)

The properties of GaAs:Si:Cu, its high optical gain together with its low dark
current, make it the best available switch material for photoconductive closing
switches, operating at voltages far below the lock-on voltage. The closing switch
based on e-beam triggering of the GaAs:Si:Cu has been modeled and results are
discussed in [8]. Results show -that subnanosecond switching of a GaAs:Si:Cu switchI
into a conductive state with l than 0.1 fl/cm 2 (Figure 7.2.4) is possible with
electron-beam pulses which generate carriers at a rate of 1025 cm-3 s-1 . This
corresponds to an electron current density of 100 A/cm 2 at an electron energy of 150 I
keV. Although these values seem high, it should be considered that handheld,
battery driven e-beam guns with 2 ns e-beam pulses, which generate several
hundred amperes at the required electron energy are available [10, also: M. I
Kristiansen, Texas Tech University].

The calculation of Figure 7.2.4 was performed for a 0.5 mm sample. However, it can i
be expected, that by relaxing the condition for the risetime from ps to ns, it becomes
possible to switch thick samples with about the same e-beam flux as used in the
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model. The advantages of using such a switch in Linear Induction Accelerators
would lie in the relatively inexpensive (compared to lasers) construction of switch
drivers, which allow precise switch triggering at high repetition rates. In addition,
the reduced thermal loading of the switch due to the low forward voltage (far below
the lock-on voltage) and the small amount of trigger energy should allow easier
thermal management of the repetitively operated solid state switch.
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Figure 7.2.4: Calculated temporal development of switch voltage (a) and current density (b) in a 0.5 mm
GaAs switch during (time scale 200: ps div"1) and after (time scale 100:. s div"1) electron beam

radiation. The forward voltage during the first 100 Is is far below the lock-on voltage. It reaches the
lock-on voltage level after about 200 ps.I

Although this switch concept, as the first one, is not yet tested at high power levels,
it should be scalable because it does not rely on nonlinear effects, such as the lock-on
effect, for the conduction phase. The novel idea in both type of switches is the use of
electron-beams with their inherent high efficiency and controllability, and in the
triggered switch case, the utilization of "tailored" switch materials. In both cases it is
not even necessary to generate the cathodoluminescence in the switch itself. It is
possible to have the electron-beam controlled light source separated from the switch
and to couple the light through fibers from source to switch [9]. This, although less
efficient than having the light source integrated in the switch, might have
advantages in switching parallel systems with low jitter.
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HIGH POWER SWITCHING WITH

ELECTRON-BEAM CONTROLLED SEMICONDUCTORS

RalIf Peter Brinkmann, Karl H. Schoenbach, Randy A. Roush,
David C. Stoudt', Vishnu K. Lakdawala and Glenn A. Gerdin

(Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529)

Measurements and model calculations on semi-insulating GaAs as material for optically and electron-beam con-
trolled semiconductor switches have shown that the steady state current is a strongly nonlinear function of both the
applied voltage and the radiation intensity. The nonlinear shape of these curves can be influenced over a wide range
by doping with suitable deep acceptors or donors, a result which opens the possibility of *tailoring" the materials
to meet specific demands. As an example, it is discussed how a current-controlled negative differential conductivity
due to Cu-doping can be utilized for a fast (sub-nanosecond) e-beam controlled switch which operates at low dark
current, high hold-off voltage and a forward resistance which lies considerably below the lock-on resistance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of electron-beam controlled semiconductor switches is based on the generation of free charge carriers in
the bulk of a semi-insulating semiconductor, utilizing both the direct and the indirect ionizing effects of high-energy
electrons. A beam of such electrons with a current of up to 100 A/cm 2 and an energy of up to 150 keV can easily be
generated with standard vacuum technology, making a compact and economic switch design possible. A thorough
analysis of the device in the linear regime has been given in references [1) and [2].

Recently, much attention has been focused on the non-linear behavior of optically and electron beam controlled
semiconductor switches, concentrating on features like the non-linear dark current characteristics, the break-down
voltage, and on the so-called lock-on effect [3,4,5]. The experimental results of different groups vary considerably. This
indicates that the named characteristics are essentially determined by the non-ideal features of the semiconductor,
in particular by the localized deep energy levels generated by impurities or defects.
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Figure 1: Model of the Level Structure of Cu:Si-Doped Semi-Insulating GaAs.
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The strong dependence of the switch characteristics on Impurities and defects is on one hand an obstacle for I
standardization of semiconductor switches, but can also be seen as an opportunity: 'Tailoring of the switch material
becomes possible Deep traps in the band gap are responsible for the high resistance of semi-insuiaing GaAs and
determine largely the I-Vcharacteristicsof the material (41 Some of them, like the generally dominant electron trap
EL2. are related to defects resulting from the composite nature of GaAs and are hence Intrinsic to the material, others
however, can be introduced by doping the crystal with suitable acceptors or donors The strong dependence of the
material properties on these dopants opens the possibility of shaping the conductance of the semiconductor to meet
specific demands. In the following, we discuss the example of a current-induced negative differential conductivity due I
to copper doping and how it may be utilized to design a fast (sub-nanosecond) on-switch which operates at low dark
current, has a high hold-off voltage and shows forward resistance which is considerably below that obtained under
lock-on conditions. The assumed energy level structure is given in figure 1. It consists of the two copper levels CuA
and CUB which act as hole traps, and of the intrinsic electron trap EL2.

R-50.c:
,,- T

- eiectr-.
' ' ' ' beam

v ' switch

Figure 2: Schematic Representation of the Switch Circuit.

11. MODELING THE SWITCH CONFIGURATION

In order to analyze the performance of electron-beam controlled semiconductor switches, we have developed a
model based on the idealized configuration shown in figure 2. The voltage source represents a pulse forming line
with an internal resistance of R = 50 Q. %Ve assume that the switch diameter (.4 = 1 cm2 ) is large compared to I
its thickness (L = 0.5 mm). such that a set of one-dimensional equations can be employed to describe the electron
and hole transport. Our model includes the generation of free charge carriers through radiative, thermal or impact
ionization, their transport under the influence of the electrical field, and their recombination or trapping in intraband
traps. Denoting the number of electrons in the conduction band and the number of holes in the valence b~nd by n
and p. respectively, the densities of the various carrier traps by N, and their relative occupation number by r,, the
system of dynamical equations reads

49n L9 n
Dt a , -D ) = V's -)N .,+ S. (1)

T ax z
0T r .,, • (3 )

In these expressions. v, and v. stand for the field dependent drift velocities of the electrons and ther holes.
respectively, D,, and D, are the diffusion coefficients. The dottet terms on the right hand side denote the balances
of direct recombination, thermal pair generation and impact ionization (nh,), and trapping and thermal release of
electrons or boles (r,, and -,,). Together with the corresponding cross sections, they are visualized in the band
structure model if figure 1. The source function S represents the generation of electron-hole pairs due to the external
source (5); for the sake of simplicity we assume it to be spatially constant. For an electron beam of 150 keV energy,
S is 1013 cm-3s-i x b,,,,/Acm-2.



The description of the system is completed with Poisson's equation which connects the electrical field E to the

excess charge in the crystal, the quantities .1', (0 and t. stand for the effective shallow doping density, the absolute

and the relative dielectric constant, respectively

m aE----- _ to(, On e, - p+ • v +(.) 4)

We have solved the equations numerically under the assumption of steady state, closely following a procedure

which is more extensively discussed in reference [2], and in the transient case where we have implemented a hybrid

code which combines a Lagrangian treatment of the free carriers with an Eulerian description of the trapped charges

(This approach, which virtually eliminates the spurious numerical diffusion inherent to finite differenc.ng methodes.

ensures a satisfactory accuracy even for a relatively small number of discretization points.) For all calculations, th-

contacts have been assumed to be injective with negligible contact resistance.
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Figure 3: The Steady State f-V-Curves with and Figure 4: The Experimentally Obtained Dark Cur-

WhithouL Electron-Beam Irradiation, and the Load rent Curve for GaAs:Cu:Si.
Line of the Voltage Source.

IIl. STEADY STATE CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS

First, we consider the time-independent current-voltage characteristics of the switch. We have calulated the I-

V-curves for the case S = 0 (dark current), and for every power of ten between 1014 cin-s- 1 and 1025 cm-3s 1-,

corresponding to e-beam currents between I nA/cm2 and 100 A/cm2. The familiy of curves is displayed in figure 3.

together with the load line V = 4 kV - j * 50 Sfcm2 of the assumed voltage source.
Let us focus first on the dark current curve S = 0. For low voltages, V < 100 V, it exhibits a linear ohmic

behavior with j = e(pnnq + ppppq)V/L = GoV, the conductivity being determined by the carrier concentration in

the thermodynamic equilibrium. For higher voltages, 100 V < V S 5 kV, deviations from this relation arise which

are due to the nonlinear dependence of the drift velocities on the electrical field, but the current voltage curve is still

monotonic. At about 5 kV, however, the current slope begins to rise steeply and finally bends back to lower voltages.

The occurrance of such a current-controlled negative differential conductivity has first been predicted by Lampert et

al. [6]. It can be understood as a phenomenon resulting from the effects of trap filling and double-current-injection:

In the low current regime, any injected charge carriers are quickly trapped in the vicinity of the contacts so that they

create a considerable space charge (and hence voltage drop) but do not contribute to the current flow. At currents

above 10 mA/cm2 , however, the deep traps are essentially filled, leading to a drastically increased effective carrier

lifetime, a more homogeneous charge distribution and hence to a reduced forward voltage.
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An important effect resulting from the negative differential conductivity of the sample is that the dark current
characteristic crosses the load-line of the voltage source at three different points which determine three distinct steady
states of the system, denoted by 1. S, and S2 in figure 3. The state I is externally unstable because of R + ". > 0. the
two states St and S2 are externally stable. Assuming also internal stability, we can conclude that the configuration
of figure 2 shows a pronounced bistable behavior with a low-current (or hold-off) state S1 and a high-current (or
lock-on) state S2

At this point, it is interesting to compare the numerical results with some experimentally obtained data. Figure 4
shows the dark current I-V-curve for a sample which was manufactured by electrically compensating silicon doped
gallium arsenide through thermal diffusion of copper into the host crystal. The two curves show a satifactory qualita.
tive agreement with respect to the current controlled negative differential conductivity, but a rather poor quantitative
correspondence in terms of the maximum hold-off voltage and the minumum sample voltage at higher currents. The
reason for this is probably that the deep level structure used in our calculations gives only an approximate (and
simplified) representation of the real material, mainly because collisional processes which lead to trap emptying are
not yet considered in the model. Processes of this type, which are difficult to include in the model because of the lack
of basic data, are at least partially to blame for the still existing gap between experimental and theoretical results.

Let us now turn to the current voltage characteristics under irradiation. As one should expect, they also show a
linear behavior for low voltages, j = e( 1n + ppp)V/L = GsV, corresponding to a homogeneous field distribution. At
higher voltages, hovever, deviations from the linear slope become significant because the effects of the external source
function are no longer dominant compared to those of internal electron-hole-pair generation and current injection I
through the contacts. Finally, the I-V-curves under irradiation nserge with the dark current curve.

From the family of I-V-curves in figure 3 and the load line of the assumed voltage source we can already infer
the essential characteristics of a switching scenario: Assume the system to be in the hold-off mode with an applied
voltage of 4 kV and a currrent of about I mA/cm2 . Starting from S = 0, we may imagine a slow (adiabatic) increase
of the source function and a corresponding rise in the conductance. At first, the state of the system will follow the
intersection of the load line and the I-V-curves quasistatically; at S :t 1016 cm-3 s-1. this intersection and also the
corresponding steady state vanish: The system cannot react adiabatically anymore, it has to undergo a transition
into a dynamical state and will finally reach the high-current mode. From there, it can follow any subsequent changes
in the source function quasistatically again; in particular, it will go into the lock-on state S2 when the source function
is switched off. I

From the expected bi-stable behavior of the switch we conclude that doping of GaAs with deep acceptors such
as copper opens the possibility to design a very economical switch. Source functions as low as 1016 cm- 3 s-1 which
correspond to an electron beam of 0.1 pA/cm2 and 150 keV energy, or to a GaAs laser diode of 10 mW/cm 2 can be
used to trigger the switch into a low impedance mode, followed by the lock-on mode with slightly higher impedance.

IV. TRANSIENT SIMULATION

Unfortunately, a quasistatic investigation alone does not allow us to conclude on the temporal characteristics of
the switching process. As the transition to the lock-on mode is related to the filling of the deep carrier traps, we
can roughly estimate the closure time by r = N/S, where N z 1014 is a typical trap density. To obtain a more
quantitative formulation, we have to employ a complete transient simulation of equations (1) - (4) For the sake of
conciseness, we confine ourselves to the discussion of one case which is typical for our experimental results.

Figure 5 shows a synopsis of the simulation, i.e., the voltage of the source, the voltage across the switch, and
the current density as a function of time. (Note the different scales for the 1-axis.) We start the system at t = 0 I
from the thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., from the state with no voltage and no source function applied. First, the
source voltage is increased within about 10 as to a value of 4 keV, to which the switch responds with the dielectrical
displacement current. After the final voltage has been reached, this current dies rapidly off and the system reaches
steady state; comparison with figure 3 shows that this is indeed the low-current hold-off state S,. I

After 40 ns, we apply a source function of S = 102s cm-3 s-1 for a time span of 750 ps. The system reacts within
about three hundreds ps by increasing the conductivity such that the voltage at the switch breaks down to about
I V, a value which corresponds almost to the steady state value. During irradiation, the deep centers trap charges
form the conduction and the valence band, respectively, so that at the end of the 750 ps the electron trap is nearly
completely filled, and the dominant hole is trap filled to about 50%.

After the source function has been switched off again, we now follow the relaxation of the system on a much longer f
time scale. First, the remaining hole sites in the Cu-level trap the holes in the valence band and form an immobile
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positive space charge, wheras electrons sta.b in the conduction band because the EL2-trap is already completely
filled As a consequence, the system is now "dynamically" n-type. and it remains in a highly conductive state for a I
coiisiderable time. (This effect was first used by Schoenbach et al [7] in the BOSS concept As in this concept, the
current could be quenched by releasing the holes with laser irradiation.)

After a time span of some hundred its. the trapping of electrons in the Cu-levels starts to make an impact onrthe conductance of the switch. It decreases to a certain extent, and the voltage increases to a value of about 50 V IComparison with figure 3 shows that this is actually the lock-on state as discussed in the previous section

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION P
Our considerations have shown experimentally and the-retically that dhe current-voltage curves of semi-insulating

GaAs can be tailored by doping the material with deep acceptors or donors. The use of copper as a dopant induces
a pronounced current controlled negative differential conductivity which leads to a bistable behavior of the system.
This characteristic feature offers the possibility to design an on-switch which combines a high hold-off voltage and
low forward resistance and hence reaches a very favorable efficiency. Two limiting cases y e of interest:
" If delay times of ps and more are of no concern, switching with large current rise can already be achieved with !

source functions as low as S = 1016 cm- 3s- 1, corresponding to e-beam or laser power of the order of 10 mW/cm 2

"* With source functions of S = 1025 CM- 3 s-I switching can be obtained on a sub-nanosecond time scale The
beam power in this cas is relatively high, P = 107WV/cm 2 , but easily obtainable with electron beam guns. It
corresponds to beam currents of about 100 A/cnm2 at 150 keV: the corresponding pulse energy. however, is still Ionly of the order of 10-ýJ/cmrI-

These examples show that the electron-beam controlled semiconductor switches promises to be a very attractive
alternative to optically controlled semiconductor switches as well as to conventional thyratrons. It should be empha-
sized that the properties of the devices can be improved even more by employing semiconductors with higher band
gap. Materials like ZnSe promise to yield superior performance in terms of leakage current, hold-off voltage and
temperature stability, a perspective which will undoubtedly motivate increased research effort into that direction.
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Abstrac--The conductivity of wide-bandgap semiconductors can be cept 151-f71. This concept is based on the generation of'
effectively controlled by electron-beam excitation therebi. allowing these free charge carriers in the bulk of the semniconductor bý.materials to be used as closing and opening switches in high-power, induced cathodoluminescence. Using an electron beam to

high-repilition rate systems. Semi-insulating GaAs is experimentally
studied with respect to its application in electron-beam-controlled ionize the semiconductor allows the switch to be closed
switches. The dark current through the switch is measured both before for microsecond or even millisecond time durations. Once
and after electron-beam irradiation. A "lock-on" effect, similar to that the electron beam is terminated, the switch will open due
seen in photoconductive sitches, is observed after the electron beam to electron-hole recombination. trapping or' free carriers.
is terminated. This effect is characterized by the switch current contin- diffusion, and carrier sweep-out. The recovern time of
uing to flow., locked to a certain voltage, as long as the voltage is ap-
plied across the switch. A possible explanation for this effect, based on photoconductive GaAs switches was measured to be
the process of electron and hole injection at the contacts is presented. nanoseconds and less for low applied voltages 181. It
A method to minimize double injection is offered to make the electron- should not be different for electron-beam excitation.
beam-controlled switch, along with the photoconductive switch, prac- Therefore, the electron-beam switches should be useful in
tical for use as both an opening and closing switch, systems where high repetition rates are required or where

switches are needed to operate in a burst mode.
1. INTRODUCTION Some of the advantages of electron-beam-controlled

switches compared to conventional photoconductive (laser

D ESEARCH on photoconductive semiconductor controlled) switches are as follows:
JLXswitches has evolved rapidly during the past few * Compared to high-power lasers, electron beams al-
years. Whereas most of the research initially has been low easy temporal control of the beam current. When
concentrated on silicon (Si) as the switch material, there combined with the linear characteristics of the electron-
is recently more and more interest in semi-insulating (SI) beam-controlled semiconductor switch, a device which
gallium arsenide (GaAs). come of the benefits of using promises to be very useful for the purpose of high-powerSI GaAs in a high-power switch instead of Si are that it modulation can be developed. This could have applica-

has a higher electron mobility, higher dark resistance, tions in inductive energy storage devices where it is de-
higher dielectric strength, and a faster recombination time. sirable to control the conduction phase of the opening
Besides these material properties, GaAs has an additional switch to optimize the power transferred into the load.
advantage in that copper-compensated silicon-doped GaAs * Electron beams with power densities in the 1- to
can be utilized as a material for optically controlled clos- 100-kW range can be generated with relatively uncompli-
ing and opening switches [I]. cated devices like vacuum tubes. Therefore, compact and

Although photoconductive. high-power switches have economical integrated switch designs are possible.
been studied for less than a decade [2], they have gained An obstacle for the use of GaAs switches as opening
much more attention than electron-beam-controlled switches in high-voltage systems. however, is the so-
pulsed-power switches which were studied for a much called "lock-on" effect. This effect is manifested by the
longer time [3]. [4]. Recently, research in this field has inability of the switch to recover to its initial hold-off volt-
gained new momentum due to an improved switch con- age following the application of an electron beam or laser

pulse and results in a current which persists after the
source of irradiation has been removed 191. l 10l. In order
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after termination of the excitation source. and compdre it 10 3

with the dark-current characteristics of the switch. 10-

II. THE DARK CURRENT AT Low VOLTAGES E _

The material used in the experimental investigation was !S
as-grown (or EL2-compensated) SI GaAs III] with a re-

sistivity of 6 x 106 fl cm. The thickness of the switch ° o _

bulk was 0.065 cm with a contact area of about 1. 1 cm 2.
The sample geometry consisted of the bulk region with c 00c" o
aligned parallel-plate contacts. The contacts were manu- ,,
factured by thermally depositing a Au(88% )-Ge( 12%) %o-, 24 C
alloy to a thickness of 100 nm. The sample was then an- r 0 C; C

nealed at 450°C in N, at atmospheric pressure for a period o*, I
of 15 min. 10- 1 10 102 103

The low-voltage steady-state I-V characteristics of the VOLTAGE(V)

material were measured with a Keithley 617 electrometer Fig. I. DC I-V characteristics of semi-insulatng GaAs (6 x 10' 9 cml i

which measured the current and supplied the voltage up with temperature as the variable parameter.

to 100 V. Potentials above 100 V were supplied by a Ber-
tan 3-kV dc power supply. All measurements were con-
ducted with the sample in the dark and in a vacuum of Using the experimentally obtained value of VTFL in (I) U
about 5 mtorr. The vacuum was used to provide thermal yields an empty trap concentration of p,0 = 3.4 x 10"
isolation from the environment when the temperature of cm- 3. From p,o we can obtain the total trap concentration .j
the sample was varied. (N,) from the relation

The i-V characteristics of the material are shown in Fig.
I with the curves being generated at a constant tempera- P,0 = (2)
ture ( ± I °C ). The most noticeable feature of these curves I + g exp [(Ef - E,)/kTI
is the existence of a linear "ohmic" region which shifts
uniformly with temperature. This shift with temperature where T is the temperature in kelvins. k is the Boltzmann
is a function of the deep-level configuration of the mate- constant. E, is the activation energy of the trap. E, is the 3
rial rather than a simple exponential function of the band- Fermi energy, and g is the ground-state degeneracy of the
gap energy. A more detailed study of the temperature ef- deep level. For our analysis we assume the deep level to
fect on this material can be found in [121. When a certain have a degeneracy of 2.
voltage level is reached, the current rapidly increases with To determine the Fermi energy (Ef). the thermal free- !
a small change in sample voltage. The voltage at which electron concentration (no) is found by fitting Ohm's law
this transition occurs is called the trap-filled-limit voltage to the linear region of Fig. I for a temperature of 24°C.
(VTFL). This transition occurs at a VTFL of 100 V ( 1.5 The electron mobility is given as 6653 cm 2/V . S [111].
kV/cm ) for a temperature of 24°C. A switch can only be With a value of no = 5.8 x lO7 cm- 3 the location of the
operated up to this voltage under static bias conditions Fermi level was calculated to be E, - Ef = 0.58 eV.
without excessive leakage current. Assuming that EL2, which is located at 0.825 eV below l

The theoretical analysis of the low-voltage character- the conduction band 115]. determines the value of VTFL, •
istics is based on the single-carrier-injection model de- a trap density of N, I EL2 } = 9.7 x 1015 cm- 3 was ob-
veloped by Lampert et al. 1131. For this analysis, the ef- tained which is close to the values normally quoted for
fect of hole injection is neglected because the material is EL2 in SI GaAs 116]. It is generally considered that EL2
n-type. i.e.. n, >> po. and the electron mobility is much exhibits donor-like tendencies in SI GaAs [17J. There-
greater than the hole mobility. For low voltages, the I-V fore, in order to make the material semi-insulating, there
characteristic is determined by Ohm's law. The rapid in- must be some acceptor-like impurities in the material to
crease in the measured current occurring at VTFI is a trap- compensate the donors. These acceptors may be located W
filling effect resulting from the electron lifetime becoming close to the valence band (i.e.. carbon) and play no role
greater than the electron transit time. other than to provide compensating holes for the trapping

The value of VTFL contains information on the concen- centers. Or, they may be located deep in the bandgap (i.e.,
tration of the dominant empty traps at thermal equilibrium chromium) and act as both a compensating level and a
(P,o). therefore, it is possible to calculate the value of hole trap.
VTFL from basic data on deep centers in GaAs. According
to Lampert and Mark 1141. P,0 is given by III. TRANSIENT DARK CURRENT RESPONSE

Po = (2eVTFL)/(eL 2 ) (!) In order to investigate the temporal characteristics of 3
where E is the material permittivity, e is the electron the dark current, the transient response to a step voltage, 5
charge. and L is the distance between the contacts. a hard-tube pulse generator was constructed which would

__ I
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the system used to measure the I-V char-
acteristics with a 15-pus voltage pulse.

I VOLTAGE ------ Va0 .0 -

1107 Vidiv] .......... V -.s5s v
...... 0 =7SV -.

CURRENT
14 m idIv] 

600 
..-

4003 TIME [400 pWdiv]

Fig. 3. Temporal development of the switch dark current using the hard- 20ctube pulser. (Sample resistivity: 6 x 106 fl • cm. )

apply voltage pulses of up to 3 kV for hundreds of milli- 0 10 20 30 40

seconds across a high-impedance load (> kfl's). This TIME Ws)

pulser allowed higher voltages to be applied across the (a)

sample than would be possible with a dc bias because the
limited pulse duration reduced the problem of heating - V_ ,

caused by high dark currents. The circuit consisted of a ------ V.=.,v

storage capacitor which is charged to the desired voltage 6 ............... , o7, V
and discharged through a resistor ( 100 kfl) that is in par- - .3O0

allel with the sample. The switch used to control the pulse 27,V..vwidth is an RCA 6293 beam-power amplifier vacuum tube " .

with a maximum plate voltage of 3.5 kV. 

1 0 '

As the voltage across the sample is increased, the sam- n 2.
pie impedance becomes too low to be driven by the hard- cc

tube circuit for a sufficient time to allow the full devel - L _ _ _ _
opment of the current. Therefore, a second pulse circuit, 0

shown in Fig. 2, is used to allow the dark current to be
measured at lower sample impedances. The circuit uses a 00 o 40

15-fl pulse-forming network which provides a 15-/us volt- TIME(As)
0 10 20 30 4

age pulse. (b)
tube pulser is shown in Fig. 3. After the initial application Fig. 4 Temporal behavior of the switch voltage (a) and switch current (b)

tub puseris how inFig 3 Afer he nital pplcaton using the circuit shown in Fig. 2 with the initial applied voltage (V)as
of the voltage step there is an initial current spike which the variable parameter (without electron-beam irradiation).

is attributed to the displacement current. After the dis-
placement current, the dark current remains very low for
an "onset time," which is defined as the time delay for p-SI-n structures where the p and n regions are epitaxially
the dark current to reach roughly I % of the peak current, grown on a SI GaAs substrate 1181. The SI region on these
and then monotonically increases up to a constant value, structures is in the range of 20 to 60 um thick.

Fig. 4 shows the current and voltage waveforms that The onset time was also found to be a function of the3 are measured using the circuit shown in Fig. 2 without deep-level configuration of the material as well as the ap-
electron-beam irradiation. It clearly shows a decrease in plied voltage and temperature. This was found when the
the onset time that occurs with an increase in the applied same experiment was conducted on SI GaAs which was
voltage. The onset time is a strong function of the ampli- compensated with carbon such that the material resistivity
tude of the applied voltage pulse as shown in Fig. 5. In was 3 x 108 fQ • cm [191, compared to 6 x 106 fg . cm
Fig. 3, the onset time is about 900 jus and the time to for as-grown SI GaAs. For this material and for an ap-
reach the steady-state value is about 2.9 ms for an applied plied voltage of about 650 V, the onset time was found to

voltage of 200 V. This effect is also found to occur in be 120 ms and the steady-state current was reached in
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10" switch, were done by applying two identical voltage
*s pulses. with a variable time delay between them. to the 1

sample while measuring the current. It was found that
a 10. when the second pulse was applied the onset time was

much shorter than that measured for the first pulse. In fact.
• it normally took more than a I-s delay between pulses for

Zu 10- the sample current to show the same temporal develop-
ment as the first pulse at room temperature. This effect
was investigated by Brodovoi er al. 1201 who found that
for SI GaAs: Cr material at 77 K. the material did not
return to its initial resistivity for 2 to 3 h after the voltage

• . 1 was removed. However. if the temperature was raised

Z .. ... • back up to room temperature. or the sample was illumi-
0 o 2W' 4o 6W 00 1000 12, nated with infrared radiation of 0.3-0.5 eV. the sample

VOLTAGE (V) again became highly resistive. These results strongly in-
Fig. 5. Dark current -onset" time versus applied voltage. dicate that carrier trapping and emission in the bulk of the 1

material determines the recovery behavior of the switch.

10

I IV. INFLUENCE OF ELECTRON IRRADIATION ON THE

1 A DARK CURRENT
10.1 Similar to optically activated semi-insulating GaAs I
o10"2 switches [211, the activation source strongly influences

CP the temporal development of the dark current after the
i0.o ° source is terminated. This influence was studied by means

S1 o0o of an electron beam as an activation source. The electron
,W beam used in these experiments was produced by a pulsed
, 101 thermionic diode 1221. The energy of the electrons was

about 150 keV and the current density was about 30 3
-. 0 mA/cm 2. The pulse width of the beam was 15 j~s.

10.' 1 102 0 3  The effect of electron-beam pre-irradiation on the time
VOLTAGE (V) development of the dark current was first measured using

Fig. 6. Dark current density versus applied voltage for semi-insulating the hard-tube circuit as a voltage source for the GaAs 1
GaAs. switch. For these measurements the voltage across the

switch was held nearly constant by the circuit as shown
in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a) the temporal development of the U

about 320 ms at room temperature. Therefore, this ma- dark current without electron-beam irradiation is shown, P
terial had an onset time that was more than two orders of while in Fig. 7(b) the effect of electron-beam irradiation
magnitude longer than the 6 x 10" Q • cm material for occurring about 1.7 ms after the voltage was applied is
an applied bias that was about a factor of three higher than shown. During the electron-beam pulse, the sample cur-
that shown in Fig. 3. rent reaches a value which is far above the scale and the

Fig. 6 shows the steady-state currents in SI GaAs ob- sample voltage drops. After irradiation the sample voltage
tained with both the dc and the pulsed bias measurements returns back to a value slightly less than what was initially 3
at room temperature. The circles represent dc measure- applied and the current settles back to a value which is
ment results as shown in Fig. I at 24°C. The squares show about 30% greater than that seen at the same time in Fig.
the data obtained using the hard-tube pulser. The slope of 7(a). When the current immediately after electron-beam
the square data points appears to be saturating into an irradiation in Fig. 7(b) is compared to the sample current.
I oc V- dependence. The triangles in Fig. 6 depict the data at the same time, in Fig. 7(a). it becomes clear that by
taken using the circuit shown in Fig. 2 and correspond to irradiating the sample. the onset time of the sample cur-
the peak in the sample current and the sample voltage dur- rent is reduced.!
ing that peak. In this range the current increases with little A second set of experiments were conducted using the
change in voltage. The apparent negative slope is possibly circuit shown in Fig. 2 where the sample was irradiated
the result of the current not reaching a steady state in the through the cathode contact with an electron-beam pulse !
15-iAs voltage pulse provided by the circuit, which was terminated during the first half of the 15-ps

Double-pulse experiments, using the hard-tube circuit, voltage pulse. As with the previous measurements, this
were conducted to determine the recovery of the material experiment was also done to measure the dark current after
after the removal of the voltage. These measurements, electron-beam irradiation although at elevated-current p
which are important for the repetitive operation of the levels. In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, the 15-U PFN load I
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Fig. 7. Temporal development of the switch dark current (a) without elec-"- - .-: .V

tron-beam irradiation and (b) with electron-beam irradiation occurring at 0C-ec-- ---
the point indicated.

resistance is used to provide a constant voltage across the 0 o0 30 40

series combination of the 50-41 load and the sample. For W I TIEl

these high-current measurements, as the resistance of the MI,,.,TON b
sample dropped. the voltage necessary to sustain the cur- (b)
rent would remain across the sample while the sample Fig. 8. Recovery of the switch voltage (a) and current (b) following there t w u d r miic o s th a p e w i e t e s m l term ination of the electron-be am pulse .

current was limited by the 50-4 load resistance.
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 8 where

the sample voltage is shown in Fig. 8(a) and the sample 1

current in Fig. 8(b). During the first half of the voltage
pulse, when the electron beam is turned on. the sample IE 10-,

voltage is at a minimum (shown in Fig. 8(a)) while the
corresponding current is high. At the time when the elec- 0
tron-beam irradiation is terminated, at 15 Ms. an increase
in the sample voltage occurs along with a decrease in the 6 10 oc
sample current. 1

The most interesting result in Fig. 8(a) is that after the

termination of the electron beam, the sample voltage does 106

not return to the initial applied voltage but rather to a value io0' 10 ,o, 10'

which appears to be independent of that initial voltage. VOLTAGE (V)

The sample current, on the other hand, returns to a value Fig. 9. Dark current density versus applied voltage for scmi-insulating
which is roughly proportional to the initially applied volt- GaAs. Diamonds indicate current and voltage n,easured after the elec-

age. The I-V values for this state are plotted in Fig. 9 as iron-beam irradiation as shown in Fig. 8.

diamonds. The sample voltage shows up as a vertical line
in the I-V characteristics indicating a current-independent V. D~scussoN
voltage at an electric field of about 3.7 kV/cm. This volt- The results shown in Fig. I illustrate the low-voltage
age "lock-on" is very similar to the results obtained after dc I-V characteristics of the SI GaAs material that was
GaAs samples are irradiated with a high-power laser [9]. investigated. The material resistivities that are usually
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quoted in the literature for high-power. solid-state hibits a broad spectrum of variation. The following sce-

switches, made from both SI GaAs and high-resistivity nario. which depends on a particular distribution of the

Si, correspond to the linear portion of the dc I-V charac- deep energy levels, might therefore be viewed as only one

teristics. The values in the ohmic range. however, only possible scenario among others to explain the experimen-

characterize the material up to field strengths of several tal data.
kilovolts per centimeter the value where the slope changes The double-injection mechanism is examined for a

in the dc I-V characteristics (i.e.. 1.54 kV/cm at 24°C varying-lifetime, negative-resistance problem involving

for the 6 x 10 0 • cm material used in this study). The an additional deep-acceptor level, which, in equilibrium.
value of this critical electric field depends strongly on the is partially occupied by electrons 1231. This deep acceptor
deep-level configuration of the material and increases with is considered to be a "hole trap" or a level for which the

the recombination rate coefficient. which is a function of cross section for hole capture (Or) is much greater than
the number of recombination centers and the electron and that for electron capture On). This discussion is con-
hole trapping cross sections. However, even when the SI cerned with the transition made in the I-V characteristics

GaAs was compensated with chromium to resistivities (shown in Fig. 9) from an ohmic behavior to a nearly cur-

greater than I x 10' 1" cm, the VTFL was only increased rent-independent voltage by following arguments de-

by a factor of two (i.e., VTFL = 160 V or an electric field scribed in 114].
of 2.54 kV/cm) [12]. The fact that a sharp break occurs At low electron and hole injection levels, the current

in the I-V characteristics must be considered when a high- will follow Ohm's law because both injected charge car-

power, solid-state switch is to be designed using the bulk riers are being trapped leaving the current to be carried I
properties of the semiconductor material. This is partic- by the thermally generated carriers. If the concentration

ularly true if the switch is to hold off a substantial dc volt- of "empty" electron traps is assumed to be less than the

age. concentration of "empty" hole traps. and both trap con-

The steady-state-current values are reached after an centrations are large compared to the thermally generated
"onset time- which ranges from milliseconds down to carrier densities. it is reasonable to speculate that a tran-

fractions of microseconds. After a delay time. or onset sition will occur in the I-V characteristics at a voltage

time with negligible current, the current increases up to a corresponding to an electron trap-filled-limit voltage
value which appears to saturate into a I oc V- dependence ( VETFL) which results from the electron lifetime ( 7-n) be-

as shown in Figs. 6 and 9 using the hard-tube pulser re- coming longer than the electron transit time through the

suits for voltages up to about 400 V corresponding to an bulk. The holes, however. will still not contribute appre- U
average electric field of E = 6 kV/cm. Furthermore. ciably to the current because the remaining empty hole
when still higher voltages are applied, the I-V character- traps. combined with electron-hole recombination. will

istics appear to go through a negative resistance excursion serve as a "recombination barrier- causing the hole life-

to a point of circuit-limited current with a nearly constant time (r,) to be less than the hole transit time through the
voltage across the switch as shown in Figs. 6 and 9 using bulk region. After the transition at VETFL. the current

the data from the circuit shown in Fig. 2. should start to follow a V-' dependence similar to a trap-
When discussing the low-voltage I-V characteristics free space-charge-limited current which recombines with I

shown in Fig. 1, a single-carrier-injection model appears injected holes at the anode contact 1241. In this square-
to yield a sufficient explanation. However, in order to ex- law segment of the characteristic, the current is being car-
plain the time development and the current-independent ried by both the injected electrons ( n) and the thermally I
voltage characteristics shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 9. re- induced holes (p,). with n >> p,. As the voltage is in-

spectively, the effects of increased hole injection must be creased. the injected electron concentration will also in-

included. For this discussion, the contacts are assumed to crease while the hole concentration (p) will remain near

have infinite charge reservoirs at both the cathode and the p, as a result of hole trapping.
anode. If the charge injection efficiency of the contacts is When the voltage is high enough to drive the holes

low. a transition from a bulk-limited response to a con- across the bulk region. a sharp increase in the current will
tact-limited response may occur at higher switch current result. This threshold voltage (Vth) would correspond to I
densities. a value where the hole lifetime is approximately equal to

In terms of charge-carrier mobility and lifetime, the the hole transit time (UP) or
properties of commercially available semi-insulating L
GaAs differ considerably from those of an ideal material. tp.th = L2 /pI/h = Tp (3)
The deviation is mainly due to the presence of deep lo-
calized energy states within the fundamental gap which where A,, is the hole mobility. At this point, the hole trap

are generated by impurities and defects of the crystal will preferentially fill up with holes causing the hole life-
structure. The properties and relative densities of these time to further increase. The result is that it will allow the
additional energy states strongly depend on the details of switch to carry higher currents at the same voltage. The
the material composition and the manufacturing process, current may even increase through a negative resistance U
so that the physical behavior of the available material ex- region allowing the voltage to reach a lower value. A more

l,
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rigorous treatment of the carrier transport in GaAs shows this device would have applications in high-power mod-
that as the length of the sample increases, the L2 depen- ulators. inductive-energy-storage s,,stems. and maný other
dence of the threshold voltage decreases and eventually repetitively operated. pulsed-power systems.
transitions into a linear ,h oc L dependence [25].
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SWITCHING PROPERTIES OF ELECTRON-BEAM CONTROLLED GaAs pin-DIODES

M.K. Kennedy. R.P. Brinkmann, K.H. Schoenbach, and V.K. Lakdawala

Physical Electronics Research Institute
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, Virginia 23529

Abstract - The electron-beam induced conductance and the The switch is supposed to open after termunation of the
recovery behavior of bulk GaAs switches (with ohmic contacts) ionizing source, the c-beam. However, at voltages, corresponding
was compared with pin diodes made of an identical semiconductor typically to electric fields above 4 kV/cm. the photocurrent
material and with the same dimensions. The conductance of pin continues to flow, which is detrimental to the opening of both
diodes can be tailored to exceed that of bulk switches by more than photoconductive and electron-beam controlled switches. This so-
an order of magnitude due to the enhanced cathodoluminescence in called "lock-on" effect is assumed to be due to double injection of
the heavily doped p-layer of the diode. The "lock-on" effect which electrons and holes and to trap filling processes [4J. If double
was observed in the bulk switch and in the forward biased p-i-n injection can be prevented, it should therefore be possible to
switch at field strengths exceeding 9.2 kV/cm, was suppressed in suppress the "lock-on" effect. To test this hypothesis, a p-i-ni the reverse biased pin diode. This result indicates that double smtcture was used. The device, shown in Figure 1, consists of a
injection of carriers through the contacts is at least in part bulk slab of semi-insulating GaAs. with n and p-type epitaxial
responsible for the "lock-on" effect. layers grown on opposite sides. The zinc-doped cathode region

(zone I) is used to provide efficient cathodoluminescence. The
I. INTRODUCTION anode (zone III) is silicon-doped and completes the p-i-n sructure.

Both layers are 20 pm, which are very thin compared to the 600
The efficient conversion of electron energy into photon pm bulk zone II thickness. Metal is then deposited and annealed

energy in cathodoluminescent materials makes electron-beam to both sides of the device to form ohmic contacts.
controlled light sources very attractive as ionization sources when
applied to "photoconductive" solid state switches. By making use
of cathodoluminescence, it is therefore possible to integrate the
ionization source and the switch into the same device. Standard
vacuum technology could allow for the design of a device where cathode p semi-insuloting n anode
the electron beam and the switch are enclosed in the same vacuum
tube, making a compact and economic switch design possible.

Switching by means of cathodoluminescence offers an additional I Ihd
advantage, compared to laser switching, in the possibility to co.nI modulate the ionization source easily, eg. to generate pulse auis c ng
with variable duty cycles or pulse shapes which allow temporal
matching of the load to the power source. I

An obstacle to using electron-beam and optically controlled a
switches as modulators or opening switches is the so-called "lock- electron secondary rodiotion
on" effect. This effect describes a photoconductive or electron- boom I I
beam controlled switch as unable to recover to its initial high hold- zone I zone II zone III
off voltage after the termination of the ionization source. This type
of switch is ideal as a closing switch, where a short pulse could Fig. 1. Schemaic represention of the pIpsed device gomutry.
trigger the closure, rather than having to sustain the ionization

source. The "lock-on" effect however presents a problem to the
opening switch, where the duration of the source should exactly
determine the closure of the switch. Experiments have shown that
it is possible to suppress the "lock-on" effect and obtain an Ill. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS
electron-beam controlled opening switch.

In order to study the influence of carrier injection through

the contacts and its relation to the "lock-on" effect, we have
II. CONCEPT OF THE SWITCH compared the switching properties of a semi-insulating GaAs bulk

switch with ohmic contacts with those of a p-i-n diode fabricated
By irradiating a bulk semiconductor sample with a high from an identical semiconductor material. The bulk material was

energy electron beam, a large number of free charge carriers is as-grown GaAs with a resistivity of 6 x W0' rrm.
generated by both direct and indirect ionization processes. This First, the dark current response (without electron-beam
concept of switch activation has been applied to semi-insulating irradiation) to an applied DC voltage was measured. The dynamics
GaAs as the switch material [ 1], [2]. The semiconductor is already of the dark current occur in the intrinsic region of the device, hence
a good cathodoluminescent material, but its conversion efficiency zones I and IlI only serve as injecting or blocking contacts
(light intensity/electron-beam intensity) can be improved by doping depending on the bias. The normal mode of the switch device will
with high concentrations of shallow acceptors or donors. Zinc- be under reversed bias conditions, hence the extrinsic regions will
doped GaAs was chosen because at high doping concentrations it be blocking contacts to minority carriers. It is therefore expectedI is seen that the bandgap is reduced compared to semi-insulating that the reverse biased switch would have a much higher hold-off
GaAs [3]. This will result in a lower emission peak, hence the voltage than the forward biased, limited by the breakdown voltageS light generated will penetrate deeper into the material and ionize of the material. Experimentally, however, only a factor of two
larger volumes. increase in hold-off voltage was found, as seen in Figure 2.
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swih muctor. This effect takes a certain amount of time to occur, which

is determined by the cross-sections and emission rates. By
shortening zone IL this effect will lower the steady state hold-off

An analysis showed that a high DC hold-off voltage cannot voltage of the device. Experimental results indicate that this effect
be achieved with such a system. Initially, the device is in takes on the order of milliseconds to occur. Therefore, if a pulsed
thermodynamic equilibrium, thus n - n. and p - p.. There are four bias is applied, with a pulse shorter than the time of this effect, the I
trap assisted processes that occur within the bulk material between problem can be overcome.
various energy levels. These processes ar 1) electron capture from In order to prove this theory, the current-voltage
the conduction band to a deep level, 2) electron emission from a characteristics were studied under pulsed conditions, using an
trap level to the conduction band. 3) hole capture from the valence applied voltage with a pulse width of 30 ps. The forward biased I
band. and 4) hole emission from the trap. In equilibrium, these switch displayed a hold-off voltage of 260 V. This is a larger
processes balance each other. value than the DC hold-off value, which can be expected due to the

In the phase where a reversed bias is applied to the device, dark current onset time [4). In reverse bias, the switch held off
the mobile carriers are swept out of the intrinsic region, creating a more than 960 V which corresponds to an electric field of 17
depletion region over the entire zone I1. In addition to this kV/cm. At this point, problems with surface flashover prevented
depletion zone, space charge regions are created in zones I and III. the voltage from being increased further.
In the p-type region, the removal of positive charges creates a
negative space charge of ions with a density NA- equal to the initial
doping concentration in the region. A similar positive space charge IV. ELECTRON-BEAM SWITCHING
is created in the n-type region with a density ND. The time of the
charges to be swept out is given by the sample length divided by Switching experiments were performed with an electron I
the field-dependent drift velocity of the charges. The current due beam of 15 ps pulse duration, ranging in energy to about 180 keV.
to this sweep out of both types of charge carriers for the material This energy corresponds to a penetration depth of 60 - 65 pm [I1 .
used in our experiments is on the order of 3 - 4 pA. The electron-beam current ranged up to 30 mA/cm 2. The sample

Since the charge densities of the small depletion layers in was pulse biased with a 30 ps pulse at voltages up to 550 V, which I
zones I and m are much larger than the background charge in zone correspond to field strengths of up to 9.2 kV/cm.
I, the junctions can be treated as one-sided abrupt junctions. The For the forward biased switch it is expected that the "lock-
junctions are abrupt because the extrinsic regions are epitaxial on" effect should become evident at about the same voltage as the
layers rather than diffused or implanted layers. The electric field bulk GaAs switch that doesn't utilize the p-i-n geometry. It is, I
is the spatial integral of the charge density, and since the however, expected that the switch conductance for the p-i-n
background charge is very small and can be neglected, the electric structure should increase due to more efficient
field is constant over the intrinsic region. Figure 3a shows the cathodoluminescence. The switch conductance for the bulk GaAs
charge density and electric field profile. switch was 2.3 x 10.2 S/cm2. The forward biased p-i-n diode I

After the depletion regions have been created, the electron displayed a switch conductance of 4.5 x 10.2 S/cm2. The "lock-on"

and hole capture terms will no longer be present since the mobile effect was observed for the bulk GaAs switch and the forward
charges previously located in the conduction and valence bands biased p-i-n switch for applied voltages above 170 V,
have been swept OUL The emission terms due to background corresponding to field strengths of 2.8 kV/cm. I
charges in deep levels will still however be present. The most Under reverse bias conditions, the conductance was slightly

likely case is that the electron and hole emission cross-sections are less than for forward bias, however, the "lock-on" effect
not equal, causing a build-up of the charge carrier with the smaller disappeared completely. The switch displayed a completely open
cross-section. This build-up of charge then begins to alter the behavior after the termination of the electron beam, up to applied
electric field. The background charge also continually becomes fields of 9.2 kV/cm where surface flashover presented a further
larger in zone I. As seen in Figure 3b the electric field changes increase in voltage. Figure 4 shows the temporal development of
from the initial case (E=Em) to and even beyond the case where the pulsed voltage across the switch. The electron beam irradiated 3
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Abstract electons will degrade the semiconductor by inducing irmversible im

to the crystal sucture. For GaAs this damage thieshold is at abu 230

3 Wide bandgap semiconductors am discussed as materials for keV. which coresponds to a penetration depth of just about 100 pia
electron-beam controlled semiconductor switches. Based on a figure of Only formaterials with extremely high dielectrc stmngLth. direct elecualw .
merit which allows to compare matenals with different carrier mobility, beam ionization will allow to switch high voltages with mnM
dielecmc strength. and ionization energy. gallium arsenide (GaAs). zinc election-beam energies. Diamond. for example. has a dieleecmn t•n
selenade (ZnSe) and diamond are identified as the most promising of over I MV/cm. so that even with thin films in the tens of micmmer a
materials for high-power electron-beam switching. A mathematical model range voltages of several kV can be switched.Sis presented which allows the calculation of both the steady-state current The second concept forms the basis of the so-called Electun-
voltage characteristics and the transient response of these switches to an Bombarded Semiconductor (EBS) devices [5] which rely an the
electron-beam. The results of the simulation and switching experiments generation of an electron-hole plasma close to the negatively blaed
with GaAs. ZnSe. and diamond indicate that an electron-beam switching contact Due to the high field in the separation zone. the elections am
of wide bandgap semiconductors offers and attractive alternative to quickly swept across the switch towards the anode, the (generally lea
conventional photoconductive switching. mobile) holes recombine in the cathode and provide merely the continuity

of the current. EBS-devices have a response speed which is only

Introduction constrained by the time the electioris need to get from cathode to anode
and which can be in the nanosecond range. Their conductance, however.

Over the last decade photoconductive semiconductor switches have is limited by space charge effects so that high voltages are needed to

become senous competitors to more conventional high power switches, obtain sufficient current densities. For an 0.5 mm thick GaAs switch. e.g..
such as spark gaps and thyratrons. The increasing interest of the pulse biased at 100 V. the maximum current density that can be obtained is 04
power community in these switches is mainly due to their jinterfree AJ/cm (6].
operation with optical isolation of the tmgger. and their switching speed. In the folowing we will focus mainly on the third and most
which is limited only by the optical trigger speed [I]. Generally promising approach to electron-beam controlled high voltage. dimct
nanosecond or picosecond lasers are used as trigger sources or to sustain semiconductor switches. This concept [6]. which is based on utilizing tih
the photoconductivity. secondary ionization effects of cathodoluminescence radiation, avoids

Less common is the use of electron-beams as control sources for current limitations due to space charge effects and enables the realization
bulk semiconductor switches. although there are some distict advantages of switches with high on-state conductance. Figure I shows the prncipal
of using electron-beams versus lasers to ionize the semiconductor. configuration of such a switch. consisting of a sample of compensated
Electron beam generators am generally less expensive and have a simpler direct semiconductor material with ohmic contacts at the opposing sides£ design than lasers at comparable power levels. The wall-plug efficiency. In the dark state, the electron and hole densities an the bulk have their

when used in conjunction with a semiconductor switch, is higher than that intrinsic values and the switch shows a high resistivity. Under e-beam
of most solid state lasers, and comparable to semicopductor lasers [21. irradiation, the incident elections are stopped within a shallow layer at the
High speed operation in the subpicosecond range is possible [3]. Further, cathode, and their energy is utilized for the generation of electron-hole
the use of electron-beams as drivers for semiconductor switches operated pairs. Due to the high career density and the fact that the material is a
in the linear mode, allows to generate pulse trains with variabe duty direct semiconductor, a substantial pan of the electron-hole pairs
cycles or pulse shapes. Repetition rates of MHz in a burst mode can be recombines radiatively under emission of band-edge photons which then
achieved this way 14]. And. any semiconductor material, independent of penetrate deeper into the bulk and ionize also the remainder of the
the bandgap can be switched with the same electron-beam gun. crystal. Obviously. the main mechanism of energy transport into the

There am basically three modes of operation for such an electron active region is not of electronic but of radiative nature, so that we may

beam controlled semiconductor switch, namely: characterize this kind of configuration as an optically controlled
semiconductor switch with integrated radiation source.

generation of an electron-hole plasma in the entire bulk of the
semiconductor by electron-beam ionization only.

n generation of an electron-hole plasma in the contact area, with cathode semi-insulating anode
switch closure by space charge limited flow to the opposite contact.
and

• generation of an electron-hole plasma in the entire bulk by means of ' _, ""•"
secondary ionization due to cathodoluminescence radiation. cooling

The applicability of the first method.the direct beam ionization of --S~the active medium. is restricted by thr high electron energies which ame

required for reasonable switch dimensions. For example. in order to electron secondory rodiation
penetrate switch samples of one millimeter thickness, electrons in the beam
MeV range are needed. The maximal beam energy is not only limited by

obvious practical considerations but also by the fact that over-energetic Figure 1. Schematic representation of the proposed device geometry.
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Ilse Following pat of this paper is organized as follows: In the next In tendency, the dielectric strength is an increasing tunction of fth
sections, we give a short review of the current state of the electron-beam band gap energy E.. Experimental data suggest that the breakdownI
generating devices. and anialyze the requirements for a semiconductor to field scales with E." (1 5. Based on theoretical considerations one
be suitable as a high power. ele~cuon-beam controlled switch. We will can also expect a (roughly logarithmiic) dependence of E, on the trap
then psisent a mathematical moe which allows to simulate these density in the matenial.
electron-beamn Controled Switches both under steady state and vansientI
conditions, and finally discuss the strengths arnd lunitaitons of election- * Effective IonizatIion Energy I']J. The effective ionization energy
bean controlled semiconductor switches in pulsed power circuits. 1_ of a semiconductor is the average kinetic energ) that a beam

election looses per electron-hole pair generation event. Experimental
Electron-Beamt Considerations data [16) suggest that it is dependent on the baridgap energy in theI

form F,, = 2.1 E, + 1.3 eV. About one third to one half of the
Electron beams with power densities comparable to that of high election energy is used for electron-holc pair gemnertion, fth rest is

power lamer are routinely used for laser excitation and microwave converted into kinetic energy of the free charge carrers and quickly
generation. Most of these high current election sources utilize field dissipated.I
emission from felt emitters as the election generation mechanism. Current
densities of several hundred A/cm2 can be obtained (71. at the expense. Calhodoluniunescence yield. We define the cathodoluminescence
however. of limited pulse duration due to diode closure. Diode closure is yield in an indirectly ionized semiconductor switch as the ratio of
caused by plasma formation at the anode which closes the diode gap in secondary elections generated by bandedge radiation to the number
typical times of microseconds. of primary elections generated by the -lc-beam. Up to a scale invariantI

A special type of field emission cathode is the "Spindt" cathode [8). geometry factor k (which measures the fraction of phiotons absorbed
It consists of an array of micrometer size field emission devices. The in the nrght place'), it is identical to the internal quantum efficiency
conducting silicon base supports up to 5000 Molybdenum cones per muii. TI, i.e.. the percentage of radiative among all recombinationi events.
With dc currents of 10 to 500 pA per cone. the achievable current density This number can vary by several orders of magnitude for differentI
is in the range of severals tens of A/cm2 . These cathodes can be driven materials. For very pure direct semiconductors. or semiconductors
by voltages in the range of 50 to 150 V (9]. doped with a high concentration of shallow donors or acceptors. it

A new method for high current cold electron generation is based on can reach values close to one [171; for less pure materials or for
the ejection of electio from prepoled ferroelectine samples [10]. By indirect semiconductors it is considerably lower.I
applying an electrical field across a ferroelectric sample. the matenial is
polarized with surface charge densities reaching 100 pzCcmn-. which are Carrier mobility Ili]. For a given carrier density. the conductivity
compensated by charge carriers injected through the contacts. When a fast of a semiconductor is directly proportional to the mobility pi of the
rising electric field of opposite polarity is applied, the polarization of the free charge carriers. For electrons, being usually the mome mobileI
ferroelectric sample is reversed and the surface charge is ejected. species. this number can vary within a wide range. from several
Electron-beamn current densities of greater than 100 A/cm2 were obtained hund~red cm2/Vs go several thousand cm2/s for semiconductors of
with PLZT ceramics. In other experiments (II 1. regular electro emission interest for switch applications. Unfortunately. the mobility is
from ferroelectric samples was observed at repetition rates of up to 2 generally lower for higher band gap energies and breakdown1
MHz. showing that the recovery of the emitting sample may occur in less voltages.
than one microsecond.

In order to obtain election-beamn pulses in the subrianosecond range., Mean carrier lifetime [t]. Immediately after irradiation onset. the
laser driven diodes must be used. The election generation in such diodes conductance of an c-beam controlled switch increases linearly with
can be either based on thermionic emission or on the phiotoelectnic effect. time as free charge camrers are generated. T~he increase levels off toI
For instance, electron-beamn pulses of 10 ps duration in excess of I a steady state when the cantier generation reaches a balance with the
kA/cm2 were generated by irradiating metal surfaces with picosecond. 266 recombination losses. For a given c-beamn power. the dc conductance
nin laser pulses (12). The highest quantum efficiency obtained was 7.25 of a switch is obviously proportional to the mean free carrer lifetime

election-beamt currents are required. phiotocathodes with quantum in photoconductive and electron-beam controlled semiconductor

efficiencies exceeding 0.1 are available (13). switches.
The most common cathodes in election-beam diodes are thermiionic

emitters, Compared to field emitting cathodes using felts, they offer the It is clear that the performiance of election-beam controlledI
advantage of decoupling election generation (cathode temperature) and semiconductor switches is influenced by all these parameters
acceleration (applied field) with in principle unlimited pulse length. The simultaneously. For a quantitative comparison of different materials,
generation of pulse trains is possible by using a trode or tetrode however, it is necessary to define a figure of merit which combines ill
configuration. In a tetrode with thoriated tungsten electrodes, multiple parameters into one single (anid meaningful') number. We start to deriveI
election-beam pulses with current densities of up to 4 A/cm2 were such a number of expressing the conductance per area of an ionized
obtained [4). With dispenser type thermionic cathodes, values of 300 switch in the usual way as a function of the mobility pi. the carrier density
A/cm2 were reached [141. n and the thickness L.

Material Considerations I PRL

T'he right choice of the semiconductor material is of essential Under steady state conditions, the value of n is given by the product of
importance for the electron-beamn controlled switches. It is clear that this the beam power P. and the carner life time. x. divided by the meanU
performance will not depend on one single but rather on a combination ioniaton energy 4- and the switch thickness L. For indirectly ionized
of several material paramneters. the following quantities are obviously of switches, it contains also the cathodoluminescence efficiency kw,- as a
importance: factor. The conductance per area is thus

* Dieleetric stregth [Ed). The quantity Ed denotes the characteristic ___e iecl oiedsiths
electrical field Strength of a material above which earrier J b wd oidsice
multiplication due to impact ioniization leads to dielectrical G t = L (2)
breakdown. A higher E, is obviously of advantage because it allows elsJ~ bridietl inze wices
to decrease the thickness of a switch for a given hold-off voltage V1,. Ifi Mde- ot wths
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The efficiency of a switch increases obviously with decreasing thic . section we discus briefly some expenmenal sLdies performed on these
For a fixed hold-off voltage, the minimal (and optimal) value of L is thiee matenals.
given by the dielectric strength to L - VaE, so that the maximal switch
conductance can be written i. the product of external parameters and an Experimental Results
material factor, G = P,/Vul x Q. It seems reasonable to define this
material factor as the figure of merit for the semiconductor in electron- Io order to characIenzC the three inatenals with respect to their use
bean controlled switches, in electron-beam con..olled switches dark current measurements over an

extended range of voltages and currents and measrunments of the
Apped elecLui-beam induced conductance as a functon of the beam imtensity

jbr dawctiy ionvead swtitCha, and the applied voltage have been performed. At the two dict
i = -(3) semiconductor materials. GaAs and ZnSe. we have studied the concept

Q Oof secondary beam ionization (via cathodoluminescence radiation) by
- V11q14 ffir indiwcrly i Swixcles. t samples which were considerably thicker than the e-beam

penetration length (0.5 mm and I mm. respectively). Thin (I im) diamond
films with a thickness less than the electron range have been employed
to investigate the direct ionization mode. To obtain comparable results.

If we neglect the saturation of the career mobility for higher we have restricted ourselves to materials with about the same mean free
electncal fields, we can give a very illustiraive meaning to this number. carrier lifetime, all samples having a x of less than I ns. (For GaAs this
For consnart conductance, the current density through wie switch at VA. is means that we have used mateial with a chromium doping of about 10V
j = GV,. = Q x PIV1 .. so that Q can be interpreted as the ratio between cm*. denoted GaAs:Cr.)
the switch power P, and the controlling beam power P,. i.e.. as the The results of the dc-dark current measuuremes are shown in Figure
(formal) power gain of the material. 2. Generally. as it is shown for GaAs:Cr and ZnSe. the samples showed

The following table shows a compilation of material data and the a linear (ohmic) behavior at low voltages. The extent of the linear range
figure of merit for the three materials which seem to be most promising value of the corresponding resistance is related to the ba•dgap energy.
for electron-beam conlmUed semiconductor switches, namely gallium The unusually high conductance measured for the diamond sample is
arsenide (GaAs). zinc selenide (ZnSe). and diamond. The values for probably due to its very small thickness of only I pm. An order-of-
silicon (Si), another common photoconductive switch material also is magnitude estimate shows that the current in this regime is carned by
given for comparison. The maximal voltage up to ,hich the switch diffusion rather than by drift This effect should become negh, ibie for
concept is feasable. is calculated as the product of the dielectric strength diamond films with large thicknesses, for such samples we expect
and the penetration depth of the electron beam at the radiation damage resistivities well above 1010 c,.
threshold (for silicon and diamond), or with the typical range of the band The diagram also shows thaat the current rises drastically over the
edge radiation (for GaAs and ZnSe). ohmic regime once the voltage is increased above a critical threshold

The numbers in the table indicate that diamond is the most suitable value V, which varies from material to material (and even from sample
of the listed semiconductor materials for direct beam-ionization. Due to to sample). This transition to a low resistivity has the appearance of
its extremely high dielectric strength even thin films of several ten's of dielectric breakdown, a comparison with Table I below, however, shows
pm thickness can be utilized as electron-beam switches in pulse power that it occurs at electrical fields much below the listed dielectric strength.
circuits. On the other hand. in order to operate at high power gain the
thickness cannot exceed the penetration depth of the high energy electrons
in the electron-beam. For electrons with an energy of 100 keV this depth
is about 40 pim, corresponding to a maximum switch voltage of 12 kV. 10.2,

For switches operating with indirect ionization (conversion of
electron energy into photon energy). gallium arsenide and zinc selenide ý- 103 s Diamond

are very promising materials. Both are direct semiconductors with high 10 0-r
dielectric strength and a high electron mobility: especially what mobility 1ý: o 5- GaAs:Cr
concerns, they outperform any other direct semiconductor material. 10-6

* Diamond. although it has a high electron mobility. cannot be used inthis /0-7ý
mode of operation because of its small quantum efficiency due to its =
nature as an indirect semiconductor. i 0. S

From the three materials which seem to be the most promising for 1 9
electron beam controlled switching, only gallium arsenide has found
greater interest so far. having the advantage of a relatively low price and 101 1(02 103 10' i05 106 10"

a well established manufacturing technology. Zinc selenide on the other Electric Field IV/cm)
hand allows us to extend the voltage range over that of GaAs: in the case
of dc bias. as will be shown, this is an order of magnitude effect. And
diamond, in the form of thin films could, due to its high power gain and Figure 2. The dark current characteristics for GaAs:Cr, ZnSe, and
the excellent thermal properties play an important role for high repetition Diamond.
rate switching at moderate power and voltage levels [ 18]. In the following

3 Table t.

Material EeV] p[cm2/Vsl P.Icm2/vsl EJV/cm L.._[eV] eV.fkeV Q/111 V_,[kV]

Si 1.12 1500 450 3-10' 3.7 250...350 4.7.10' 5

GaAs 1.42 8500 400 4-10' 4.3 - 230 3.3.10W 400

ZnSe 2.7 500 30 1.10" 7.0 -230 7.5.10f 1000

Diamond 5.47 1800 1200 3-10' 12.8 150...350 2.1-10 30
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This cdhaacenstc behavior poses a severe limitation on the dc operaon measured power gain was far below the expected value as listed an Table i
of electin-beam (and phmoconductively) controlled semiconductor i. an effect that we blame on the poor quanmm efficiency due to
switches, it is obviously not possible to apply a higher voltage than V, increased non-radiative recombination at the gnun boundaries. For mono-
at the contacts for an unlimited Lime. In other words, the dc hold-off crystalline samples. the results were much better and more n accordance
voltage of these devices may be considerably lower than the value Lx E, with the expectations. Doping of the matenal with shaUow donors or I
assumed in the order of magnitudes essimauon presented above. acceptors. a concept which was successfuy applied to GaAs (2). should

Transient measurements which were mainly performed on .cmi- increase the quantum efficiency even further. Also in ZnSe. we have
insulating GaAs (19). on the other hand. showed that for short pkse observed the lock-on effect.
applications it is possible to achieve hold-off voltages that exceed V. U
considerably. The cuntm density stayed initially very close to the value

expected from extrapolating Ohm's law. only after a charactenstic delay 150

time it increased and awse finally to Uth much higher dc value (Fig. 3). ~F 7
Them measured delay time was observed to be a strong function of Uthe
applied voltage, it was in the order of ms for voltages just above V., and

was considerably shorter at higher voltages. (See Figure 4.) 0
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Figure 3. Temporal development of the switch dark current m semi- TIME [gs]
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Figure 5. (a) Switch voltage and switch current for switch operation
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Figure 4. Dark current "oniset time versus applied voltage. 10

The experiments with an electron beam applied (of 100 to 150 keyV
energy and current densities of up to 30 mA/cma2 . however, revealed that car

even for pulse applications the critical voltage V,. has it significance: At 0 4-

applied voltages below the value of V•, (Figure 5a). the switch current 2I
and switch voltage fobhvwed the sustaining electron-beam pulse. that I
means the voltage recovered completely after turn-off of the e-beam and " 00 " 10 20 30 4=50

t current approached zero. For applied voltages above V. (Figure 5b), T
iME [gs]

however. the current did nrA return to zero. and the voltage recovered
only partially and stayed constant for the duration of the applied PFN I
pulse. This behavior which was observed previously is known as lock-on Figure 5. (b) Switch voltage and switch current for switch operation

effect. Figure 6 (20) summarizes these results in current voltage curves in the lock-on mode.
for the dark condition, for election-beam ionization, and for the phase
following the termination of the e-beam. At voltages above V, the lock- Thin diamond films of I pm thickness showed the expected results I
on and the dark current curve seem to be almost identical and both are in the switching experiments: again the lock-on effect was observed. We
merging with the electron-beam controlled current at higher voltages, believe that the matching of film thickness to electron penetration depth

Similar switching experiments as with GaAs have been performed wiU make diamond electron-beam controlled switches extremely efficient

with different samples of ZnSe For poly-crystalline material. the for applications which require to switch voltages in the kV-range. I
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- a: C equation conecting the electric field E iO the excess charge n the
.C S,14.o stale cal. Cý.,- 0 crys tahe quantities N, co mid c, stand for the effective shallow dpn

-*-ea-•ý m ,,,.• _w' density. the absolte• and the relatve dielectric constant. repetvely

•~~~ ~ ,:a•Eo, - CO, - p N,+N . (7)

For the completion of the system, we assume ideal injection conditions
at both contacts. i.e.. we require El. = EIL = in addition to the voltage

SC
" • *• 1" :::::Thesm assumptions - which have first been intrduced by Lxnpen

n o21h - express the fact that the overall voltage drop across the switch is
s t udominated by the higly resistyve semi-isutatng bulk macerialo they alscn f C .C " lead eo m satinaactory phres fical descstphon of the currem e c8. s ". A o injection thrugh the conets at higher applied voltages.

Figure 6. The steady-state dark current. the transient dark current, the

lock-on cu7entt and the current under electronebeale
irradiation versus applied voltage. R,--5i0s

MFw eclins if the Switches sa s . c
electron beamn

To gain a beth er ondertmanding of the behavior of elec eeh)-bea,, ) ,o
codproed switches both weder steady state and transient conditions. it is a d oo sret ei
insde ctive to confrrot the experimental results of the last chapter with the d o
outcome of a mathemrthrug riation. Although our curriently employed
switch model is p or t wid realistic enough to allow qualnfitive paedictionsy
mainly because of the poor knowledge of several essential material Figure 7. Schematic representation of an elec ln-beavs-coinmed
parameters. it is nonetheless able to provide qualmaive insight into the switch d oealected to an external load circuit of 50-
operation principles of dthe switches. In particularl it can account for the
bynakdown-like behavior of the devices at electrical fields considerably
below the dielectric strengthe and it cah give e plausible explanation for TTs Steady-State Characteri eui t
the lock-on effect.

For the following, we consider a switch sample with an area of A ln To calcc u te the steady star e Io V curves of the switches, we have
b and w thickness of L = 0.tmm. connectd to a voltagee arr e l s epod w the codu whibe solves (t ) to ) iarrively on the tais
depicted in Figure 7. We describe the electron and hole tranport in the of l modified shooting scheme. (See reference [22v for a mo0 extensive
device with a set of one-dimensional equations that include the generation discussion of our method.) An arvestigse on of several different cases has
of free charge carreers trough radiative, thetal or impact ionization. demonstrated that the quantitative deltais of the current-voltage curves
their transport wider the influence of the electrical field. and their depend strongly on the physical paraeters of the simula .ion. especially
recombination or trapping in intraband levels; we also allow for charge on the density and the trpping cross sectiods of the deep levels in the
carrier injection at the contacts. he number of electrons in the material n A detailed cro iy of this muti-dimerional parameter

conduction fromdte ubro hlsi h vlnebnda eoe spaeimplyndte acultone on the basisn wof k th e d ielecticnstrength base thL

by n and p. respectively, and the densities of the various deep levels by following analysis on the "ieneric" configur ation inaoduced rbove ant
N, and their relative occupation number by r,. To be specificv we consider discuss the intuenue of possible parameter variations only q naitatively.
a "generic" GaAs-like material with ()e deep levelsi namely a The results of oth cur rrent simulation agree qualitatively veu
dominating recombination center in the middle of the band gp. and two wed with the measured values (Fig. 2). For low voltages, V < 200 V. the
additional levels in 0.3 eV distance from the conduction and the valence m-V-curve exhibits a linear ohmic behavior with j = e( ch e + ci)VeL s
band which act as electron and hole traps. T7e mean free carrier lifetimes GoV. with the conductivity being deterined by the carrier cf centraion-o
a 1.2 ns for the electrons and 3.5 ns for the holes and the dielectric in the thermodynamic equilibrium. For higher voltagesu 200 V < V < 2
strenith is 215 alcmd, aMa deviations from thf s relation arise which are duit tthe s in of

rg a sthe drifd velociftes at higher electrical nnlds. but the curren d voltage curve
g+ e(vr(o)a -i oz t ) -t r a ing + a nd tem , (4) is s(ic monotonic. At about 2 kV (the critica r voltage V), however, Ae
e t current slope begins steeply to rise over several obeers of magnitudei and

bends even slightly back to lower voltages.
ian DITheory and experiment coincide in that the numerical value of the

eel u (vS(). -Dei ) o S u e, + N is,. s(S) critical voltage Ve, is considerably lower than what one would expect
, ~from a simple calculation on the basis of the dielectric sturength. V•, - LE,

- 10 MV A detailed investiaton of the field configuration at different
S~voltages [22] has revealed the cause of this apparent contradiction: The

•'(6) steep increase of the current at V, is not at all related to the usual
"• =#l #"C dielectric breakdown. i.e. to impact ionization and avalanche

multiplication in the bl•Lk. but rather to the injection of charge carriers
Otrough the contacts and the subsequent formation of an election-hole

In these expressions. v, and vt stand for the field dependent carrier plasma. ghe existence of the voltage threshold results from the fact that
drift velocities. D, and De am the diffusion coefficients. The terms on the small amounts of injected charge carriers a9e quickly t d in the
right hand side denote the balances of direct recombination. thermal pair vicinity of the contacts so that they cannot contribute to the conductance
generation and impact ionization In_,) trapping and thermal release of (which remains determiined by the equilibrium carreer concentraion). A'
electrons or holes (r. and rQ,. and the carreer generation due to the higher injection levels, however. the deep traps become essentially filled.
external source (S). The description is supplemented with Poisson's and the effective lifetime of the charge carriers increa~ses considerably. (in

the considered generic material. this increase amounts to a factor of four
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for the cecwom and s factor of two for the holes). Consequently. the In te firs experment. Ut switch starts an th resistive off-ae at i
co-ceruaton of charge camers in the conductive barlds also goes up and point a, where the current is low and the voltage is very close to Ot
leads to a drastic current uirease at constant or even reduied forward voltage Vw. Under inradiation with the beam. the switch becomes quickly
voltages. ionized and the load point moves tot he low resisvity repme bf tt on-

Our scenaro is independently confinred by the already mentioned state of the switch. After turn-off of the bean. the charge carriers I
observation that the quanutative and qualitaive chuacterinscs of the I-V recombine and the switch moves to the point c,. which is identical with

curves depend strongly on ft details of the deep level sicmue of Uth the point a,. It is clear that this case does not exhibit a lock-on effect.
material. In particular. the value of the critical voltage can be In the second expenment. the load lane I1 corresponds to a source
considerably higher for a semiconductor with a higher concentration of voltage V. that lies over the cntical value V,._ In the initial off-state. the
recombination centers. i.e.. with a shorter free carmer lifetime ,t. In load point is located at a,. i.e.. in the transien state with a small

suitably (for instance, strongly chromium) doped material. V., can even electrical current. The load point begins to move along the load line, but
be increased up to the value given by the dielecuic strength (which then. according to our argumentation above, this tame development is rather
of course. sets a limit to further improvement), slow and might take a time that is long compared to the duration of the I

We calculated for our sample configuration also the current-voltage applied pulse. Under irradiation with the electron beam. however. the load
curves under electr•on-beam irradiation, assuming a constant source point moves very quickly to bit. i.e. to the on-state with a high current
function for the sake of simplicity. At low fields. the relation between the al a small voltage. Due to Ot high career density generated by the e-
voltage and the curremnt is approximately linear and can be described by beam. the traps will be filled very quickly. Now. after the turn-off of U•t
a conductance G. j = eW + pop)V/L = G(S)V. Under higher stress, beam, the load point will not return to the initial value bil but rather to
however, deviations from the linear slope become significant. and a the ft steady state value cb. with a considerably higher current. the lock-on
critical voltage Ut I-V-curves increase non-linearly due to charge carrier current.
injection until they merge with the dark current curve. To demonstme this conjected behavior of the switch explicitly, we

have implemented the dynamical equations on the basis of a specially
The Transient Behavior of the Switches adapted transient scheme. Our code, which combines a Lagrangian

treatment of the free elections and holes with an Eulenan descnrption of
A deeper analysis of the modeling results obtained so far reveals that the trapped charges, eliminates virtually all errors due to spunous

they are not only able to explain the quasi-breakdown at fields below E4, numerical diffusion and ensures a satisfactory accuracy even for a 1
but can also give a plausible scenario for the transient behavior of the relatively smnal number (220) of discretization points.

switches: If the high current above V,. is related to increased canrier Figure 9a and 9b shows a synopsis of a typical simulation run. i.e..
lifetimes because of filled traps, then it is clear that this state cannot be the applied voltage V. the voltage across the switch V (Fig. 9a). and the
reached instantaneously. Immediately after the application of the voltage, current density j (Fig. 9b) as a function of the elapsed time t. The system I
the traps are still in their equilibrium occupation state. i.e.. they can still starts t = 0 from the thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e.. from the state with

trap the injection charges from the valence and conduction band and no voltage and source function applied. First the applied voltage is
maintain the high resistivity of the material. It is only after a relatively increased within about 10 ns to a value 4 keV, to which the switch
slow evolution during which the traps are filled by th injected charges responds with the dielectric displacement current. After the final voltage I
that the current can assume its higher dc value. Obviously, this temporal has been reached, the curremt dies rapidly down and the system settles
development can be accelerated considerably if the charges necessary to down to a highly resistive state. A comparison with the I-V-characteriscs
fill the traps are not only injected from the contacts but also directly in Figure 6. however, shows that because of Vo < Vc this state does not
generated in the bulk: An order of magnitude estimation shows that a correspond to a true equilibrium. but rather to an intermediary phase
reasonably strong external source function can shorten the trap filling which still evolves on comparatively long time scale.
time down to the ns range.

Consider now the linear I-V-diagram in Figure 8, where we have
schematically drawn the three different I-V-curves discussed above,
namely a) the transient dark-current I-V-curve that is valid during the , ,Ouas, Stltacy.state -Source votage I
onse time. b) Ut steady state dark-current which is reached in the time4
asymptotic limiL c)and the current-voltage characteristic of GaAs under -

electrn-beam irradiation. Imagine two switching experiments with the > C " t

circuit depicted in Figure 7. i.e.. with the same load resistor R. but I I
differem initial voltages V0. The corresponding load lines I and It ame Loc-cn

drawn in Figure 8. > I

4 400 300 1200 160C 2000I
I! IMt fnsl

Lad Lirte It Steady State 
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•arg Current _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.oad Line I t ,

-so- a Da,,ocr'C ,soactriort
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c~e.Bearn et ý.3o- -
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DarktCurrenC.. all~ a 0 0
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Figure 8. Schematic switching cycles in a load-line diagram for two (b)

different applied voltages. Cycle I shows no lock-on current:
in cycle !I. the current locks on at point c,,. Figure 9. The temporal development of switch voltage (a) and current I

density (b) in an electron beam control GaAs switch. I
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After 100 ns. we apply for a time span of 100 as a source funcuon Our discussi wo,,ld not be complete without mentioning also the
of S 10 n an-cm-'. The system reacts within a few as by increasing the negative aspects of electron-beam controlled switches. Most of these
conductivity drastically. The current jumps nearly to the maximal value drawbacks ame problems that they sham with the other types of
of 80 A determined by the external circuit, and the voltage across the photoconductive switches, such as the occurrence of the lock-on effect
switch breaks down to about humdred volts. At the same time. the deep and the possibility of thermal breakdown. It is. as many post-monem
levels trap charges form the conduction and valence band, respectively, investigations indicate. in particular the fonnmation current filaments and
so that at the end of the 100 ns the electron trap is about half filled, and the related inhomogeneity in the energy dissipation which can lead to
the hole trap to about 5%. local overheating and a catastophUc device failure. It is nat yet

After the source function has been switched off again, the remaining completely clear if (or how) the filamentation is related to the lock-on
traps in the band gap absorb most of the charge careers of the conduction effect. possibly it is due to a symmetry-breaking instability caused from
bands. such that resistivity of the bulk incrases and the current density the negative differential conductivity discussed above, or it is the
drops to less than 10%. The initially highly resistive state. however. is not consequence of thermal nuaway. There is however. one possible problem
completely recovered, the system exhibits instead a slow rise of the which is indigenous only to the concept of indirectly ionized e-beam
current density due to the continuing filling of the traps by injected controlled switches: Due to the fact that only about one third of its
charges, and finally relaxes into the true equilibrium. the lock-on state. kinetic energy is convered into band edge radiation, the e-beam

In the light of these results, what is now the significance of the irradiation causes a considerable energy dissipation in a thin layer close
figure of merit Q. the so-called power gain? Clearly, as defined above, it to the semiconductor surface. While the overall contrbution of energy
is strictly applicable only for switches where the hold-off voltage is close to the total dissipation is relatively small. it is its concentration on the
to the value given by the dielectric strength, i.e.. where the effect of small conversion layer which can lead to considerable local overhating.
current is negligible. This is the case either for samples that have a Some of the named limitations of electron-beam controlled
sufficient concentration of recombination centers, or in situations where semiconductor switches can be overcome by pulse charging the power
the electical stress is applied merely for a short time aefore the electron system. Since the filling of the election and hole traps requires a certain
beam irradiation starts. In other cases, the power gain will lose its strict time, the transition into the trap-filled state can be extended to higher
meaning. but we can still view it as a heuristic tool to obtain a first idea fields if the pulse duration of the applied voltage and with it the number
of the suitability of different materials. of injected charges is reduced. For very short pulses and a sufficient

density of deep traps. the critical voltage V, can approach the breakdown

Discussion field of the semiconductor as listed in Table 1. That means for fast pulse
charged systems, GaAs could be almost as efficient as diamond and even

The concept of electron-beam controlled semiconductor switches is surpass ZnSe.

based on the generation of free charge carriers in a semi-insulating The effect of trap filling on switch resistance and consequently on
semiconductor sample by ionizing it with a high-energy electran-beam. the maximum applicable voltage is demonstrated in Figure 10 which
Based on an expression which combines the relevant parameters of a show the computed current voltage characteristics of semi-insulating
material to one dimensionless figure of meriL the maximal power gain Q. GaAs. It covers the range from ohmic behavior at low voltages through
we have concluded that thre different semiconductor materials ame the range where deep traps determine the dark current up to the onset of
singled out with respect to their performance in e-beam controlled dielectric breakdown through impact ionization. Initially. in the ohmic
switches: For the concept of direct beam ionization, it is diamond which range. most of the charge carriers that are injected from the contacts will
seems to be the most promising material. In the form of thin films of up become trapped in electron or hole traps which have a relative high
to about 100 pin thickness, diamond switches can withstand voltages of density in semi-insulating gallium arsenide, to the effect that free carrier
up to 5 kV for dc operation and 30 kV in pulse charged systems. densities remain very low during the onset time. It is only after the traps
Combined with their good thermal properties which enables high are completely filled that the current can rise to a higher value. The
repetition rate operation this is reason enough to expect a bright future for necessary time span can be considerable if only charges injected through
diamond based electron-beam switches in the control of low to moderate the contacts ar available to fill the traps. However. for short pulses it is
power densities. possible to stay in the regime where traps ame not completely filled even

For higher electrical stress, the concept of indirect bulk ionization at high voltages. Then it is possible to extend the switch voltage range to
with cathodoluminescence is more appropriate. Our investigations have the value of the dielectric breakdown voltage, which can be orders of
shown that two materials are particularly promising, namely the direct magnitude above the dc trap filled voltage.

semiconductor materials of GaAs and ZnSe. Due to their nature as direct
semiconductors, both materials have a high conversion factor of beam Acknowledgement
energy into photons and allows therefore the control of semiconductor
bulk switches of up to several mm thickness. This work is supported by DARPA and managed by NSWC in

The particular advantages of electron-beam controlled semiconductor Dahlgren. VA. It is also supported in part by ARO. AFOSR and the
switches are other types of photoconductive switches are: Center for Innovative Technology (CiM) in Virginia.

Due to the possibly small volume and low cost of high-intensity
electron beam guns based on standard vacuum technology, compact
and economic designs of e-beam controlled switch systems are
possible. • .3 Photocathod emitters offer possibilities for generating electron-beam
pulses with very short pulse duration. . -

* Because of the strong influence of the deep traps on the switch
behavior in both the steady state an the transient case, a tailoring of

the material to maximize the performance is possible.
• Any semiconductor switch. independent of the bandgap, can be

ionized.

SEspecially promising is that the oncept does not allow for fast and

repetitive opening and closing cycles but also for the use as a linearpower modulator controlled by the electron-beam current, The closed , 6 • '-•:,,. ,

switch behaves very similar to an externally controlled ohmic resistor
as long as the applied electrical fields are moderate; the current
density is essentially proportional to the forward voltage drop and dje V
can reach up to thousand times the value of the controlling election-
beam current. Figure 10. Dark current characteristics of semi-insulating GaAs.
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3 Abstract--The term "lock-on effect" describes the inability of pho-
toconductive or electron-beam-controlled semiconductor switches to ____.__

recover to their initial hold-off voltage following the application of the
laser or electron-beam pulse, if the applied voltage exceeds a certain ,,,-electron beam

value. For GaAs, this threshold voltage corresponds to average electric , %. sw, t

fields in the range from 4 to 12 kV/cm. Experimental results on CaA. stch

semi-insulating GaAs switches indicate that the corresponding lock-on
current after e-beam irradiation is identical with the steady-state dark
current. The highly resistive state of the switch before e-beam irradia- Fig. 1. Schematic representation of an electron-beam-controlled switch
tion is shown to be a transient phase towards the much lower steady-
state dark resistance, with a duration which depends on the impurity connected to an external load circuit of 50-0 impedance.
content of the switch material and the applied voltage. The irradiation
of the GaAs samples with electrons or photons causes an acceleration
of this temporal evolution; at suilciently high laser or e-beam inten- the switch to recover to its initial hold-off voltage following the
sities "lock-on" of the dark current after termination of the driving application of an electron-beam or laser pulse; after turn-off of
ionization source is observed. Based on the experimental results, a the driving source the voltage is "locked-on" to a constant value
model is developed which describes the lock-on effect in terms of dou- corresponding to an average electric field strength in the range
ble injection and carrier trapping in deep intraband levels. The model from 4 to 12 kV/cm [61, 171.
explains the major characteristics of the lock-on effect and is sup-
ported by the qualitative agreement of the calculated current-voltage The effect of "lock-on" on the voltages and current curves
curves with the experimental data. of a switching cycle is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (case Vo

> Vc,) in comparison to a cycle without lock-on (case V0 <
Vc,); Fig. I shows schematically the corresponding external cir-

1. INTRODUCTION cuit. In both cases, the switch is initially in a highly resistive

A TTEMPTS to utilize electron-beam-controlled semicon- state with V = Vo and the dark current is very small. Due to
ductor switches have already been made in the 1960's [1] the electron-beam excitation the switch then turns on. i.e., the

and the 1970's 121, but only recently research in this field has switch voltage collapses and the current reaches a value which

gained new momentum due to an improved concept [31, [4]. is determined by the e-beam-generated conductance and by the

This switch concept is based on the generation of free charge external circuit. After the termination of the electron-beam,

carriers in the bulk of a semi-insulating semiconductor such as however, it is only in the case of V0 < Vc, that the voltage
gallium arsenide (GaAs) by cathodoluminescence. Once the recovers to its initial value V0 and the current returns to the
electron-beam is terminated, the switch will open due to elec- small dark current value. In the case of Vo > V, the voltage

tron-hole recombination and trapping of free carriers on a time does not recover completely, but settles on a value V10 < V0,
scale of nanoseconds or less if the current injected through the the lock-on voltage. The name lock-on indicates that this volt-

contacts into the bulk of the switch is negligible [5]. With the age is virtually independent of the current, a characteristics
observed linear dependence of the switch current on the elec- which has been compared to that of a Zener diode.
tron-beam current in an electric field range up to about 4 kV /cm
[3], these devices promise also to be useful for the modulation
of the electrical power into a temporally varying load. The mod- II. EXPERIMENTS

ulation of electron-beam currents can easily be achieved with In order to study the lock-on effect we have concentrated
gated vacuum tubes which makes compact and economic semi-insulating GaAs as the switch material. Particularly for
switched designs possible. the experimental investigations, as-grown (EL2-compensated)

An obstacle for the use of the GaAs switches as opening material with a resistivity of 6 x 106 2 - cm was used. The

switches or modulators in high-voltage systems, however, is the sample geometry consisted of a bulk region with aligned par-
so called "lock-on" effect which determines the device behav- allel-plate contacts. The thickness of the bulk was 0.065 cm,
ior when the initially applied voltage V0 is greater than a certain the area of the contacts about 1.1 cm 2. The contacts were man-
critical i'alue Vc,. This effect is manifested by the inability of ufactured by thermally depositing a Au ( 88 % )-Ge ( 12 % ) alloy

to a thickness of 100 nm. The sample was then annealed at
Manscript received July 13, 1990; revised December 19, 1991. This work 450'C in N2 at atmospheric pressure for a period of 15 min.Swas supported by the U.S. Army Research Office and the Air Force Office A set of experiments [8] was conducted where the GaAs sam-

for Scientific Research under Contract DAAL03-90-G-0018. ple was irradiated through the cathode contact with an electron-
The authors are with the Physical Electronics Research Institute, Old

Dominion University. Norfolk. VA 23508.. beam pulse of 15-!Ls duration as schematically shown in Fig. 1.
IEEE Log Number 9042675. The electron-beam was produced by a pulsed thermionic diode.

0018-9383/91/0400-0701501.00 © 1991 IEEE
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CASE t 1 < 1 ,: NO LOCK-ON CASE I; > t V,: LOCK-ON 2
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Fig. 3. The current-voltage characteristics of the GaAs switch under elec-
SI tron-beam irradiation (circles) and in lock-on phase (squares). The electron

E-BEAM E-BEAM beam current density was 20 mA/cm".
ON ON

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of switching cycles without and with the 102 F
lock-on effect (V,, < Vr, and V,, > V,,. respectively). 0 Steady State Dark Current

101 - Transient Dark CurrentA @-Beam Indlucedl Current

The energy of the electrons was about 150 keV and the e-beam 100 o Lock-on Current 6
current density was in the range of up to 30 mA/cm2 . 1 0 I

The results of the current-voltage measurements which are E2 0
described in more detail in [8] are shown in Fig. 3. The current 0 0
density in the on-state (during electron-beam irradiation) in- 102 o
creases linearly with voltage up to about 200 V which corre- 0 t0-0 0

sponds to an average field intensity of 3 kV/cm. Above thisvoltage the current density rises steeply to values greater than rs 10-" 00 ..

20 A/cm2 . In that regime the sample does not return to the CP0 I0
initial applied voltage after termination of the electron beam but t0-5
rather to a value which appears to be almost independent of the oo0 0 o0 0o°
initial conditions [81. The values of this "lock-on" current are 10"6 _c _OO_ _I

plotted in the same diagram (Fig. 3) as squares. The lock-on 10-

onset occurs at an average electrical field of about 4 kV/cm 10-71and rises very steeply, i.e., the voltage is almost independent vo-1 00 10' 102 103m

of the current. When chromium-doped semi-insulating GaAs Votge (v) I

was used, the critical field was found to be higher by a factor Fig. 4. The steady-state dark current, the transient dark current, the lock-oncurrent, and the current under electron-beam irradiation versus appliedof two compared to the lock-on field of as-grown GaAs. The voltage.
effect is very similar to the results obtained on GaAs samples
irradiated with a high-power laser 161, [71, where it was also on-state, when the GaAs switch was irradiated by an electonfound that the value of the lock-on field depends on the impurity beam.content of the switch material. The temporal development of the dark current was also stud-In the on-state, an increase of the electron-beam current ied [8]. It turned out that this current remains very low for ancauses a nearly linear increase in the switch current. The am- -onset time" and then increases monotonically up to a steady-plitude of the lock-on current, however, does not seem to be state value (Fig. 5). The onset time. which is defined as thedependent on the intensity of the previous e-beam irradiation, time necessary to reach a current value of 5% of the final steady- 3The lock-on current is therefore determined only by mate- state current, is found to be a strong function of the amplituderiai-dependent transport processes occurring at high fields; in of the applied voltage as shown in Fig. 5. Any electron-beamour opinion it is actually the steady-state dark current of the il'umination shortly before or during the onset time shortens the
device. In order to prove this concept, dark current measure- transient phase drastically. In particular, by sufficiently irra- I
ments on semi-insulating GaAs were performed with applied diating the sample with an electron beam or laser it is possiblevoltages of up to 1000 V, corresponding to average fields of up to reduce the time necessary to reach the final value of the dark
to 15 kV/cm. Fig. 4 shows the steady-state current obtained current such that the dark current then locks on immediately
with both the dc and the pulsed bias measurements at room tem- after the application of the voltage pulse (Fig. 6). I
perature [8]. There is a steep increase in current over four or-
ders of magnitude at about 200 V in a voltage range of several
tens of volts. The current values obtained in the "lock-on" ex- III. MODELING
periment (Fig. 3) are plotted for comparison with the steady- In order to understand the experimental results outlined 3
state values of the dark current; the two current curves are vir- above, we focus now on a theoretical description of the switch
tually identical. Also plotted are the I-V characteristics of the configuration. We assume that the switch diameter is large com-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I
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> 300i F ... W E tributions have been neglected. The terms on the right-handside

;20 denote the balances of direct recombination thermal pairen-1 'eration and impact ionization (n,.). trapping and thermal re-
.lO0 lease of electrons or holes (re', and r,,. and the carmer genera-

0 tion due to the external source (S ). The description is completed
0-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 with Poisson's equation connecting the electrical field E to the

Time (ms) excess charge in the crystal; the quantities N,. to, and t, stand

12 for the effective shallow doping density. the absolute and the
10 relative dielectric constant, respectively

S4 ,/ Et : - = e/(n - p + ,N,r, - NJ). (4)

-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 For the completition of the system we assume ideally ohmic
Time (ms) conditions at both contacts. i.e.. we require EIo = EI, = 0 in

Fig. 5. The temporal evolution of the dark current with a square-pulse addition to the voltage condition
voltage applied 18]. The peak at t = 0 corresponds to the displacement
current, it is followed by the transient dark current (0 < i < I ms). the L

onset phase current ( I ms < t < 2.5 ms). and by the steady-state dark 3Edx = V. (5)
current (2.5 ms < t < 3.5 ms).

These assumptions-which have been introduced first by Lam-
10-2 pert [9]-express the fact that the overall voltage drop across

the switch is dominated by the highly resistive semi-insulating
* bulk material; they also lead to a satisfactory phenomenological

description of the current injection through the contacts.

•10-3 * We have developed a code which solves (1)-(4) numerically
* under the assumption of steady state, closely following a pro-

cedure which is more extensively discussed in 110]. An inves-
0 tigation of several different cases has demonstrated that the

quantitative details of the resulting current-voltage curves de-
0 t-,pend strongly on the physical parameters of the simulation. es-

iiopecially on the density and the trapping cross section of the deep
"• ~intraband traps. It is beyond the scope of this work to give a

"1- detailed carthography of the multi-dimensional parameter space
1o-+'of the problem, and we will instead restrict ourselves to the

discussion of one simple deep-level configuration which none-
theless shows features that are typical for most types of com-

1o4pensated gallium arsenide and other semi-insulating materials.

0-4 600 1000 1200 Fig. 7 shows the I-V characteristics of 0.65-mm switch as-
Voltage v) suming the presence of one dominant recombination center with

Fig. 6. The onset time of the dark current as a function of the applied a density of N = 1017 cm- 3 , an energy of 0.85 eV above the
voltage 18]. valence band, and electron and hole capture cross sections of

,, = 2 x 10-t9 cm2 and o,, = 5 x 10-17 cm2 , respectively.
pared to its thickness, such that a one-dimensional model can. These values have been chosen to match the dark resistance and
be employed to describe the electron and hole flow though the the lock-on voltage of the sample under consideration, using a
switch. Our model includes the generation of free charge car- set of simple analytical expressions that will be discussed in
riers through radiative, thermal or impact ionization, their [101. Curve I corresponds to the dark current, curve II to the
transport under the influence of the electrical field, and their current under electron-beam irradiation. A comparison of the
recombination or trapping in intraband traps. Denoting the numerically obtained curves with the experimental results dis-

number of electrons in the conduction band and the number of played in Fig. 4 shows a good agreement not just in the values

holes in the valance band by n and p. respectively, the densities of the dark current at low voltages and in the onset of the lock-on

of the various carrier traps by Ni. and their relative occupation regime (which is expected from our assumptions). but also in
number by r,. the system of dynamical equations reads the shape of the curves. In particular, the calculations reproduce

the initially linear (ohmic) behavior of the current both in the
an _. (v,(E)n) = it, N,0, - (1) dark and in the irradiated state, and their subsequent steep in-
at ax crease of nearly six orders of magnitude above the critical volt-

a age of 200 V. The nature of this effect is extensively discussed
ap +Na + S (2 in 1101; it is, according to our model, essentially a result of the
al ax injection of electrons and holes through the contacts (double

ar, injection) and the subsequent buildup of charges in the deep

at = r,' + ci. (3) levels.
From the assumption that the strong increase in the current is

In these expressions, v,, and tp stand for the absolute values due to trap filling, we can explain the relatively long onset time
of the field-dependent carrier drift velocities. The diffusion con- of the dark current before it rises to its final value. Initially,
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102 I'

101 L041 LMw
u Steady State

100 LO aI L" Dark Current

Steady State bS~Dark Current

-e-Beam
10-3 Induced Current

~ 104 Beam InducedI10.- Transient Current Transient
Dark urret a, Dark Current

10-5 t ~ I-voltage

10-4 Fig. 8. Schematic switching cycles in a load-line diagram for two different

applied voltages. Cycle I shows no lock-on current: in cycle Ii. the current
10-7 locks on at point c,.

10-1 100 10' 102 103
Voltage (V) line). According to our argumentation above (and the experi- 3

Fig. 7. The computed current-voltage curves for a 0.65-mm GaAs switch. mental curve 5), however, this temporal development is rather
The assumed source function of S = 10"1 cM -I s-' corresponds to an slow and will take a time that is long compared to the duration
electron-beam irradiation of 20 mA/cmr. of the applied pulse. The situation changes when the switch is

irradiated with the electron beam. The load point moves very
most of the charge carriers that are injected from the contacts quickly to the on-state bit with a high current and a small volt- I
will become trapped in electron or hole traps which have a rel- age drop, and, due to the high carrier density generated by the
atively high density in semi-insulating gallium arsenide, to the e-beam, the traps will be filled very quickly. After the turn-off
effect that free carrier densities remain very low during the on- of the beam, however, the load point will not return to the initial I
set time. It is only after the traps are completely filled that the low current value at, but locks on to a higher current value c,,
current can rise to its final value. The necessary time span can a current which is identical with the steady-state dark current.
be considerable if only charges injected through the contacts are
available to fill the traps. Under irradiation with the electron V. DISCUSSION I
beam or a laser, however, the onset time will be much shorter Our experimental and theoretical investigations have estab-
due to the large source function for electrons and holes in the lished a concise scenario for the lock-on effect in ionization-
bulk of the switch. More quantitatives results which are based ctlsed a gcon er scenaiocor uthe lock-on effe the zatioon a transient simulation of (l)-(4) will be published elsewhere. controlled high-power semiconductor switches. (As the basic 3

mechanisms that lead to lock-on are obviously independent of

the actual physical source of the ionization, we expect the de-
IV. THE LOCK-O,+ SCENARIO scription to hold not only for electron-beam-controlled switches

Based on the results of the numerical calculation described but also for devices which are optically triggered.) These are
above, we can now establish a scenario which explains the main the essential features of lock-on that the model can explain:
features of the lock-on effect. Consider the current-voltage dia- i) The phenomenon appears only above a certain threshold
gram in Fig. 8. which shows schematically the three different value V, of the applied voltage, below Vc, the switch recovers
I-V curves discussed above, namely a) the transient dark-cur- after irradiation.
rent I-V curve that is valid during the onset time, b) the steady- ii) The current-voltage relation in the lock-on state is char-
state dark current which is reached in the time asymptotic limit. acterized by a very low differential resistance, i.e., by a voltage
c) and the current-voltage characteristic of GaAs under elec- which is virtually independent of the current. I
tron-beam irradiation. iii) The lock-on characteristics are independent of the inten-

Let us consider two switching experiments with the same load sity of the initial electron-beam (or laser) irradiation as long as
resistor R. but different initial voltages Vo. characterized by the this intensity is sufficient to trigger the switch into the lock-on
two load lines I and I1 in Fig. 8. In the first experiment, state during the e-beam or laser-pulse duration. I
switching cycle starts in the highly resistive off-state at poi.. -, iv) The numerical value of the lock-on voltage depends cru-
where the current is low and the voltage is very close to the cially on the impurity content of the semiconductor which var-
voltage Vol. Under irradiation with the electron beam, the switch ies considerably in different materials. In particular, semicon-
quickly becomes ionized and the load point moves to the low ductors with a low intrinsic impurity concentration like silicon I
resistivity regime b1 , the on-state of the switch. After turn-off are expected to have a very different threshold for lock-on.
of the beam, the charge carriers recombine and the switch moves v) The lock-on effect can be suppressed by using blocking
to the point cl which is identical with the point a,: The switch contacts which prevent carrier injection into the semiconductor. 1
opens and does not exhibit a lock-on effect. These contacts can be manufactured by growing highly doped

Next, consider the load line II with a source voltage Vol, that boundary layers on the surface to create a p-i-n structure for the
lies above the critical value Vcr. In the initial off-state, the load device.
point is located at all on the transient I-V curve, the sample It should be emphasized. however, that the numerical cal- I
hence carries a relatively small current. As al, is not a steady culations which we have used to illustrate our lock-on scenario

state, the load point begins te move along the load line with a are based on a very simplified deep-level structure. It is there-
time constant determined by the trap filling process (dashed fore not surprising that the theoretically obtained curves do not 3
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I Abstract - Results of electron-beam controlled switching experiments with switch

samples of quartz crystal and polycrystalline zinc selenide (ZnSe) are presented. For

switch samples of both materials, drastic reductions of the switch resistance were Induced

3 by the electron beam. The quartz sample showed very fast temporal response (less than 1

ns) with potential applicability for current control. The ZnSe samples, on the other hand,

3 showed longer current transients (on the order of 10 ns) with exponential development of

the switch resistance after the electron beam pulse.

"3 I. INTRODUCTION

3- Electron-beam controlled solid switches have very interesting potential

applications in pulsed power technology [11-[7]. For these switches, high power

U gain and fast response are the major subjects of interest.
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Electron-beam controlled switches are similar to optically controlled switches

which have been developed for decades. The advantage of using an electron beam

for switching control is the high efficiency of source, compact switch arrangement,

pulse shaping and high repetition rate [5].

There are basically two configurations of electron-beam controlled switches (1].

In one configuration (A), the switch current flows along the surface of the switch 5
sample in the direction perpendicular to that of electron beam. In another

configuration (B), the switch current flows through the sample in the direction I
parallel to that of electron beam. In the second configuration, there are two modes.

In one mode (B-i), free charge carriers are generated by electron beam ionization

only. In another mode (B-2), free charge carriers are generated by both electron I
beam and secondary radiation.

For configurations A and B-2, we have selected polycrystalline zinc selenide

(ZnSe) as the switch material mainly because of its low steady state dark current.

Lower dark current is very important to our experimental setup where, as shown

below, the charging on the switch is a DC voltage. 3
For configuration B-i, the thickness of the switch must be smaller than the

range of electrons in the sample. That requires a high dielectric strength of thei

switch material. We have found that silicon dioxide (SiO2) has both high

breakdown field and high possible power gain. In order to show the switching

properties of SiO2, we have used thin quartz crystals as our switch samples for

configuration B-1. More ideal, specially designed SiO 2 samples are presently

being manufactured for us by an industrial company.
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II. SwrrcH SmiPLEs AN EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The specification of our switch samples are as follows:

Sample No. 1, material: quartz crystal; switching configuration: B-1; thickness: -

1 80 .m; contact: $ 3 mm, thickness < 1 pm, Ag.

Sample No. 2, material: polycrystalline ZnSe; switching configuration: A; surface

gap: length 2 mm, width 6 mm; thickness: 0.9 mm; contact:

j conducting epoxy.
Sample No. 3, material: polycrystalline ZnSe; switching configuration: B-2;

I thickness: 0.9 mm; contact: 4 mmx 2.1 mm, 0.01 jim Cr + 0.2

i tm Au.

The quartz crystals we have used were originally electronic parts for frequency

control with a characteristic frequency of nearly 100 MHz. The ZnSe samples

were obtained from Il-VI Inc., Saxonburg, PA.

The electron source (150 kV, 200 A, 2 ns) used in our experiments was a very

compact electron-beam generator (Radan 1502) made by the Institute of

Electrophysics, Russian Academy of Sciences. The divergence of the beam was

relatively large so that the beam current density changes with the distance from the

output window. Figure 1 shows the peak electron-beam current density obtained

with a Faraday cup as a function of distance from the source. At eacl distance, the

cross-sectional distribution of the electron current was observed to be uniform over

the area of a switch sample.
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 where Fig. 2(a) shows configuration I

A (sample No. 2) and Fig. 2(b) shows configuration B (samples No. 1 and 3). In

order to obtain a fast current rise, the switch was set on a piece of 50 Q stripline.

Connected with the stripline was a 3 m, 50 Q, DC charged cable which discharges

when the switch turns on. The current through the switch was observed

downstream with a 50 9? terminated oscilloscope (Tektronix 7104, 1 GHz).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS UI
Typical waveforms of the switch response to the electron beam are shown in Fig.

3 ((a) for sample No. 1 and (b) for samples No. 2 and 3). For configuration A,

since the switch current density might vary with the depth, we have used the switch

current instead of the current density. For configuration B, since the electron-

beam current is uniform over the sample, we obtained switch current density by

dividing the current with the area of the sample. It is seen from Fig. 3 that all

switch samples reacted very fast (within 1 ns) when the electron beam was turned

on. However, after the electron beam pulse, the switch current of each sample

decayed on different time scales. The crystal sample (sample No. 1) turned off

almost simultaneously with the electron beam. The polycrystalline ZnSe samples

(samples No. 2 and 3), however, turned off in times on the order of 10 ns. For

sample No. 2, the current collapse at about 30 ns after turning on is clearly due to

the end of the voltage pulse.

Figure 4 shows the relation of (a) the peak switch current density (or peak

switch current) and (b) maximum switch conductance, versus peak electron current 3
density. The switch conductance was obtained from the switch current density (or

4 1
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the switch current) and the switch voltage which was obtained by subtracting twice

the voltage across the termination from the charging voltage. The resistance of the

termination was confirmed by measurement while the impedance of the 50 Q

cables was not confirmed directly. The errors in these impedance values may

induce error in the switch conductance, especially for large switch current, since we

have to calculate the difference between two large numbers to get a relatively small

number of the switch voltage. From fig. 4, we see that, at low beam current

density, the switch conductance rises nearly linearly with the beam current density.

When the beam current density increases, however, the switch current density (or

switch current) saturates at a value. This saturation might be caused by the circuit

limit and the error in calculating the switch voltage. The minimum switch

resistance obtained from Fig. 4 were 160 Q, 15 Q and 50 Q for samples No. 1, 2

and 3, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the waveforms of the switch current density of sample No. 1

with the same electron beam current (18.8 A/cmz) but different charging voltages.

We see from Fig. 5 that higher charging voltages give faster turn-on response.

Furthermore, at a voltage of 1500 V, the maximum switch current is much lower

than that for the other voltages. Experimentally, no clear switch current was

observed at voltages below 1000 V.

Figure 6 shows the waveforms of the normalized switch current density of

sample No.3 obtained with the same charging voltage (2000 V) but different

electron-beam current density. All waveforms in Fig. 6 are normalized with

respect to the peak value in order to compare the shapes. It is seen from Fig. 6 that,

for different electron current densities, the switch current decayed on different time

scales.
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We have tried to measure the steady state dark current of the switch samples.

With applied voltages up to 3000 V, however, no switch current larger than 0.01 1
ýLA was observed for any sample. This result has shown that the steady state

switch resistance is higher than 3 X 1011 Q. Therefore, we obtain that the switch

resistance was lowered by at least nine orders of magnitude for samples No. l and

3 and ten orders of magnitude for sample No. 2. I
IV. DISCUSSIONS I

A. Quartz (Sample No. 1) 3
With a switch sample of quartz crystal (sample No. 1), the temporal response of

the switch current to the beam current shows that the mean carrier lifetime is 3
shorter than 1 ns. This result shows that an electron-beam controlled SiO2 switch

has a very high potential to be used as a fast pulsed power switch and/or I
controllable high power resistor. From Fig. 4(a), we obtain that, with the peak 3
beam current density (Jb) of 3.12 A/cmn2, the peak switch current density (J,) was

134 A/cM 2 which corresponds to a current gain (J,/Jb) of - 43. For beam current 3
densities below this value, the current gain is nearly constant, which means that the

switch current changes linearly with the electron current. U
The applied voltage of 3 kV is less than 5 % of the hold-off voltage of the

sample (with the dielectric strength of 9 MV/cm). Therefore, the current gain may

be increased for tens of times by increasing the voltage across the sample (by 3
raising the applied voltage or reducing other loads in the circuit). Then the power

on the switch is expected to be several hundreds of times higher than the power of
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the electron beam. High dielectric strength and short carrier lifetime show

potential applicability of a SiO2. switch as a pulsed power amplifier.

For SiO2 the bandgap energy is 9 eV, indicating an effective ionization energy

of 20 to 25 eV. Consequently, photoconductive SiO2 switch needs an X-ray

source which is usually inefficient. With electron beam, however, it is very easy

to generate electrons with enough energy to ionize SiO2.

B. Polycrystalline ZnSe (Samples No. 2 and 3)

With switch samples of polycrystalline ZnSe (samples No. 2 and 3), the

transient time of switch current shows that the mean carrier life time of ZnSe is

relatively long (on the order of 10 ns). This property gives potentially high power

gain of a ZnSe switch [5]. The data in Fig. 4(b) show that the maximum switch

conductance of ZnSe does not depend strongly on the charging voltage.

For sample No. 2, the maximum switch current was about 17 A which

corresponds to a surface current density of 28.3 A/cm. If we suppose an ionization

depth of 0.1 mm, the average current density is 2.83 kA/cm2 which is much larger

than that of sample No. 3. However, it is clearly a disadvantage of sample No. 2

that the electric field is limited by possible surface fiashover.

For sample No. 3, the thickness of the switch sample is obviously larger than the

mean electron range which is on the order of 100 jxm. Therefore, it is clear that the

secondary radiation played an important role in generating the free charge carmers.

The data in Fig. 4 give a maximum current gain of- 59. The dielectric strength of

ZnSe is about 1 MV/cm, indicating an hold-off voltage of sample No. 3 of about

90 kV. With this voltage on the sample, the current gain may be expected to

exceed five thousands. Then the power on the switch may be several thousands of
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times higher than the power of the electron beam. Furthermore, we may expect I
higher power gain of the switch with longer pulse of the electron beam than the

average carrier lifetime of ZnSe.

After the electron-beam pulse, the decay of the carrier density in the switch is 3
described by the following equation [6]: I

dn = _an -bn (1)

where a is the coefficient for direct ionization and b is the coefficient for indirect I
ionization. u

The development of the switch resistance after the electron-beam pulse for

sample No. 3 is shown in Fig. 7 (solid line), where the data were obtained with a 3
peak electron-beam current density of 13 A/cm2. Also shown in Fig. 7, by the

dashed line, is the curve of a function: I

In(Z) = A0 + Alt , (2) I1
with Ao = 2.85 and A, = 0.14, where Z and t are switch resistance and time,

respectively. It is seen from Fig. 7 that the switch resistance increases almost 3
exponentially, which indicates that the first term of the right-hand side of eq. (1) is

negligible compared with the second term. Consequently, the dominant carrier

loss mechanism is indirect recombination rather than direct recombination. If we 3
neglect other effects, the carrier density n can be written as:

I
I
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In( >hIn( J+bt' ,(3)

1 where t' and no are time relative to the end of the electron-beam pulse and the

carrier density at t' = 0. For Fig. 7, we have obtained b = 1.4 X 108, no = 1.2 X 1014

and the efficiency for generation of carriers by secondary radiation 71 = 8.3 X 10- .

I We have used the carrier mobility R. = 900 cm2/Vs [8].

By comparing the experimental results of ZnSe and that of GaAs [3]-[5], we

have found that ZnSe is advantageous in higher hold-off voltage, lower steady-

state dark current and possibly higher power gain.

1
I
i

I
I
I
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Peak electron current density as a function of distance from the electron

source.

Fig. 2 Experimental setup, (a) for switching along the sample surface and (b) for

switching through the sample material.

Fig. 3 Typical waveforms of (a) switch current density of sample No. 1 and (b)

switch current of sample No. 2 and switch current density of sample No. 3.

Fig. 4 Experimental results of peak switch current density (samples No. 1 and 3)

and peak switch current (sample No. 2) versus peak electron-beam current

density.

Fig. 5 Calculated results of a) peak switch current of sample No. 2 with carrier

mobility R = 350 cm2/Vs, and b) peak switch current density of sample No.

3 with the ratio of carrier density i1 = n2/n, = 5 X 10-, compared with

experimental results.
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OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRON-BL I ACTIVATED GaAs-SITCHES
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Physical Electroni Research Institute
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OldJ. HuD , G. L•ir sinatn
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Abstract beam induced radiation (cathodoluminescence) in a direc.
semiconductor such as GaAs for bulk ionization of the

The use of electron-beams instead of lasers to switchs
act a2te gallium arsenide switches offers the possibility to
imodulate the switch conductance on a timescale of sm,,e
nanoseconds through modulation of the electron beam
intensity and to operate it at MHz repetition rates. Other 1
advantages compared to lasers as activation sources are the
-_gh efficiency, the relatively low cost, and the reliability of
electron beam guns and the possibility to introduce the
electron-beam through the metal contacts into the switch.

The thickness of the GaAs sample, sandwiched between the
tmo contacts, determines the hold-off voltage and switch
gain. Doping of the contact regions allows us to control the si"c |1 o0, n
c a r r i e r in j e c t io n a n d , c o n s e q u e n t ly , t o r e d u c e t h e d a r k b e s t"- - ]
c-.irrent through the switch and increase the bold-offz oi I 2 ±
Svolt.age. The p-doped layer serves also as an effective
cathodoluminescent emitter. Experiments with semi- V
insulating GaAs, with a p-type layer as the electron-beam
i•cident face, show that the hold-off voltage increased by a
factor of two over switches without this blocking contact FIg. 1. Switch activated by secondary radiation.
and also that the cathodoluminescence increased by almost
an order of magnitude. Figure I shows the principal configuration of a

switch activated by seoodasy radiation. It consists of a

SIntroduction sample of direct semiconductor material (semi-insulating
GaAs) between metal contacts, and with a p-doped layer at

The use of electron-beams instead of lasers to the side which faces the electron-beam. In the non-
activate gallium arsenide switches offers the possibility to activated state the electron and hole, density is determined
modulate the switch conductance on a timescale of by thermal emission and care injection through theI nanoseconds through modulation of the electron-beam contacts only. For semi-insulating material at voltages
intensity, and to operate it in a burst mode at a MHz or below the so-called trap-fllled-fimited voltage the
even GHz pulse rate. Other advantages compared to laser concentration of free carriers in the bulk is very small and
activation of solid state switches are the high effliency, the switch resistance is therefore high. Under electron-
relatively low cost. and the reliability of electron gum. beam irradiation, the incident electrons are stopped within
Also, it is possible to introduce the electron-beam through a shallow layer at the cathode, the electron range, and their
the metallic contact and into the switch. The use of cold energy is utilized to about one third for the generation of
cathodes for the electron gun will allow us to further electron-bole pairs. In a pure direct semiconductor the
simplify the switch system, annihiation of these electron-hole pairs would be through

An obstacle for the use of electron-beam activation radiative recombination only. Semi-insulating
of solid state switches is the small range of electrons in semiconductors are charanv-rized by a large concentration
solids. For an electron energy of 50keV, for example, the of recombination centers and traps. Here. direct radiative
range is on the order of lOsm. In a switch configuration recombination is in competition with the trapping and
u here the electron-beamn is injected through one of the recombination which occurs at the traps and recombinaton
contacts, full activation of the switch material requires the centers, respectively. The presence of the p-doped layer
use of thin films with high dielectric strength. Experiments ensures that most of the electrons recombine with shallowI i:h diamond films' and silicon dioxide' have acceptors, thus providing photons with a quantum energy
demonstrated the validity of this concept. However, even only slightly lower than the bandgap energy. These photons
wAith these large bandgap materials, the voltage for this which can penetrate deep into the semi-insulating due to
mode of operation is limited to several kilovolts. In order their relatively low quantum energy, will activate the bulk
to extend the concept of electron-beam control of solid of the switch through impurity ionization. This type of
s:ate switches to higher voltages, requiring switches of electron-beam controlled switch can therefore be
increased thickness, it was proposed to utilize the electron- considered as a photoconductive switch with a
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cathodoluminescent activation source of high efficiency (up C'_,ert-Voltaye Cha-a3cens'ic I
to 30%) and the possibility to modulate its conductance up of GaAs SAitcl•fs

to the NMz or even Gliz range. Modeling Rer±s

Eigure of Merit
for Electron.Beam, Controlled Switches A drLt'-diffusion model was used to compute the

current-voltage characteristics of the semi-insulating GaAs

A simple model of the sw-itch assumes a constant switches of various ticknesses. The model is described a
source function for the electron-beam ionization over the reference 5. Tvo types of impurities or defects were

electron range and a constant secondary ionization in the assumed; EL2, a deep donor with a concentration of 1.10'

bulk of the semiconductor. ALl of the radiation is assumed cm4, and I-L10, a shallow acceptor !9 ossibly cause by
to be absorbed in the semiconductor. The efficiency of the carbon) with a concentration of 8-10 cm" which serves to
lumnescence generation is described by a constant k.. compensate tle donors. The data were obtained from

Based on these assumptions it is possible to define a experimental studies on semi-insulating GaAs (reference 3;

number of merit for the switch, the ratio of the switched The results of the calculation are shown tn figure 2 for
power to the control power. Q:' samples varying in thicknes from .5mm to 10mm.

e _tkit 
(1).2

%here e is the electron chasge, v is the carrier mobility, v isE
the mean carrier lifetime. V. is the applied voltage. L is the 05- .

depth of the switch, and E. is the effective ionization -. 1O 1 20 _M
energy. This equation holds when the switch resistance in C,10750-"-
the on-state is very small compared to a load resistance. Z.-...-..

In order to optimize the switch. i.e. to operate it at!
high 0. the switch material needs to have a higli mobility, I
and a low ionization energy. A long carrier lifetime also .0-,

gives a high 0, however, since the carrier lifetime also 10-,
determines the temporal response of the switch it may be 1o-, o o n0 0 10 10.2 10'
necessary to choose materials with short carrier lifetimes, VCtose
depending on the application. The various aspects on

material selection are discussed in more detail in reference Fig. 2. Modeling results for semi-insulating GaAs.
4. Semi-insulating gallium arsenide with its high electron
mobility, relatively low ionization energy, and carrier At voltages below the so called trap-filled-limted
lifetime on the order of nanoseconds is a good candidate voltage the current-voltage characteristics are ohmic, with
for electron-beam controlled switch material. Even more the resistance determined (in this case) by electron capture
important is the fact that GaAs is a direct semiconductor in deep traps. Once the traps are filled, the current rises
with consequently high quantum efficiency, q,. which can dramatically with voltage. A region of negative differenti-.
be enhanced by p-doping of the cathodoluminescent layer. conductance at higher currents is caused by the formation.

A very important switch parameter is the maimum of an electron-hole plasma due to filling of hole traps
applicable voltage, the bold-off voltage V. Due to carrier (double injection). At higher currents the current varies
injection and trap filling this voltage cannot be assumed to quadratically with voltage. In this region direct electron- I
be the product of dielectric strength. E4, and the switch bole recombination is the dominant loss mechanism. The
length, L It is a complex function of the type of deep trap-filled-limited voltage increases stronger than linear a:
traps, the trap densities, the trap activation energies, atd sma.i thicknesses (d < lmm). It becomes Linearly
the switch dimensions.' Because of the effects of traps on dependent on the thickness above 1mm. I
the hold-off voltage it is possible to influence it by

controlling the trapfllliig through control of the carrier Erperimental Results
injection through the contacts. Using blocking contacts
(reverse biased junctions) it seems to be possible to obtain The current-voltage characteristics of two GaAs
higher values for the hold-off voltage compared to switch samples, 2m= and 5mm thick, were measured over a
systems with injecting contacts. voltage range from 0.IV to 6kV. Both samples have a :2.. t

In order to optimize the electron-beam controlled which is doped with Zn, a shallow acceptor, on one side.
GaAs switch with respect to hold-off voltage, we have By forward biasing the resulting junction it acts as a hole 1
studied both experimentally and theoretically the dark emitter, reverse biasing prevents electrons from being
current characteristics of semi-insulating GaAs of 2mm and injected into the bulk of the semiconductor. In order to
5mrm lengths. These samples have a p" epitauial layer avoid heating of the samples DC measurements were
grown to 3pm with Zn. This p-doped layer srves both as a performed only with applied voltages less than 00VY. At
cathodoluminescent layer, and as a blocking contact for higher voltages the voltage was applied in a pulsed mode.
electrons. The cathodolurninescent yield and t The range from 50V to 2kV was covered by a Velonex
absorption of the secondary radiation in the buwk of the pulser with voltage pulses of LS0js duration. For higher 3
semiconductor was studied for electron-beam pulse voltages a pulse forming network, switched with a thyratrz-_
durations of 15tis and current densities on the order of provided a 30p.s long pulse.
2OlA/cm'.
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I___ voltage characteristics and consequently the hold-off vo,'age
of the s-itch seems to depend linearly on the switch

10-3 thickness. Towa.rd smaller dimensions (below 1mm) the
dependence of the hold-off voltage on thickness becomes

o0-, •- .. strongly noior..Measuremenis with 0.64mm thick Ga.A
samples gave hold-off voltages below 400%' instead of the

C-f expected tree to four M. This is possibly due to the
... , ~ .stronger influence of space charge limited current -hic' f&:

• o• ••" • ..- :::"- • , s:.ngle ca•rrier injenion sca.les uith the inverse c-ibe of :•-e
cc" thickness.

.C-7 C "

I Cathodn!uminescence

2 2 of Undo~ed and P-doned GaAs
10-1 10: 10. 1 r, 103 1 C.

voex nThe relative cathodoluminescent yield, an imponant
parameter for an electron-beam controlled switch with
secondary optical excitation was measured by recording the

Fig. 3 Measured current-voltage characteristics electron-beam induced light transmitted through the
of a 2mm GaAs "itch. sample. A typical light pulse (compared to the electron-

beam diode voltage) is shown in figure 5 for a 2mm sample
TIe current-voltage characteristics for forward and with a p-doped layer facing the electron-beam. The

reversed biased 2mm thick GaAs switches are shown in temporal development of the light emission clearly follows
Figure 3. The current for the reversed biased case is the shape of the electron-beam voltage pulse. The in:ensmr
generally lower than half of that in the forward biased of the transmitted light depends on the electron-beam
mode. In both cases a region of negative differential energy as shown in figure 6. No measurements were made
conductance is observed at voltages which correspond to with electron energy below 50keV. For higher values of
average electric fields of 3kV/cm. The current increases electron-beam voltage the light output increases linearly
again above a voltage of 1.2kV both forward and reverse with voltage.
biased but with quite different slopes. This is shown on a 80 . -

linear scale in figure 4. In this voltage range the effect of A
non-injecting contacts on the leakage current, and ,':" •\-.
consequently the maximum tolerable voltage is dearly to :" , -

visible. The maximum hold-off voltage of a 2mm GaAs so5
sample with a reverse biased p-i junction was found to be E ,0
llkV. At this voltage the sample must be submerged in oil
to avoid surface flashover. These and earlier experiments' C3
show clearly that the use of reverse biased junctions allow 20

us to exiend the voltage range of the switch by more than a CL 10 .. .. - -,
factor of two compared to forward biased junctions or 0
simple photoconductive switches with ohmic contacts. 0--

0 1 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 4! _-'0ime (m~crosecoeds)

Fig. S. Light output of 2mm GaAs s"itch with p-layer
S-"with peak electron energy of 140keV.

: .. . . . . .. I

70 .

'-e e >50 . -I' o000 ;• eco oc 0 0000° 40

S• 2000. '030 5C c -0

2 60

C. 20

Fig. 4. High-voltage characteristics of 2mm GaAs swAitch. 1c - •

A second sample with 5amm thickness wAs tested in 0 20 40 60 80 O00 120 140

the same way as the 2mm sample. The current-voltage -seem Energy (key)

characteristics were similar to the ones obtained with the
2mm sample, however, they were shifted to about two or Fig. 6. Light output vs. electron energy or 2rm GaAs %ith

It~hree times the voltage, In the mam range the DC current- one point taken with .Smm semi-insulating GaAs
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"When the electron-beam irradiates the undoped face 51irrr)
of the 2mm sample, the intensity of the transmutted light is
lower by about an order of magnitude compared to that The use of a shallow p-doped layer on the electron
e-"itted from the electron-beam irradiated p-doped layer beam irradiated face of an electron-beam con*rolled GaAs 1
(Fig. 6). It is also higher than that emitted through an sb-itch was shown to improve the gain of the swtch. 0. 1
electron-beam activated, 0.5mm thick undoped GaAs
sample. These results support our hypothesis that the dramatically. First, the junction of the p-layer -.th the
presence of a p-doped layer on the electron-bear intrinsic mni:enial prevents injecion of electrons into the
irrdiae dfce ofapdo the elc tron-beam intrinsic reg on when reverse bizsed. This preven .or. Cf
irradiated face of the GaA.s s-wiuch ha.• a strog lm~t on double injec:'.on allows us ,o .- phl a fzctor of -,Lo hi'-c:
the efficiency of lurrinescence generation. voltages than vtth samples har'ng just o, mic contcs.

Because of the quadratic dependence of the gain on the

hold-off field this amounts to a factor of four increase in
The switching characteristic of a GaAs bulk switch gain. Secondly, the increased cathodolumjnescence of p-

The switchingdoped GaAs promises to give an order of magniud
controlled with a low energy electron beam (less than itude
50keV) was studied at Integrated Applied Physics, Inc. The improvement in the switch gain. Additionally, using p-
switch unit bad a built-in hot-cathode electron-beam source doped layers suppresses the lock-on effect for voltages up

and a GaAs bulk switch in a hermetically sealed. high- to twice the usual lock-on field. This has been

vacuum package. The electron gun in the EBCSS u"it was experimentally verified for 0fmm thick samples. The use

designed to provide an electron beam with an energy of of low energy election-beams for these kind of switches, as

25-50keV, a current density of a few A/cmn and a pulse discussed in the previous section, promises to make these

width of 500 rsec. The GaAs bulk switch was an LEC devices easily controllable closing and opening switches for

grown semi-insulating wafer with a thickness of 2 mm a high repetition rate pulse power applications.

diamneter of 2 inches and a resistivity of 2.107 0-cm. 1
To study the closing and opening behavior, the

EBCSS unit was tested in a pulse forming network (PFN) The authors thank R.P. Brinkma=nC.A. Molina,
with a matched load to generate l-psec vol-age pulses. The Th e a or thaRP inkance CA .M olina
switch current profile followed that of the electron-beam and M.K Kennedy for their assistance with this work. anor 1
pulse. demonstrating the closing and opening capabilities of As supported by SDIOfIST (subcontraC to ODU), and by,
the EBCSS. The voltage across the EBCSS dropped from a
pulsed bias voltage of 250 V to a forward voltage drop of Reference
-50 V. The peak current density in the conduction phase
was -9 A/cm' and the switch resistance was 7.6 0. Power [11 R-P. Joshi, M.K. Kennedy, K.H. Schoenbach, and
dissipated in the switch was 325 W which is approximately W.W. Hofer, 'Studies of High Field Conduction in
20% of the total energy switched. Switching threshold was Diamond for Electron-Beam Controlled Switching,
observed at electron-beam energy of about 30keV. To L ARl. Phyls vol. 72. p. 4781. 1992.
study the peak current capability, the EBCSS module was R.P. Joshi. K.H. Schoenbach. C. Molina, and
tested in a capacitor discharge circuit with a 10-nF W.W. Hofer, "Studies of Electron-Beam Penetration
capacitor charged to 1.5 kV. An electron-beam with an and Free Carrier Generation in Diamond Films.' to -
energy of 45 keV and a beam current density of 5 A/an' appear in J. Al. Phy.. August 1993.
was able to switch a peak current of 62 A (a current density [2] W. Jiangp Ki ZL meyer, M. Less, M. Kristiansen. and
of 80 A/cm2 ). The current pulse width was - 500 nsec K.W. Schoenbach, "Electron-Leam Controlled Swtihnis n
demonstrating the dosing capability of the swtch. Using Quartz and Polycrystaline ZnSe, Proec. of thei

Table I nummarizes the switching results of the 9th Puaaed Power Cone._ 1993.
EBCSS. In summary, when switched with a 45-keV, 4- 93] PuH e Poer C 1993 . I
A/cm2 electron beam, the switch unit exhibited a forward [3] .H. Schoenbach, VK. Lakdawala, D.C. Stoudt,
drop voltage of -50 V in a PFN-circuit, and a peak current Controlled fiigh Power Semiconductor SBithes," IEEE
density of -80 A/cm2 with an opening time of -250 nsec Trans, Electron Devices vol. 36, p. 1793, 1989.
in a capacitor discharge circuit. [4] R.P. Br and I.H. Schoenbach, "lectron-Beam

Table 1. Summary of EBCSS s-Aitching results. Controlled Switching with Wide Bandgap Semi-
conductors, Proc. 8th IEEE International Pulsed Po'%er

-Thickness 0.2cm C2ML 1991. p. 94.
C utikngess 0I cm 151 W.N. Carn, IEEE Trans, Electron Devices, vol 12.Conducting area diam. 1 cm

E-beam voltage 45 kV p. 531, 1965.

E-beam current density 4 A/cm2
E-beam pulse widtb 500 nsec

Capacitor discharge circuit
Voltage 13 kV
Current 62 A
Current density 80 A/cm'

PFN circuit
Dissipation 20 %
Forwrd drop 50 V 1
Closing/opening time 250 nsec
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ELECTRON-BEAM CONTROLLED SWITCHING USING QUARTZ
AND POLYCRYSTALLINE ZnSe

W. Jiang
Laboratory of Beam Technology, Nagaoka University of Technology,

Nagaoka, Niigata 940-21, Japan

K. Zinsmeyer, M. Less, and M. Kristiansen
Department of Electrical Engineering, Pulsed Power Laboratory,

Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409

K.H. Schoenbach,
Physical Electronics Research Institute

Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529

U Results of electron-beam controlled switching experiments with switch samples of quartz
crystal and polycrystalline zinc selenide (ZnSe) are presented. For switch samples of both
materials, drastic reductions of the switch resistance were induced by the electron beam.
The quartz sample has showed very fast temporal response (less than 1 ns) with potential
applicability for current control. The ZnSe samples, on the other hand, showed longer
current transients (on the order of 10 ns) with exponential development of the switch3 resistance after the electron beam pulse.

Electron beam controlled solid switches have very interesting potential applications in pulsed
power technology. For these switches, high power gain and fast response are the major
subjects of interest.

There are basically two configurations of electron-beam controlled switches. In one configu-
ration (A), the switch current flows along the surface of the switch sample in the direction
perpendicular to that of electron beam. In another configuration (B), the switch current flows
through the sample in the direction parallel to that of electron beam. In the second configu-
ration, there are two modes. In one mode (B-i), free charge carriers are generated by both
electron beam and secondary radiation.

For configurations A and B-2, we have selected polycrystalline zinc selenide (ZnSe)
as the switch material mainly because of its low steady state dark current. Lower dark cur
rent is very important to our experimental setup where the charging on the switch is a DC
voltage.

U For configuration B-i, the thickness of the switch must be smaller than the range of
electrons in the sample. That requires a high dielectric strength of the switch material. We
have found that silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) has both high breakdown field and high possible
power gain. In order to show the switching properties of SiO2 , we have used thin quartz
crystals as our switch samples for configuration B-1. More ideal, specially designed, SiO2
samples are presently being manufactured for us by an industrial company.

This work was supported by SDIO/ONR, DNA, ARO, AFOSR, and the Tecas Tech Center for
Energy Research. M. Less was supported by a Dept. of Education Fellowship.
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ELECI'RON-IJEAM CONTROLLED SWITCHING USING QUARTIZ AND
I'OLYCHYSIALLIN E hkSe

W. jii ig
Udt'oatorv of lBcainm I cchnuioogy'. Nagarokam Urmi~crsiy of I ccelmimolgy, Nagaouka, Niigiial9411-21. Japao

K. Zii-mn~cvcf M. NILcs%. armtM. Kr Norfts i i t.V 32
tDcpliataioculi ot Lieu i ical Lirgi cci mug, l'ulscd Power Lahr~taumy vIc xas I ccl Unmiv ersi y, Lubinock.' IX 794049

U PhIysical ElL~icet Rr misICC;11Lll himstuc OBI ld Llommmi mon Unimvicrsity, oflV 32

3 ~Abstiact

Results of clcetroum-beani controlled switching cxp~criimmclms with
s.witch sitinipics (if quartz crystal anmd polycrystarllirmc zinc sciemmidc I lectron
(inSe) aie presented. Switching clmaramctcristics of thecse materials +4
were aimalyzcd. 'Ihle results shrowed that With miaterials tine Very If switc
attractive (or ampplications in c~clector-bcammn cointrolkd solid aufl
switches.I

poeniaaplcaios Intropulstdiowrtlun ologv I 11-151 soa ur

Election icanmn controlled solid switches have very immtcrcstimmgI ~ ~~these -switches, high po~wer gain and fitst response are time manjor i.IxpicnaSeu
stitjccl% of interest.

U1nder the irradiationi of ani clect,,,,, be ..... (tic switch s;a... fle dcomsitv ait time surface of thc switch samiple cast be adjusted from 0-.2
might hie ionized through either dlireCt iolizatilon by thc cllCrgcliC ~ 1 2cmm, wt iedsac rm eotu idw

lctrons11 or sccondilry ionization 11V time c~lnthodolumuiommcsCelcc it__)____it___dsanefrn eotptwidw
radiationi II11. For materials with sinall quantuni efficiency, direct Eprmna eut
ionization is the only source of free charge Carriers. I hence the xeicuaRslt

thickness of thle sample must be smaller than the ranige of the yiawveomoft ccin-aicurtdnst(J,
elctrons0. 'fMiS requires high dielectric Strength of the Switch Tpclwvfrso ieeeto-em cretdniy(h
material. D~iamond 161 and SiO 2 are considered to be suitable for and switch current density (J,) are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen fromnt
this application. On the other hand, for nmaterials with high Fig. 2 that both samples reacted very fast (within 1 mis) when the

!luantumin efficiency, the switching voltage may bie raised by _______________

increasing thie thickness of the switch samples without reduction in
switch current, since the secondary radiation genmerates carriers inii
the region where beam electrons can not reach. GaAs and ZnSe [
! 71 are piumnisinig materials for switches operating with indirect o

In older to show thme switchinig properties of Sit.. 2 and ZnSe, we -

have used thini quartz crystals and polycrystallirme ZuiSc as our________________
switch sarmples for electrorm-heata11 controlled switchinig experiments;.

Switch Samples atd Experiinetttal SetupE

lime quartz samnples we have used were originaelly electronic Quart
parts. for frequency control with at characteristic frequency of nearly 30
I(M) Mh~z. *he sample is nearly SIP uin in thickness, with silver
coating of I u in iii thickness and 3 tranl iii dianimeter on both sides. _______)______

Time ZdSe samples were obtained from 1U - IV Inc.. Sumxrniburg.c
PA. Thme sample is u.9 nimm in thickness, with coating (0.01 urnE
Cr+tl.2 u inl Arm) in size of 4 rmi x 2.1 nmn.
fTh currntrise,~a setup is shownm in Fig. 1. In order to obtain ait 0 Z~

whitchren d iscearge switch was set on a piece oif 50) 9 stripline. np f______________
Connected with Ih stripline was a 3 m, 50) Q, DC charged cable 2000 whntmVwthtrso.ie urn hog 0 2 0 4

the switch was observed downstcrea with a 50) 9 terminated
osecilloscope (Tektronix 710)4. 1 G~lz). TIhe charging voltage was 3 Time (ns)
kV for qrmartz and 2 kV for ZnSc.

Thlie electron source (150. MY 2W)1 A, 2 rrs) used in ourFi.2Tpclwvfrnofletn-tu
experiments was a very compact electron beaum generator (RadanmFg yia aefrso lcrnba
15112) made by time Institute of Electcrophysics, Russianm Academy of current density (Jh) and switch currentt
Sciences. Biecaumse of thme divergence of thme bcaini, tlIme beamir currenit density (J,) of Ioth samples.
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Fig. 3 i'cak switch conductancac pr unit arcat (G) vcrsus Fig. 4 Calculated results (if :i r. with data

peak clectron-bcan. curicrt dcntsity (J~r). shown in Fig. 3, for quartz.

electron beamn was turned on. I lowcvcr, after the electron beam U. l'uly'crystalline ZliSe
pulse. the switch currcut of each sainjilt dccaycd on diffckent time Wc considered the ZiSe sample in two legions. 1) dircc
scales. Thc crystal santpic turned off almost simulanc usly will ionization region and 2) indirect ionization regkin, and a.sum
Ithe electron [)eam. "lic ZnSe salUpic. htowever, turncd off in times ummiformn distribution in eacht rcgion. The rate equationls for th U

oil file older fir10 11n. clcction densities arc 171:
Figure 3 shows the relation of miaximum switch cottductancc per

unit arca (G) versus peak electron currcnt density (J,,). G was gniidt = ,, - U1,2 
- bn, , i = 1.2 G'

obtained from the switch current density and the switch voltage
which was obtaincd by subtracting twice the voltage across ithe where n,. S,. a atd b arc carrier density, source function. dirc I
termination from the charging voltage. Icconlbituation coefficient and trapping coefficient, respectively. A•

We have tried to measure the steady state dark current of the is due to direct ionization by beam electrons and is given by:
switch samples. Wilh applied voltages up to 3 kV. however, no g
switch current larger than 0.01 gA was observed for any sample. S = PA fJ.LI) , (3) i
11iis result has shown that the steady state switch resistance is

higher than 3 x 10 1 Q. where Li is the range of electron itt ZnSc. In order to calculate .,

we assume that carriers in region 2 arc generated by radiation (1i
L)isc•tssions to recombination in region i. Then Sz is proportional to th

recolmbination rate in region 1:

For directly ionized switches. tindcr steadly statc c•tlditions. tlie S2 = r7(an2 + hi,) (.1
conductance pe~r unit area is given by 151:I

where Y/ is thie efficiency of carrier generation in region 2 1

G= eug rPb/( • ) ., (4) recombination in region 1. Wc slved Eqs. (2)-(4) numerically B,
fitting ite switch current density, which conrrcsponmds to oil. wit

where ju is the carrier mobility. P1, is the clcctron-beam power that obtained experimentally to calculate a, b and q7 . Figuic I
density, r is the carrier lifetime, fj.. is the effective ionization shows the waveforms of the calculated switch current densi:

energy and L is the switch thickness. For P&. we have only (dasied line) obtained with a = 2 x 1-4 cms, b = 9x 17s and

informations olxmt the beam current and the peak clectron energy : 1.8 x i1-1, and the experimental switch current density (solid
(150) kcV). Instead of assuming that all electrots have the same I I
energy, we have assumed that the c-bleuan diode has a constanitt 0
impedance. This assumption underestimates the beam power at Bhe
earlier stage since the dynamic impedance of an c-b•.at diodec
usually drops in time. E

Willi Eq. (I), 11 r of quartz was calculatcd with G showin in Fig. 0
3 and the rcsults arc shown in Fig. 4, where we have used Ej,, = 25 100
eV. We see from Fig. 4 that the effective u r obtained from the t
experimental results changer with the clecitm-bcam cuticnit demnity a-td _-_ I
tite maximum value is about U.23 is crnt/Vs. Assumingl Ihe carricr
arability ij of 20 cm2/Vs, we obtained the alrricr lifetime r of 11.5 ps. 20% I
With iei maxitumn value of M r, wc also oblained the maximum power 20 40
gain of the quartz switch, whitchl is given by eiu r EdI f o.., and the
result is 745 with ant E ,.diclcctric strength) ofi9 MV/cm. iiigh Time (ns)
power gain and short carrier lifetime show the potential Fig. 5 Waveforms of switch current dcnsity obtained frntm
applicability of a quartz switch as a pulsed powcr anplificr. experiment (solid line) and from calculation (dashed line)

wilh -= 2 x It)"cinms, b = 9x 107/s and j7 = i.8 x I-I`.

!
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I II K. 11. Schoc~ikihct. V. K. Latkdawala, D. C- Stoudi. .F Sh
- mid It. 1P. Min mkinam,. "Elcctroni-heain-c~onttrolled high-ptmer

C14 scniiunidoixctor swilic~s.* IEEE Tsimas Elecirtasa Lkv'aces, Vol-
36. pp. 1793-18491. Scptciisbcr 1999.3 _100 %C i iCKIt0 S______J__p. hs. ol 8,p. 1-33

U. ..akdlmwahsi. U. A. 6cicdin. and M. K. Kennedy, '"'lhc lixck-ogi
effect ins clctnaon-hen, -controlled Sallium arscnitic switche.
IELE Daiun. Election Dvc~ices, vol. 38. pp. 7011-705, April 1991

0 - 141 U). C. Stoudl. K. [L. Schuctmlbach, R. P. Brinkinann. V. K.
___ ___ ___ ___Likdiw alit, and G. A. Gcrdin. -11hc recov'ery behavior of semni-

t L I I I insulating GaAs in electron-bcam-controllcd switches." IEEE
0 10 20 Damas. Electron Lkices, vol. 37, pp. 2478-2485, Dccentbc

Jbp (A/cm2  151 R. P. Biiinkinann and K. 1-1. Schoenbvach, "Elcctrun-icanm
cointrol lcd switchinmg with w idc bandgap sciniconductors.*

F~ig. 6 Expcriiinctilal anmd calculated icsults of peak switch I'itoccdingis uf 8th IEEE Pulsed Potivi Cncifc~ea, 1991, pp.3curtcm est y , s ucino ekccloi 94-1111.
bcmcictdensity 101. R~ ucino ea lcmi- ~ I. P. Julii, M. K. Keinnedy. and K. 11. Schoenbach, "Studies (if

beamcuincot ensiy (J,).high field conductioni in diamond for electron heanin controlled
switching," J. AppI. Phys., vol. 72, pp. 4781L-4787, November
1992.

line) oblahitid with a peak clectron-ticant curicia density of 13.17 171 K. 11. Schoenbacli, M. K. Kennedy, R. P1. Joshi. R. P. B~rinkman,.
Alan 2. In thec calculation, wc have used a.=7 cV. L I = (192 mm11, and 1'.T. I It), "EUcctron-bcani Hctivatcd zinc secicnidc andi
and ji = (XXI cni2/Vs 181. Wc also used (hce cxptcrinaciually diammnd switchics," SPIE, vol. 1632, pp. 2093-216, 1992.
obtained elcctron-lmeam Current density and asstinictl COiistainui 181 P. T. lit, F. Pcng, and J. Goldhar, 'Photoconmductive switching
hicani-diodic imnpedance. [ibe ltime step fori solving file ralc ulsing pillycrystallinic DISC," IEEE Toitas. Electrona Devices, vol.I euationls wits I Ps. In Fig.5. thle diffcrcnicc Ihctwcci tile calculated 37. p. 2517-2519, December 19901.
curve and the experimecntal curve at tlie earlier stage might lie
caused by underestimation of thle beamn power due to the
assumlption of constant beamn-diode impedanice.

With the same values of a, b, and il . we have calculamted tlie
dependance of the peak switch current density (.1vj, on tife peak
clectron-beani current density (J,,,). Thei calculated results are
conmpared with the experimental results in Fig. 6.

For electron beamn with the pulse widIth longer tha lmimtme average
carrier lifetime, we calculated thme steady state Carrier denisity. Witli
die /dt = 0) and 11141/ti = 0, we have:

3 an22
2 + 1)11z - R7 Si = 0), 5

anld (thell its solution:31 ((b' + 4a R7 S1)ia2 - b)/2a . (0i)

If W >> 4ia R S1, i.e., Jh << U.08 /cnm 2 for an electron energy of
1501 keV. IE4. (6) hecwnc: ,it = q7 S,11). 1imen flme moaxinmumn power
gain of tIlse switch Q = ju q~ cEd21l(b fl = 1.16 x 104, withi Ed=
I M V and a 11=0.9 ino]i.
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INFLUENCE OF CONTACTS ON THE HOLD-OFF
VOLTAGE AND RECOVERY OF ELECTRON-BEAM

ACTIVATED GALLIUM ARSENIDE SWITCHES

M.K. Kennedy, K.H. Schoenbach, and R.P. Bfinkmann*
Physical Electronics Research Institute

Old Dominion University
Norfolk, VA 23529

ABSTRACT

The influence of contacts on the dark current, and the gain and recovery behaviour of 0.64 mm thick

electron-beam controlled gallium arsenide switches was studied experimentally. With non-injecting contacts the

hold-off voltage for pulsed voltage application was found to be higher by more than a factor of four compared to

systems with injecting contacts. Also the threshold voltage for current lock-on after switch opening could be

increased by at least a factor of three by using non-injecting contacts. The maximum applied voltage to the system

with non-injecting contacts was limited by surface flashover. By doping the electron-beam irradiated face of the

switch with zinc it was possible to increase the switch gain by a factor of 3.5 over systems with only metal contacts.

3 Optimization of the Zn-doped layer with respect to thickness and concentration should allow us to increase the switch

gain further up to a value of about thirty. The experimental results are in accordance with results of a model which

3 explains the lock-on effect as the deveiopment of a permanent current due to double injection at voltages above the

trap-rdled-limited voltage in semi-insulating semiconductors.

*

*presently with Siemens AG, Munich, Germany
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INTRODUCTION I
Photoconductive switches with their inherent jitterfree response and high switching speed are increasingly

applied in laser controlled ultra wide band radar and high power microwave systems [1]. Less common is the use

of electron-beams as control sources fo. bulk semiconductor switches, although ther are some distinct advantages

of electronic ionization versus optical ionization [2]. 131. Election-beam generators are generally less expensive and

have a higher wall-plug efficiency than lasers. High speed operation in the subnanosecond range is possible (4]. 3
The use of electron-beams as drivers for semiconductor switches allows the generation of pulse trains with variable

duty cycles or pulse shapes. Finally, any semiconductor or insulator, independent of the bandgap can be switched

with the same high energy electron-beam. 3
Presently, the most common switch material for pulsed power applications is semi-insulating gallium

arsenide (SI-GaAs) because of its high dark resistance and fast recombination (compared to silicon). However, for 3
this material the current response of the switch to optical or electron-beam activation is linear only at low applied

field strengths. Above a certain voltage, corresponding to mean electric fields in the range of several kV/cm to I
several ten's of kV/cm, depending on the defect and impurity concentration of SI-GaAs, nonlinear effects were 3
observed, such as the so-called lock-on effect 15] and current filamentation [6], [7], [8). The term lock-on describes

the fact that a permanent current "locks on" to the photocurrent which is generated by the laser or electron-beam.

For low intensities of the activation source or applied voltages just barely above the threshold for lock-on the

transition into the permanent current state can be delayed by nanoseconds [71 to milliseconds [9] with respect to the I
activation pulse. i

Whereas this effect is desirable for closing switches because of the low optical or electron-beam energy

required to switch into the conductive state, it is certainly undesirable for systems which require operation in the 3
linear mode. These include systems where the optical source or the electron-beam is used to modulate the

conductance of the switch, and any system where the optically or electron-beam controlled semiconductor switch 3
is to be used as an opening switch. Besides the inability to recover to their initial state, GaAs switches operated in

the lock-on mode seem to be limited in lifetime due to the development of current filaments. I

I

I



Various attempts have been made to explain the physics of these nonlinear effects. [101. (11[. (12] which

have been observed not just in gallium arsenide, but also in indium phosphide (InP), [13] zinc selenide (ZnSe) and

diamond [14]. The occurance in diamond, which is an indirect semiconductor and does not exhibit a range of

negative differential mobility, proves that neither optical tansport (reabsorption of recombination radiation) nor the

formation of Gunn domains can fully explain the lock-on effect. The strong dependence of the lock-on threshold

voltage on the impurity and defect concentration in GaAs indicates that localized energy states (deep traps) in the

switch material must be considered in explaining the lock-on effect. The temporal development of the lock-on effect

must then be determined by the filling of traps with injected charge carriers.

Besides carrier injection into the bulk, through electronic or optical ionization, carrier injection through the

contacts plays an important role in the switching performance, particularly in the development of the lock-on effect.

The influence of heavily doped contacts on photoconductive switching was discussed in a recent paper by Thompson

and Lindholm (1990) for the case of trap-free photoconductive switches (151. It was shown, that the influence of

the contacts on the switch behaviour is strong for such cases where the photogenerated (or electronically ionized)

carriers drift or diffuse a distance on the same order as the switch dimensions. In the case of semiconductors with

large trap concentrations, the injection of carriers at the contacts determine the switching characteristics even in the

case where the intrinsic region is long compared to the diffusion length. Both the dark current-voltage characteristic

of a semiconductor switch which contains large concentrations of deep centers as well as its recovery behaviour is

affected by carrier injection at the contacts [16], [101. The effect of double injection, the injection of both electrons

and holes through the contacts, in semiconductors with deep traps was shown to generate current-voltage

characteristics with negative differential conductivity, which is a condition for the onset of current filamentation [171.

5S Other evidence for the influence of contacts on the switch performance are experimental results of studies on

photoconductive GaAs switches [18]. It is shown that hole injection, enforced by trap related space charge fields

at the anode, in addition to electron injection at a metal cathode, leads to a strong nonlinear behaviour of the switch.

In order to explore the effect of contacts on nonlinear transport processes, such as the lock-on effect, in

photoconductive switches, we have studied the dark current behaviour and the temporal development of the current

in electron-beam activated semi-insulating (SI) GaAs switches. These studies were performed using a forward and

1 3
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a reverse biased metaltype layerfmtrinsic semiconductor/n-type layer/metal (vmWA+n+/m) contact system (Fig. 1).

The experimental results were compared with observauons on SI-GaAs switches with a meau/mutrnsic

semiconductor/metaa (mA/m) contact system. The electron-beam was injected through the contact (in the case of the

non-symmetric system into the p-layer) as shown in figure 1. The cathodoiwninescence generated over the range3

of the electron-beam in the region close to the contact serves to ionize the bulk of the switch [2].

In any of the investigated systems, the intrinsic region, consisting of SI-GaAs, exceeds the diffusion length 3
by orders of magnitude. For injecting, as well as noninjecting contacts, therefore, the current-voltage characteristics

of the intrinsic material is expected to determine the system behaviour. For trap-fee intrinsic material and switch

operation below the space charge limit, this implies a linear current-voltage characteristics. The observed 3
nonlinearities in photoconductive and electron-beaam activated GaAs switches, however, indicate the strong influence

of traps on the switch kinetics. Consequently, it is expected that the injection of carriers through the contacts, with 5
the purpose of filling deep traps when ther is no electron-beam (or laser) activation, and replacing thermally emitted

charge carriers after activation, will have a profound influence on the switch performance. I
EXPERIMENTS 3

SWITCH SAMPLES

The material used in the experimental investigations was as-grown (or EL2 compensated) SI-GaAs with a

resistivity of 6x10 6 f•cm. The thickness of the samples was 0.64 mm. The switch geometry consisted of the bulk 3
region with aligned parallel plate contact regions. In the mA//m type switch sample the contacts were manufactured

by thermally depositing a gold-germanium alloy to a thickness of 100 rnm. The sample was then annealed at 450 3
0C in flowing nitrogen at atmospheric pressure for a period of 15 minutes. These contacts are known to form an

m/n+/f/n+/m system with the semi-insulating GaAs. The contacts are electron injecting, but blocking for holes. I
A second sample, fabricated at Epitronics, had heavily doped n- and p-type layers epitaxially grown on 3

opposite sides, forming a p+/i/n+ system with the same type of SI-GaAs as the bulk material, and the same switch

dimensions as the mi/m switch. This device, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a 19.5 pm wide zinc-doped region, with 3
a shallow acceptor concentration of 7x10 19 cm"3 (zone 1). The bulk region (zone II) is 635 pm thick SI-GaAs,

followed by a 21.8 pm wide silicon-doped region, with a shallow donor concentration of 3.9xlO cm"3 (zone I11). I
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A layer of 100 nm Au was deposited on the Zn-doped region, and a 100 nm Au-Ge layer on the Si-doped region.

The metal contacts were annealed at 450 'C.

DARK CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

"The steady-stite dark current at voltages on the order of 100 volts was measured with a Keithley 617

electrometer. For measurements at higher voltages a pulsed voltage source was used and the current was recorded

with a Tektronix 7612 digitizer. The results of these measurements for the moli/m contact geometry are shown in

Fig. 2. The three regions of data correspond to the different voltage sources. The current-voltage characteristic up

to 100 V was recorded by using a dc-source. The middle group of data was obtained by using a hard-tube pulser,

capable of generating pulses up to 450 ms. The upper group of data was taken using a thyratron switched 25 Q

pulse forming network (PFN) with variable pulse length up to a duration of 35 pis. The transition from ohmic to

super-linear behavior occurs at 100 V indicating trap filling at this voltage. The data agree well with previously

measured current-voltage characteristics of SI GaAs. where the value of the trap-filled-limit voltage, VTL, was used

to estimate the concentration of EL2 traps to 9.7xI015 cm"3 [9]. The upper group of data shows a cubic dependence

of the dark current on the voltage indicating that double injection of charge carriers due to barrier lowering by trap

enhanced space charge fields at the non-injecting contact might play a role in the dark current behavior at higher

voltages [18].

The results of dark current measurements on m/p+/i/n+/m devices, forward biased and reverse biased, are

shown in Fig. 3. The forward biased rrA/p+/n+/m system (positive voltage at p÷-side) shows ohmic behavior up to

30 V, a constant dark current from 30 V to 100 V, followed by a transition into a super-linear mode at the trap-

filled-limit voltage, similar to semi-insulating GaAs with metal contacts. The resistivity of the forward biased system

is also nearly identical to that of the sample with metal contacts. The reverse biased m/p+i/n+/m system displayed

a dark current (at low voltages) which was more than one order of magnitude less than for the forward biased

system, and varied sublinearly with voltage. The transition into the strongly super-linear current, at the trap-filled-

limit voltage, occured at 200 V. compared to 100 V for the forward biased system. This result seems to contradict

our assumption that for non-injecting contacts, as is the case with the reversed biased system, the dark resistance

should stay constant up to voltages which lead to dielectric breakdown. These are voltages which correspond to
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electric fields of several hundred kV/cm. As we will show later, however, this low voltage trnsition can be

explained by the development of space charge fields in the contact region.

This hypothesis is supported by the results of measurements of the temporal development of the dark

currenL A step voltage generator was used which allowed us to apply voltage pulses of up to 3 kV for hundreds

of milliseconds to the samples. The results of measurements on the m//n system showed that the time required to

establish the dc-dark current takes microseconds to milliseconds, depending on the voltage which is applied [91. For 3
pulse charged systems with pulse durations less than the characteristic dark current development time, the II
semiconductor switch behaves like a resistor with a resistance determined by the low voltage value. Similar results

were obtained on the reverse biased m/p+n+/rm system (Fig. 4). With a voltage pulse of 35 ps duration no 3
measurable current was recorded up to a voltage of 950 V, corresponding to an average field of 15 kV/cm. Surface

flashover prevented further increase in voltage. The forward biased m/p+Nn+/m switch, on the other hand, showed I
a steep current rise already it 270 V when a 35 ps voltage pulse was applied.

SWITCH RESPONSE TO ELECTRON-BEAM ACTIVATION

The GaAs switches were activated by means of an electron-beam produced by a pulsed thermionic dicde

[191. The diode voltage is generated by a pulse forming network (PFN) consisting of an LC chain and stepped up

in a ratio 1:11 by a pulse transformer. The pulse duration can be adjusted between I ps and 15 ps by varying the

number of PFN segments. The rise and fall time of the voltage pulse is 400 ns. The maximum diode voltage is

about 200 kV. limited by vacuum breakdown in the diode chamber. The GaAs switch was placed in a vacuum in

front of a 1 mil thick titanium foil which serves as the anode of the electron-beam diode. The electron energy

distribution of the electron-beam at the position of the switch was calculated by means of a Monte-Carlo code which

took the effect of the Ti-foil on the electron energy into account [201. The electron-beam current density at the

switch position, which is dependent on the temperature of the thermionic cathode, and the diode voltage (due to

anode foil transmission) was measured by means of a Faraday cup. A typical waveform is shown in figure 5.

Maximum obtainable current densities at a diode voltage of 165 kV were measured as 45 mA/cm2 .

The voltage across the switch was applied by using the same pulse forming network as for the pulsed dark

current measurements: a thyratron switched 25 0 PFN with a pulse duration of 35 ps. The electron-beam activates
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the switch sample about 5 ps after the voltage is applied and lasts for 15 ps. The current through the sample is

measured by means of a Pearson coil, the sample voltage is measured using a resistive probe. The signals were

I recorded with Tektronix 7612 digitizers.

M/i/M system

The current response to electron-beam activation of m/n/m systems was reported and discussed in detail in

two previous papers [9), [10). The observations of electron-beam activated GaAs switches were found to be identical

with those of laser activated GaAs switches [211: At low voltages the photoconductive response is linear, that means

that the switch current follows the activation source function. Above a threshold voltage, dependent on the type of

semi-insulating GaAs, the switch current locks on. Instead of the switch recovering to the voltage and dark current

level before switch activation it continues to carry a high current at a constant forward voltage after the activation

source is turned off. The switch forward voltage in this "lock-on" state corresponds, depending on switch material,

to average electric fields of several kV/cm to several ten's of kV/cm [211.

forward biased m/p+/i/n+/m system

A similar behaviour as in mfN/m devices is observed in forward biased m/p+Nn+/m systems. The switch

current response to the electron-beam activation was found to be linear below an applied voltage of 200 V. Above

this voltage the switch does not recover fully after electron-beam activation, but continues to carry a current as long

as the voltage is applied. A typical voltage and current trace is shown in figure 6a) and 6b) for an applied voltage

of 320 V. After the electron-beam is applied to the system, at about 10 ps, the switch voltage decreases to a forward

voltage level, which is determined by the electron-beam current (Fig. 5). After the electron-beam current begins to

I drop off, at about 23 ps, the switch voltage increases again, but not to its initial value. It settles for the remaining

pulse duration at 200 V, corresponding to an electric field of 3 kV/cm. The switch current density which rises to

values of 8 A/cm2 (for an electron beam intensity of 20 mA/cm 2 ) follows the temporal shape of the activation source

until the electron-beam is turned off. However, instead of returning to its initial value before electron-beam

activation it locks on: A continuous high dark current is measured until the switch voltage returns to zero again.

The electron-beam induced current density, J, for the forward biased m/p/i/n*/m system (Fig. 7) is linearly

dependent on voltage up to 170 V, and then increases with voltage, V, following approximately a power law of
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U

J ct V6 . Lock-on is not observed for voltages in the linear range of the switch. Above 170 V. however, the lock-on

current emerges and rises approximately with V15, approaching the value of'the switch current at 210 V. I
reverse biased m/p/I/nn/m system 3

Quite different is the switch response to electron-beam irradiation when the m/pnfn+/m sytem is reverse

biased. Figure 8 shows the voltage and current traces of the electron-beam activated switch for an applied voltage 3
of 320 V. which is the same value as used in the experiment with the forward biased system (Fig. 6). After the

termination of the electron-beam the switch recovers to its initial hold-off voltage, and no lock-on current is observed 3
up to voltages of 530 V, which is three times as high as the voltage where lock-on was observed in the forward

biased system. Above 530 V we have observed electrical breakdown where the forward voltage was about 70 V,

corresponding to an average field of 1 kV/cm. The loadline limited current in the breakdown phase indicates that 3
the observed change in the current-voltage characteristics is due to surface flashover at the edges of the sample. In

order to test this hypothesis the p+ and n+ layers at the edge of the sample were lapped to increase the distance for 3
surface flashover. Before lapping the sample the breakdown occured at 320 V. After lapping, the breakdown

potential increased to the previously mentioned 530 V. The current-voltage characteristics of the reverse biased I
m/p+Nn+/m system is shown in figure 7. It is linear up to the voltage where breakdown was observed. The highest 3
switch current density was 22 A/cm2 , obtained with an electron-beam current density of 22 mA/cm 2 at a diode

voltage of 167 kV. I
electron-beam induced conductance

More relevant than the current gain for switching is the achieved electron-beam induced conductance. For

the mt/im system irradiated with an electron-beam current density of 28 mA/cm2 at a diode voltage of 163 kV the

switch conductance in the linear current-voltage range is 30 mnrlcm"2. For the m/p+an+/m systems, with the

Zn-doped (p+) layer facing the electron-beam the measured conductance in the linear range was 85 mfrlcm"2 with 3
an electron-beam of 22 mA/cm 2 at a diode voltage of 167 kV. The dimensions of the switch were identical in all

cases.3
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DISCUSSION

The dark current, with its characteristic hold-off voltage, and the temporal response of electron-beam

controlled switches were studied using one switch material (SI-GaAs) with different contact configurations. One,

the m/rin configuration, is a symmetric system with metal contacts which serve as electron injecting contacts, but

am blocking contacts for holes. The second system, m/p+Wn+Im, is non-symmetric. It therefore allows us,

depending on the bias, to use it as a system with only injecting contacts, or only blocking contacts. The dc-dark

current characteristics for mn/i/m and forward biased m/pni~n+m switches are almost identical. They show the

typical features of semiconductors with large concentrations of traps: an ohmic behaviour at low voltages, and a

transition into a breakdown-like current-voltage characteristic above the so-called trap-filled-limited voltage. For the

system with injecting contacts we always have the situation of double injection, which at high current levels, can

lead to the development of current filaments [17], [22]. In the case of the symmetric mnlm system, with only

electron injection at low voltages, the transition into a double injecting system is enforced due to the development

of trap related space charge fields at the anode [18] and consequently Schottky emission of holes at this contact.

The dark current then increases cubically with voltage as shown in Fig. 2.

According to these deliberations the dc-dark current in reverse biased m/p+In+Im systems should stayohmic

(determined by the thermally generated carriers in the bulk) up to voltage values which correspond to the dielectric

breakdown field in the material. For GaAs this is several hundred kV/cm, [231 which seems to require applied

voltages on the order of 10 kV for our switch. However, strong local electrical fields can develop due to the thermal

emission of electrons and holes in the bulk even at low applied voltages. This situation is illustrated in figure 9.

When a reverse voltage is applied to the system, the mobile charges in the intrinsic region are swept out, generating

a charge density distribution and consequently a field distribution as shown in figure 9a. If the thermal emission

rates for electrons and holes from the deep traps are nonidentical, which is very likely, a preferred buildup of one

type of charged centers takes place. This thermal emission process leads to a charge density distribution as shown

in figure 9b. The developing field distribution is inhomogeneous, with large fields developing at one contact which

could provide for the replacement of thermally emitted charges.
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Eventually Schotky emission at this contact will lead to the onset of a current flow which just balances the

charge carer loss due to thermal emission from the deep traps. This occurs at current levels of several pA/m 2 .

Small changes in voltage above this point will lead to large variations in the Schouky emission, and thus in the

current-voltage characteristcs (Fig. 3). Since the charging effect takes a certain time to generate the inhomogeneous 3
electric field, it is possible to increase the hold-off voltage of reversed biased systems by applying a pulsed voltage

of duration short compared to the charging time as has been demonstrated experimentally (Fig. 4).

In the case of the mim and forward biased ml/i+n+Im systems, a transition into a permanent dark current

after the termination of the electron-beam is observed in the form of the so-called lock-on effctL For the forward

biased m fiM/n+/m system it is the unlimited injection of carriers at both contacts which allows trap-filling and

therefore, at voltages above the trap-filled-limited voltage, a continuous flow of high level dark current. For the

m/im system, where the anode contact is a blocking contact for holes. it requires the buildup of large trap related

space charge fields to enforce hole emission. But when this condition is reached the m/i/m system behaves identical

to the forward biased system with injecting contacts. The lock-on effect is a threshold effect with respect to voltage.

The minimum voltage in the case of injecting contacts is the trap-filled-limited voltage, which for systems with

negative differential conductivity can far exceed the lock-on voltage [17]. Because reaching the threshold voltage

requires the filling of traps, the lock-on effect is also dependent on the intensity and duration of the activation pulse.

Because of the accelerated filling of traps due to electron-beam (or laser) generated charge carriers, the transition

into the permanent dark current regime is reduced from microseconds or milliseconds (with no external ionization

source) to times on the order of the electron-beam (or laser) pulse, causing an immediate lock-on of the dark current

to the externally controlled current. I
Another characteristic of the the lock-on effect is the occurrence of current filaments, [6], [7], [8] an effect

similar to a glow-to-arc transition in diffuse gas discharges. This effect can be explained by the presence of a

negative differential conductivity regime in most trap dominated semiconductors with double injecting contacts [161,

[3]. In such a system, the transition from the low current to the high current region of the current-voltage

characteristic is always connected to the development of filaments [24).
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In light of these considerations, the results obtained with the reverse biased m/p+fi/n+/m system are not

surprising. Understanding the lock-on current as a permanent dark current in a nap-filled semiconductor, allows us

to expect that preventing the refill of themnally emptied traps after the activation pulse by restricting the injection

of carriers through the contacts, leads to the re-establishment of the conditions before the activation. In other words,

because the trap-fidled state cannot be sustained after activation in a system with non-injecting contacts the lock-on

effect is supressed. This is exactly what we have observed with reverse biased junctions as contacts.

Another positive side effect of using heavily doped contacts is the increased electron-beam induced

conductance over systems with metal contacts. The observed increase was from 30 m.lcm"2 to 85 mn•'cm"2 with

slightly different electron-beam parameters. By taking these differences into account the gain in conductance when

using heavily doped contacts is 3.5. The reason for this effect is the increased rate of radiative recombination in

Zn-doped GaAs compared to undoped GaAs [25]. The electron-beam generated photons ae able to ionize the bulk

of the semiconductor beyond the electron-range and therefore enhance the overall conductance.

An additional advantage of using Zn as acceptor material is the experimentally observed increase in the

wavelength of the emitted radiation, [25) which allows us to ionize the bulk of the switch radiatively over a distance

of mm from the cathodoluminescent layer. The wavelength of the emitted radiation and consequently the absorption

depth can be adjusted by varying the Zn-concenration. Optimization of the thickness and the concentration of the

Zn-layer should allow us to increase the gain from 3.5 to a gain of about 30 [20]. In addition, by using a heavily

doped n-type contact layer as the cathode contact, we have shown tUm we are able to extend the threshold voltage

for the lock-on effect by at least a factor of three, enhancing the potential of these switches in high voltage systems.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 3
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the device.

Figure 2. Dark current-volmge chmacteristics of the m/i/m system. U
Figure 3. DC dark current-voltage characteristics of the forward and reverse biased GaAs m./p+Nn+/m

system.

Figure 4. Pulsed dark current-voltage characteristics of the forward and reverse biased GaAs m/p 'l+Vn~/m 3
system. The pulse width of the applied voltage was 35 ps.

Figure 5. Plots of the temporal pulse shape of the electron-beam current density as measured by the faraday 3
cup.

Figure 6. The temporal development of switch voltage and current density of the forward biased GaAs

m/p+/i/n+/m system. 3
Figure 7. Electron-beam-induced conductivity (EBIC) of the forward biased (FB) and reverse biased (RB)

GaAs m/p+Ta/n+/m system, and lock-on (LO) values for the forward biased system. 3
Figure 8. The temporal development of switch voltage and current density of the reverse biased GaAs

m/p+fi/n+/m system.

Figure 9. Charge density p(x) and electric field E(x) profile for a reverse biased GaAs m/p+n n+/m system 3
at a) time of charge sweep out and b) time after charge sweep out.
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